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Introduction 
 
Biogeography: studying the shaping of biodiversity patterns 
Earth is a heterogeneous place, both in space and in time. An environmental 
gradient stretches from pole to pole and on a finer scale, a mosaic of biotopes 
exists. Climate is in a constant state of flux and geomorphological processes 
continually change the surface of the Earth. Differences in the spatial and 
temporal composition of community structure result in shifting interactions 
among biota. Aforementioned factors do not function independently, but form 
an intricate web of interactions. The versatility of the face of the Earth is 
reflected in the non-random distribution of life. Whereas only the current 
situation can be directly witnessed, past processes which caused the 
structuring of life have to be inferred. 

Biogeography is the branch of Biology that seeks to understand the 
spatio-temporal distribution of biodiversity (1). Two distinct classical schools of 
thought, ‘Ecological’ and ‘Historical Biogeography’, emphasize the importance 
of active and passive dispersal, respectively. It is nowadays recognized that 
only a synthesis of both would manage to grasp the complexity of 
biogeography (2-4); present distribution of biodiversity has been molded by a 
reticulation of historical factors. From a species’ point of view, distribution 
during the course of history depends on variation in the extent and 
accessibility of suitable surface: in the face of extinction, a species must 
continually ‘track’ the habitat it prefers. This train of thought presumes that a 
species is bound to a particular partition of the biosphere. 
 
The ecological niche: linking species to the environment 
The ecological niche of a species enfolds the suite of conditions under which it 
can maintain self-sustaining populations: areas not satisfying the niche are 
uninhabitable (5). The range of environmental conditions a species can 
tolerate – the width of its niche – determines the extent of its distribution. 
Generalist species thrive under a wide range of conditions, sharing resources 
with an assemblage of other species, whereas specialist species are 
constrained to localized habitat, with the benefit of having a monopoly on 
resources. 

The presence of other organisms influences a species’ distribution 
Different species with an identical niche cannot co-occur, they competitively 
exclude on another. Colonization of an area is hampered when a species with a 
similar niche is already established (6): unless the newcomer is superior (i.e. 
capable to outcompete the resident), it is beforehand left disadvantaged (i.e. 
first-come, first-served). 
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Co-occurrence can only be accomplished by niche partitioning: in areas of 
overlap, a narrower niche is exploited (ecological character displacement; 7, 8) 
than outside of sympatric zones (competitive release; 7). Similarly, other types 
of biotic interactions (e.g. predators, parasites, pathogens and prey) pose 
either positive or negative pressures on a species. The presence of particular 
ecological interactions may alternate over a species’ distribution range (9). 

A distinction is made between the potential niche (the set of abiotic 
conditions suitable) and the realized niche (a narrower niche as pressured by 
biotic interactions). Species do not occupy every speck on earth where suitable 
conditions happen to prevail (the potential distribution); only a part of the area 
predicted to be suitable is inhabited (the realized distribution), leaving the 
remainder unpopulated. Tracts of inhospitable terrain can act as 
discontinuities and pose limits to distribution. Whether a feature acts as a 
barrier to distribution depends on the vagility of a species. 

Contrast between suitable and non-suitable area does not only occur 
in space, but also in time: barriers of inhospitable terrain can be raised or 
demolished and the composition of community structure shifts (2). Alterations 
in surface characteristics may either facilitate expansion (dispersal/ 
colonization) or cause regression (contraction/extinction). From a historical 
perspective, the distinction between potential and realized distribution is 
therefore not surprising: the extent to which the potential distribution is 
saturated depends on the dispersal opportunities encountered by a species 
during its evolutionary history and the time which has been available. 

Distribution dynamics through time have determined the current state 
of affairs. Clues on biogeography are left in the patterns in which 
contemporary biodiversity is distributed. For these clues to be unlocked, first 
biodiversity and its distribution have to be determined. 
 
Deriving biogeographical hypotheses: a move towards genetic information 
Human perception of biodiversity has traditionally been biased towards 
morphological heterogeneity (10). This approach, whether applied out of 
ignorance (implying only morphological features are evolutionary relevant) or 
necessity (morphology providing the only noticeable and therefore exploitable 
variation), inevitably underestimates the true extent of biodiversity. A solution 
to this problem came with the opportunity to explore the genotype instead of 
the phenotype. With the advance of molecular approaches, a wealth of 
hitherto cryptic biodiversity was revealed, hidden in organisms’ genomes (10). 
Randomly arisen mutations provide an objective way of assessing diversity. 
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Molecular systematics places genetic variation in an evolutionary context by 
tracing geneological histories. By examining the spatial distribution of genetic 
lineages, biogeographical hypotheses can be formulated (10). The spatio-
temporal scale involved ranges from macro- to microevolutionary processes; 
from the large-scale phylogenetics (10), dealing with relationships among 
species and more inclusive taxa, to the fine-grained landscape genetics (11), 
dealing with population interactions. Such sub-disciplinary terms are employed 
for the classification of what should in fact be seen as a continuum. The 
distribution of intraspecific genetic differentiation is the subject of the 
somewhat intermediate field of phylogeography (12) and will be the subject of 
the present research. 
 
Phylogeography: biogeography based on intraspecific gene geography 
The study of gene pedigrees within a species was pioneered in the 1970’s. In 
order to distinguish this exciting branch of genetics, John C. Avise and co-
workers, in a landmark paper published in 1987, coined the term 
phylogeography – a contraction of phylogeny and geography (13). The name 
has stuck. Phylogeography combines elements of population genetics and 
phylogenetics, thereby placing population structure in a historical context. 
Phylogeographical research has seen a surge of attention since its relatively 
recent germination and is now considered a full-fledged branch of 
biogeographical science (12). 

The tremendous amount of attention addressed to phylogeographical 
research is imputed to its interesting scale. The field homes in on what has 
been referred to as ‘the evolutionary twilight zone’ (14): the boundary 
between macro- and microevolutionary processes. Extracting biogeographical 
patterns is hampered in phylogenetics as subsequent distribution changes 
diluted the patterns which initiated cladogenesis: it is hard to determine 
whether barriers to genetic interaction arose in allopatry or sympatry (15). 
Landscape genetics studies connections among populations in mosaic 
landscapes: it focuses on the cohesiveness of populations despite barriers 
rather than the growing apart because of barriers. Phylogeography provides 
the most direct way of looking at the forces driving distribution. The field 
focuses on the genesis of evolutionary lineages as triggered by environmental 
processes: the essence of biogeography. 

Key to gene-based biogeography is the generation of genetic variation. 
But how does this process work? Within a species’ gene pool – comprising the 
genomes of its individual members – many copies of each gene occur. Through 
mutation, various variants of the same gene arise, which differ slightly in 
sequence, but not in function (they are selectively neutral). 
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These different gene versions are known as haplotypes. The spread of new 
haplotypes in the gene pool during the next generations is a stochastic 
process. Chances for a newly arisen haplotype to increase in frequency are 
influenced by gene flow and genetic drift. Gene flow homogenizes the gene 
pool; in the extreme case, panmixia forestalls genetic variation. Partitioning of 
the gene pool, on the other hand, hampers the free exchange of genetic 
material; as genetic isolation takes action, genetic drift drives deviation among 
spatially separated subdivisions. The extent in which these opposite forces act 
determines population structure. 

Mutation is a random process. Two forces act on sequence evolution: 
genetic drift and (either negative or positive) natural selection. Which of the 
two plays a dominant role, has been a matter of heated debate (10). The 
upholding view is that the majority of the evolutionary change is ascribed to 
genetic drift, acting on selectively (nearly-) neutral mutations. According to the 
molecular clock theory, on average, mutations arise at a constant rate (10). By 
estimating this rate, topological data can be placed into a temporal context. 
Time intervals for cladogenetic events can be acquired by calibration of the 
phylogenetic network, by appointing a fixed age to a particular node (based on 
a dated fossil, for example). The existence of a universal molecular clock is 
disputed, but at the taxonomic level which is the subject of phylogeography, 
assuming a molecular clock seems reasonable (16). 

Gene flow and genetic drift have left their marks on the current 
geographical distribution of genetic information. In order to extract the 
biogeographical data imprinted in genomes, for a sample of individuals from 
across the distribution range, the basepair arrangement for a particular gene is 
determined – a procedure known as sequencing (10). The individual DNA 
sequences are appointed to haplotypes. By inferring relationships among the 
different haplotypes, the history of a gene is reconstructed. Patterns of 
differentiation and similarity among populations suggest past conditions 
facilitating vicariance and connectivity. 
 
Advances in phylogeography: more data and improved ways to analyze it 
Different genetic transmission systems are used in phylogeographic studies, 
presenting different advantages and considerations (12). Mitochondrial DNA 
has traditionally dominated the field of phylogeography, but the application of 
autosomal nuclear DNA is becoming increasingly implemented (12). Both 
sources present their limitations and advantages (17, 18). Due to its 
recombining nature, the nuclear genome is composed of a reticulation of 
genealogical lineages; each gene has a unique history. For mitochondrial DNA, 
however, all genes express a linked inheritance. 
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Mitochondrial DNA is present in only one copy per cell (haploid), whereas for 
autosomal nuclear DNA, two copies are present (diploid). Mitochondrial DNA is 
transmitted matrilinearly, whereas autosomal nuclear DNA is inherited from 
both parents. Therefore the effective population size of mitochondrial DNA is a 
fourth of that of autosomal nuclear DNA. This results in a shorter coalescence 
time for mitochondrial DNA than for autosomal nuclear DNA; lineage sorting 
until attaining reciprocal monophyly takes less time for mitochondrial DNA, 
autosomal nuclear DNA will retain patterns of ancestral polymorphism longer. 

Stochasticity in the genetic process – variance in coalescent time and 
population affiliation of alleles – means that the history of a single gene is 
different from population history: each gene tells its own variation on a story. 
Including multiple, unlinked markers, allows more reliable inferences; 
averaging over gene trees enables the distillation of the true species tree (16). 
Phylogeographic studies show a trend towards a multi-marker approach. 
Genealogical concordance – corroboration across multiple unlinked loci within 
a species – is a strong indication of an underlying causal event. 

A cases study on a single species provides insight into situations which 
would have influenced contemporary biota. Events which have shaped genetic 
patterns in a particular species are not expected to have left co-distributed 
species entirely unaffected. Comparing the genetic structuring within multiple 
sympatric species – an approach known as comparative phylogeography – may 
reveal concordant patterns (19, 20). Congruent patterns suggest shared 
causality: a prevailing scenario of biogeography. 

An ever increasing amount of information is extracted from genomes. 
As sequencing becomes increasingly cheaper and faster, the use of denser 
sampling and inclusion of more genetic markers is enabled. Analytical methods 
are getting more and more sophisticated (14). In other words, the acquisition 
and analysis of genetic data is well developed. As the term implies, 
phylogeography explicitly deals with the geographical distribution of 
phylogenetic lineages. So how is this wealth of genetic information paired with 
geography?  
 
A challenge to ‘traditional’ phylogeography: the missing link with geography 
Present day genetic structuring is a derivative of the evolutionary history of the 
species under study. In phylogeographic studies, biogeographical scenarios are 
inferred, by inductive reasoning. Paleogeomorphological information provides 
insight in the formation of the area in which the species under study is 
distributed. Based on this knowledge, historical operators are appointed to 
explain the current geographic distribution of genotypes. 
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Coarsely put, the researcher searches for historical events fitting the 
uncovered phylogenetic framework. The resulting ‘just so story’ may very well 
be correct, but lacks statistical support and alternative explanations are not 
explored. Contrasting with the sophisticated, quantitative methods for 
obtaining a phylogenetic tree, the geographical aspect is addressed (dismissed, 
one could argue) in a subjective, qualitative, over interpreted way. 

Concern about this disentanglement of phylogeography with 
geography is increasingly being expressed in the literature (21-24). The lack of 
statistical rigor, underlines the problem facing current phylogeographical 
approaches. Paraphrasing Kidd and Ritchie (21): “Spatial-geographic aspects of 
phylogeographic research are underdeveloped: the emphasis lays on the 
‘phylogeny’ component of phylogeography and the ‘geography’ component has 
a subordinate role.” 

There is an obvious need in phylogeographical research for a way to 
incorporate spatial information in a quantitative way. As a result of the 
experimental set-up of phylogeographic research – recording geographical 
coordinates of localities from which samples are extracted with a global 
positioning system – the spatial distribution of gene lineages is known quite 
exact. Now, would it not be great if there was a tool available with which this 
information could be exploited? Well, actually there is. 

The use of a geographic information system (GIS) – a computer system 
that facilitates the integration and interrelation of different geographically 
referenced data sets (21) – has been suggested to be playing an important role 
in future approaches, in order to quantify the role of geographical factors (14, 
21, 22, 25). A GIS environment can aid in the visualizing of the distribution of 
biodiversity by (simply put) overlaying phylogenetic networks over a map (26-
29). But geographic information systems have much more potential in 
evolutionary research (see 22 for an overview). Most promising in a 
phylogeographical context is the procedure known as ecological niche 
modeling. 
 
Ecological niche modeling: predicting species distributions through time 
Occurrence data can be used for an educated extrapolation of a species’ range. 
Based on the characteristics linked to georeferenced populations, 
environmental correlates which determine distribution can be extracted. In 
other words, it is possible to approximate the niche of a species (30). Based on 
a species’ preferences, the total surface of the Earth which suits the species 
can be assessed. This is, in short, the procedure known as ecological niche 
modeling (also often referred to as species distribution modeling). 
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In order to capture the width of a species’ environmental tolerances, multiple 
data points are required as input (31, 32). Both presence and absence of the 
focal species can be incorporated. However, establishing true absence is 
problematic (33) – when can one be sure to have looked hard enough? 
Erroneous omission can be circumvented by only using presence data, with the 
disadvantage of having less data points available (34).  

Niche modeling is prone to over-prediction of distribution range, as it 
will identify the potential distribution instead of the realized distribution (35). 
This distinction between potential and realized distribution is most interesting 
from a biogeographical perspective as it enables identification of the factors 
which pose barriers to a species in fulfilling its potential distribution. 

Current distribution is only a snapshot of the history of a species’ 
distribution over the surface of the Earth. In theory, the extent of suitable 
surface area could be traced back in time, by conducting ecological niche 
modeling in conjunction with paleogeographical and -climatological 
reconstructions. The reliability of hindcasting distributions depends on the 
explanatory potential of the current niche. Past adaptation would distort the 
signal (36, 37). To what extent can a niche be assumed to have remained 
stable over evolutionary timescales? The restriction of major taxonomical 
divisions (i.e. orders or even classes) to long isolated fragments belonging to a 
certain climate zone (e.g. the three tropical regions) has been interpreted as 
indicating stasis over extensive time spans (3, 38). A strict interpretation of 
niche conservatism would exclude the possibility of any adaptation to ‘new 
conditions’ taking place (which would enable the ‘breaching’ of dispersal 
barriers). But, by definition, adaptation would be expected during an 
evolutionary trajectory (39). The upholding view is that ecological distance is 
correlated with genetic distance (opposed to geographic distance). 

An estimation of niche stability can be obtained by comparison of 
related taxa. There are indications that stability occurs within species (40), at 
the level of sister species (41, 42), over genera (43, 44) and even among genera 
within families (45, 46). Some studies, however, have shown departure from 
niche conservatism for all the different hierarchical levels of biological 
classification discussed (47-52). Niche stability within species has been shown 
directly – albeit over relatively short time spans – by linking comparing 
contemporary species and Ice Age fossil data with synchronic environment (53, 
54). Even when the fundamental niche has remained stationary, changes in the 
realized niche (i.e. by fluctuating biotic interactions) may complicate niche 
modeling through time (55, 56). Communities are not likely to move as an 
entity: individual species respond idiosyncratically to changes (35). The 
recreation of entire past communities seems an impossible task and may even 
involve species which are now extinct. 
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The modeling of paleodistributions depends on the detail and reliability with 
which past circumstances can be reconstructed (36). Reconstructions for the 
past can never be as detailed as for the present day situation. Course grained 
estimations of past circumstances can be informative, but habitat 
fragmentation may occur on a scale too fine to distinguish (e.g. rivers may act 
as dispersal barriers; 57). A growing number of publications is focusing on 
ecological niche modeling back in time. A real deep time (and very coarse) 
approach focused on the Cambrium and Devonian Period (58). The subjects of 
this study have long been extinct. More attention has been paid to the 
reconstruction of ranges during the Last Glacial Maximum (53, 54, 59-61). 

Ecological niche modeling has seen a huge increase in interest and 
application (62). As in the genetic approach, developments in theoretical, 
computer and statistical sciences have aided the advance of this GIS approach 
to uncover species level biogeography (9, 22, 62). If it was to be combined with 
‘classic’ phylogeographic studies, ecological niche modeling has the potential 
to provide the much needed link of the field with geography. 
 
The context of this thesis: combining phylogeography and spatial ecology 
Phylogeography and ecological niche modeling strive towards the same goal: 
to explain biogeography by uncovering the environmental mechanisms 
underlying distribution. Both approaches can independently reconstruct the 
history of distribution, providing a way to cross validate results. Strengths of 
the two approaches can be combined and weaknesses cancelled out, so 
increasing the confidence with which biogeographical scenarios are developed. 
A concerted effort of the two is increasingly being promoted to improve 
historical biogeographical reconstructions (21, 22, 25, 30). The aim of this 
thesis is to combine both techniques to increase the yield of biogeographical 
information from georeferenced genomes. 
 
Using Triturus newts as a model 
The model system used in the present research is the genus Triturus: the 
marbled and crested newts (Fig. 1). The different Triturus species are spatially 
incompatible: the presence of one species precludes the presence of another 
(63). This suggests that ecological differences determine which species fairs 
best against which ecological background. Triturus newts differ in the number 
of months they annually congregate in water bodies to fulfill their 
reproduction cycle, suggesting adaptation to different equilibriums in an 
aquatic-terrestrial trade-off (63). The ecological variation among the different 
species is reflected by variation in their body build: the sturdier the species, 
the more terrestrial it is. 
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Figure 1 A representative of the genus Triturus: a male crested newt. 

The area in which Triturus occurs, spanning most of Europe and adjacent Asia, 
has been subjected to a dynamic geomorphological and climatological history. 
An ecological background in flux combined with territorial tension among taxa 
makes for an intriguing evolutionary picture across space and time. To explore 
the spatio-temporal strife among Triturus species we first need to determine a 
phylogenetic framework for Triturus and put adaptation in an evolutionary 
context. 
 
Outline of this thesis 
In chapter 1 we investigate the phylogenetic relationships among the different 
Triturus species. For this aim, full mitogenomic sequences are employed. 
Furthermore, we explore whether the variation in body build in Triturus 
reflects phylogeny. In chapter 2 we develop a historical biogeographical 
scenario for a newly discovered complex of three distinct mitochondrial DNA 
lineages comprising the T. karelinii group of crested newts. We compare a 
calibrated phylogeographic framework based on mitochondrial DNA with 
paleogeological reconstructions of the Mediterranean region. In chapter 3 we 
test whether the three T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA lineages are also 
ecologically distinct. To be able to interpret our results, we treat the 
differences among recognized crested newt species as a benchmark. In chapter 
4 we investigate whether signatures of population contraction and expansion 
associated with the glacial-interglacial cycles of the Quaternary Ice Age can be 
derived from a phylogeographical survey of mitochondrial DNA. We compare 
this with an independent reconstruction of glacial refugia based on ecological 
niche modeling. In chapter 5 we study introgression of mitochondrial DNA 
from one species of crested newt into another in a spatio-temporal context. 
We first delimit the area of mitochondrial DNA introgression based on a dense 
phylogeographical survey. Subsequently we use ecological niche modeling to 
test whether past climate change facilitated outcompetition of the ‘donor’ 
species by the ‘recipient’ species. In chapter 6 we conduct a multimarker 
phylogeography of crested newts. We put the question to the test whether the 
three distinct T. karelinii constitute discrete nuclear gene pools. 
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Chapter 1: Unraveling the rapid radiation of crested 
newts (Triturus cristatus superspecies) using 
complete mitogenomic sequences 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This chapter is based on: Wielstra B, Arntzen JW (2011) Unraveling the rapid 
radiation of crested newts (Triturus cristatus superspecies) using complete 
mitogenomic sequences. BMC Evolutionary Biology 11: 162 
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Abstract 
The rapid radiation of crested newts (Triturus cristatus superspecies) 
comprises four morphotypes: 1) the T. karelinii group, 2) T. carnifex – 
T. macedonicus, 3) T. cristatus and 4) T. dobrogicus. These vary in body build 
and the number of rib-bearing pre-sacral vertebrae (NRBV). The phylogenetic 
relationships of the morphotypes have not yet been settled, despite several 
previous attempts, employing a variety of molecular markers. We here resolve 
the crested newt phylogeny by using complete mitochondrial genome 
sequences. Bayesian inference based on the mitogenomic data yields a fully 
bifurcating, significantly supported tree, though Maximum Likelihood 
inference yields low support values. The internal branches connecting the 
morphotypes are short relative to the terminal branches. Seen from the root of 
Triturus (NRBV = 13), a basal dichotomy separates the T. karelinii group (NRBV 
= 13) from the remaining crested newts. The next split divides the latter 
assortment into T. carnifex – T. macedonicus (NRBV = 14) versus T. cristatus 
(NRBV = 15) and T. dobrogicus (NRBV = 16 or 17). We argue that the Bayesian 
full mitochondrial DNA phylogeny is superior to previous attempts aiming to 
recover the crested newt species tree. Furthermore, our new phylogeny 
involves a maximally parsimonious interpretation of NRBV evolution. 
Calibrating the phylogeny allows us to evaluate potential drivers for crested 
newt cladogenesis. The split between the T. karelinii group and the three other 
morphotypes, at ca. 10.4 Ma, is associated with the separation of the Balkan 
and Anatolian landmasses (12-9 Ma). No currently known vicariant events can 
be ascribed to the other two splits, first at ca. 9.3 Ma, separating T. carnifex – 
T. macedonicus, and second at ca. 8.8 Ma, splitting T. cristatus and 
T. dobrogicus. The crested newt morphotypes differ in the duration of their 
annual aquatic period. We speculate on the role that this ecological 
differentiation could have played during speciation.  
 
Introduction 
Understanding the temporal framework in which species have originated is 
fundamental to historical biogeography and evolutionary studies. However, 
obtaining a reliable phylogeny for a model system is not always 
straightforward. Rapid radiations are notoriously difficult in this respect, and 
the older the radiation, the more pronounced the problem will be (64). The 
crested newt Triturus cristatus superspecies (Amphibia: Salamandridae), 
distributed in Europe and adjacent Asia (Fig. 1), is an example of a relatively 
old, rapid radiation, for which it has proved problematic to obtain a resolved 
phylogenetic tree. 
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Figure 1 The distribution of the genus Triturus. Shown are the ranges for all the 
different species; the range of the T. karelinii group is partitioned according to the 
three distinct mitochondrial DNA clades the group is composed of (cf. 65). Note the 
partially overlapping ranges of the crested newt T. cristatus and the marbled newt 
T. marmoratus. The map is based on (66) and updated following recent findings. 
 
The crested newt superspecies encompasses four morphological groups, 
hereafter referred to as ‘morphotypes’. Ordered from a stocky build with 
sturdy limbs, to slender with small limbs, via two intermediate stages, these 
are: 1) the T. karelinii group, 2) T. carnifex – T. macedonicus, 3) T. cristatus and 
4) T. dobrogicus. The morphotypes are characterized by discrete differences in 
the number of rib-bearing pre-sacral vertebrae (NRBV) (67). The typical NRBV 
count is 13 for the T. karelinii group, 14 for T. carnifex – T. macedonicus, 15 for 
T. cristatus and 16 or 17 for T. dobrogicus. The marbled newts, T. marmoratus 
and T. pygmaeus, which make up the crested newts’ sister group, have the 
heaviest body build in the genus and possess a typical NRBV count of 12. Over 
ninety per cent of these newts can be correctly identified based on NRBV 
counts alone; interspecific hybridization along parapatric contact zones (Fig. 1) 
is suggested to account for most of the remaining intraspecific variation (63, 
67, 68). Crested newt morphology has been interpreted as reflecting 
phylogeny (67). A maximally parsimonious interpretation of NRBV (interpreting 
the ancestral crested newt body shape as relatively robust and the more 
slender body shapes as derived) suggests a branching order as shown in Fig. 
2a. 
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With the advent of molecular techniques, independent data became available 
and multiple molecular markers have now been employed to attempt to 
resolve the crested newt phylogeny. Based on restriction fragment length 
polymorphism of the mitochondrial genome (employing eleven restriction 
enzymes), a polytomy was found (Fig. 2b) (69). Similarly, analysis of a suite of 
forty enzyme loci and 642 bp of mitochondrial sequence data resulted in a 
polytomous relationship for the four morphotypes (Fig. 2b) (66). A polytomy 
could simply reflect a lack of phylogenetic resolution in the data. However, as 
the different datasets both pointed towards a polytomy, it was suggested that 
the four crested newt morphotypes truly split practically simultaneously (66). 
 

 
Figure 2 A summary of the different phylogenetic hypotheses for the four crested newt 
morphotypes as suggested by previous studies. The datasets supporting each tree are 
noted below it (see the main text for details and references). Abbreviations used for 
the four morphotypes are: kar = T. karelinii group; car = T. carnifex – T. macedonicus; 
cri = T. cristatus; dob = T. dobrogicus. 
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A later effort using sequence data of five nuclear DNA (2589 bp) and two 
mitochondrial DNA markers (1747 bp) revealed a more varied picture (70). An 
analysis using the sequence data concatenated found a fully bifurcating and 
significantly supported phylogeny (Fig. 2c). There are, however, theoretical 
objections to data concatenation, as this method does not consider the unique 
topological history that each individual gene possesses (71). Therefore, 
phylogenetic inference was also carried out using a hierarchical Bayesian 
analysis, which does explicitly take the effects of gene tree heterogeneity into 
account. This analysis indeed produced different results. Based on the five 
nuclear DNA markers, a fourfold polytomy was found again (Fig. 2b). This 
fourfold polytomy could be expanded to a trichotomy by incorporating the 
mitochondrial DNA data, but the single sister relationship found was 
incongruent with the data concatenation approach (Fig. 2d). 

Previous molecular studies have firmly established that the crested 
newt radiation occurred in a brief time interval. However, they yielded 
conflicting phylogenetic hypotheses and have been unable to settle the 
relationship among the morphotypes. Furthermore, all phylogenetic 
hypotheses found so far are in conflict with the tree suggested by morphology. 
In this study we further explore the crested newt phylogeny, this time 
employing complete mitogenomic sequences. As the mitochondrial genome 
contains tenfold the bp studied up to now (~17 Kbp vs. ~1.7 Kbp), it is a 
promising source of phylogenetic resolution (cf. 72). We here analyze nine 
newly-sequenced mitogenomes, representing all Triturus species, and manage 
to obtain a fully-resolved crested newt phylogeny. We discuss this new 
phylogeny with respect to previous attempts to obtain the Triturus tree and 
speculate on causes for cladogenesis. 
 
Results 
We present a mitogenomic Triturus phylogeny (Fig. 3) based on a division of 
the mitogenomic sequence data into 42 data partitions, as this partitioning 
strategy is preferred over the simpler ones tested (Table 1). Bayesian inference 
identifies a basal dichotomy in the crested newt superspecies between the 
T. karelinii group and the other morphotypes (node I in Fig. 3). The next 
bifurcation divides the latter assortment in T. carnifex – T. macedonicus (node 
II) versus T. cristatus and T. dobrogicus 
0.95 (Table 2). Although Maximum Likelihood inference yields the same 
branching order and similar branch lengths (tree not shown), the bootstrap 
support values for two of the three nodes associated with radiation of crested 
newt morphotypes (nodes II and III) are low (Table 2). 
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The mitogenomic phylogeny is characterized by long terminal branches, which 
are connected by short internal branches. The three nodes connecting the 
crested newt morphotypes represent a narrow time window (approximately 
10.4-8.8 Ma) and have small confidence intervals, independent of dating 
method used (Table 2). Three character state transitions are required to 
explain the NRBV differentiation across the four crested newt morphotypes, 
two of which are situated on short internal branches (Fig. 3). 
 
Table 1 Evaluation of the optimal partitioning scheme for the mitogenomic sequence 
data based on Bayes factor analysis. 

  42 6 29 16 
16 5,300.00 4,554.12 4,553.18 - 
29 746.82 0.94 - - 
6 745.89 - - - 
42 - - - - 

A pairwise comparison of the four tested partitioning strategies (6, 16, 29 or 42 data 
partitions), which are ordered from highest to lowest marginal likelihood from left to 
right and vice versa from top to bottom. The marginal likelihoods, in order from 
highest to lowest, are: 42 = -48316.02, 6 = -48688.96, 29 = -48689.43 and 16 = -
50966.02. 
 
Table 2 Support values and temporal estimates for Triturus nodes. 

Support values Dating r8s Dating BEAST 
Node MrBayes RAxML Mean 95% CI Mean 95% CI 
I 1.0 100 10.3 9.4-11.2 10.4 9.4-11.5 
II 1.0 62 9.2 8.5-9.4 9.3 8.3-10.2 
III 0.95 46 8.7 8.0-9.4 8.8 7.8-9.7 
a # 1.0 100 28.0 24.9-31.1 27.6 24.8-30.8 
b 1.0 100 5.9 5.0-6.8 5.6 4.7-6.6 
c 1.0 100 8.3 7.3-9.3 8.3 7.3-9.4 
d 1.0 100 5.8 5.1-6.6 5.8 5.0-6.7 
e # 1.0 100 5.33 n/a 5.33 n/a 

The coded nodes correspond to Fig. 2. The nodes of interest, separating the crested 
newt morphotypes, are coded I-III (the remaining nodes are coded a-e). Nodes marked 
with a # are used for temporal calibration. 
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Figure 3 The mitogenomic Triturus tree resulting from the Bayesian inference. The 
Calotriton asper outgroup is not shown. Nodes are coded and correspond to table 2; 
the nodes of interest, separating the crested newt morphotypes, are coded I-III (the 
remaining nodes are coded a-e). The NRBV additions required to explain the NRBV 
variation observed in Triturus today are noted along the phylogeny (interpreting NRBV 
= 13 as the ancestral character state, see Additional file 1). The exact timing of inferred 
NRBV shifts is not known, only that they are positioned on a particular branch. 
 
Discussion 
 
The mitogenomic Triturus tree 
The full mitogenomic dataset has provided the phylogenetic resolution that 
the crested newt case required. Previous approaches using only part of the 
mitochondrial genome found a polytomy for the four morphotypes, but based 
on the full mitochondrial DNA sequences we managed to resolve this 
polytomy. Under Bayesian inference, we find a fully bifurcating phylogeny, 
with significant support for the three nodes connecting the four crested newt 
morphotypes (i.e. nodes I-III in Fig. 3 and Table 2). In comparison, Maximum 
Likelihood bootstrapping finds equivocal results for two of the three nodes 
(nodes II and III). 
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Disparity in support values between both methods is known to occur at short 
internodes, where Bayesian inference appears to better exploit the relatively 
small number of informative characters (73). Our confidence in the Bayesian 
phylogeny is increased by its correspondence to the branching order suggested 
by a maximally parsimonious interpretation of NRBV evolution (Fig. 2a and 3). 

The mitochondrial genome, given its non-recombining nature, behaves 
as a single gene and, due to stochasticity in the coalescent process, the 
branching order it suggests is not necessarily congruent with the true species 
tree (74). The motivation behind studying independent gene trees (i.e. 
multiple nuclear genetic markers) is that these should ultimately converge 
upon the overarching species tree (71). However, a recent hierarchical 
Bayesian analysis based on five nuclear markers did not yield a resolved 
crested newt phylogeny (70). This lack of resolution could be explained by the 
rapidness of the radiation of the crested newt morphotypes, as repeated 
cladogenesis within the temporal domain of the lineage sorting process 
increases the chance of a mismatch between gene trees and species tree (64, 
71, 74-76). Such a risk of gene tree – species tree discordance is smaller for the 
mitochondrial genome, because lineage sorting is realized faster compared to 
the nuclear genome (given the fourfold smaller effective population size of the 
mitochondrial genome due to haploid and uniparental inheritance (17, 77)). 

We do not claim that our current attempt resolves the crested newt 
species tree once and for all; studying a much larger battery of nuclear DNA 
markers than previously used is required to further home in on the crested 
newt species tree (75). However, considering the data currently available, we 
suggest that the Bayesian mitogenomic phylogeny as yet provides the most 
reliable estimation of the crested newt species tree. We here employ the new 
phylogeny to explore the potential causes underlying the splits between the 
crested newt morphotypes. 
 
The potential of paleogeography to explain crested newt speciation 
Based on temporal estimates associated with the crested newt splits (Table 2), 
potential vicariant events can be identified by consulting paleogeographic 
reconstructions. We here concentrate on the three splits which gave rise to 
the four crested newt morphotypes (i.e. nodes I-III in Fig. 3); for vicariant 
events underlying the three splits within morphotypes (i.e. nodes c-e in Fig. 3), 
see (65, 66). An earlier attempt to reconstruct the historical biogeography of 
crested newts assumed a ‘hard’ polytomous relationship for the four 
morphotypes (66). In effect, a temporal estimate was only provided for the 
crown of the crested newts and proposed vicariant events were derived from 
this date. 
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The present study has resolved the relationships among the morphotypes (i.e. 
the polytomy in (66) turned out to be ‘soft’ after all). In line with the increased 
phylogenetic resolution, more recent dates are appointed to the newly 
resolved nodes and their morphotype lineages. The crested newt crown, i.e. 
the split between the T. karelinii group and the remaining crested newts (node 
I in Fig. 3), is dated at ca. 10.4 Ma. The origin of the Aegean Sea at 12-9 Ma 
(78), which separated the Balkan Peninsula from Anatolia, is a likely underlying 
vicariant event (sensu 66). No obvious vicariant events can be associated with 
the two splits that gave rise to the three remaining morphotypes (79): the 
separation of T. carnifex – T. macedonicus versus T. cristatus and T. dobrogicus 
(node II) at approximately 9.3 Ma and the split between T. cristatus and 
T. dobrogicus (node III) around 8.8 Ma (contra 66). 

No comprehensive paleogeographical reconstructions are as yet 
available for the Balkan Peninsula in the period between 11 and 8.5 Ma (79). It 
is feasible that vicariant events relevant to the crested newt case have yet to 
be discovered. As a way forward, we suggest that more taxa with Balkan 
distributions should be surveyed in a historical biogeographical context (19, 
66). By uncovering congruent spatio-temporal signatures, such studies should 
assist in paleogeographical reconstruction of the Balkan Peninsula. This 
strategy might not be so straightforward; genetic structuring in the two other 
groups of newts that occur on the Balkan Peninsula (Ichthyosaura and 
Lissotriton), though relatively old, originated considerably more recent than 
that in the crested newts (80, 81). 
 
Could ecological divergence have played a role in crested newt speciation? 
The role of ecological divergence in historical biogeography is often regarded 
as passive; external factors such as geology and climate are considered to be 
responsible for the actual dividing of ancestral stocks and potential ecological 
divergence occurs at a later point (82). However, ecology can play an active 
role in the speciation process: disruptive selection along an ecological gradient 
can result in restrictions to gene flow, in the absence of geographical isolation 
(82-85). Could such a parapatric mode of speciation apply to the crested newt 
case? 

The crested newt morphotypes do show ecological differentiation in 
the time they annually spend in the water. The duration of the annual aquatic 
period is three months in the T. karelinii group, four in T. carnifex, five in 
T. cristatus and six in T. dobrogicus (63). Crested newts thus show a correlation 
between phenotype and phenology: sturdy bodies and a low NRBV count are 
associated with a more terrestrial way of life and slender bodies and a high 
NRBV count with a more aquatic life style (63). 
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This notion of a terrestrial versus aquatic trade-off associated with body shape 
is further supported by the even more robust marbled newt T. marmoratus, 
whose two-month aquatic phase is the shortest of the Triturus newts (66). 

The body shape differentiation in crested newts occurred over a brief 
timespan (Fig. 3 and Table 2): at least two of the three NRBV additions during 
crested newt evolution are associated with short internal branches. Under the 
assumption that today’s phenology-phenotype correlation has been valid 
through time, the ecological divergence of the crested newt morphotypes 
must have similarly taken place over a short period. Considering the 
fundamental role water bodies play in amphibian reproduction (86), it is 
reasonable to suggest that differences in the availability of standing water 
would present different adaptive peaks. The time frame of the crested newt 
radiation corresponds to a period of increased seasonality in Eurasia during the 
Late Miocene (11.6-5.3 Ma), associated with the uplift of the Tibetan Plateau, 
which led to a more heterogeneous landscape in terms of humidity (87). 

With a clear speciation scenario involving vicariance lacking, we, as an 
alternative hypothesis, suggest that the crested newts’ body shape 
differentiation reflects a rapid adaptive radiation to different water regimes. It 
should be noted that these two hypotheses are not necessarily mutually 
exclusive. 
 
Reflections on NRBV and its adaptive value in Triturus 
Salamanders have become a model group to understand patterns of 
morphological evolution (88). Variation of salamander body shape has been 
accomplished by modifying the vertebral column, by either altering the length 
of the individual vertebrae or by changing the total number of vertebrae (89). 
Interestingly, the intrageneric range in NRBV count shown by Triturus is 
unprecedented in Salamandridae (see Additional file 1), suggesting body shape 
plasticity played a prominent role during crested newt evolution. Work on the 
genetic pathways underlying the evolutionary development of the different 
Triturus morphotypes will provide more insight into this phenomenon (J.M. 
Ziermann et al., in prep.). 

What could be the adaptive value of the crested newt NRBV radiation? 
The dualism of an amphibian lifestyle poses conflicting demands on body 
shape. The rapid adaptive radiation scenario we propose for the crested 
newts, suggests that the balance struck for this trade-off differs among the 
morphotypes, due to the different ecological background each of them 
experiences. What do we currently understand about the differential 
performance of the morphotypes in the aquatic and the terrestrial 
environment? 
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Although (90) found that Triturus stockiness is positively correlated with 
running speed, this is not so for slenderness and swimming speed. What could 
be the reason for this partially unexpected result? Maybe ‘speed’ is not the 
most suitable way to characterize terrestrial or aquatic specialization? Perhaps 
body elongation benefits more aquatic Triturus newts some other way, e.g. by 
increasing maneuverability or by providing more space for egg production 
(90)? More research is required to elucidate the adaptive value of the different 
Triturus body shapes against distinct ecological backgrounds. 
 
Conclusion 
Although it has proven difficult to resolve the rapid radiation of crested newts, 
by employing full mitochondrial DNA sequence data we now have a precise 
estimate of the chronology of branching events. The relationship among the 
four crested newt morphotypes found agrees with a maximally parsimonious 
interpretation of NRBV evolution, increasing our confidence in the accuracy of 
the branching order. The basal dichotomy sorting out the crested newt 
morphotypes can be associated with a major vicariant event, but we cannot 
pinpoint drivers for the other two splits sorting out the morphotypes. We 
propose that (as yet) undiscovered vicariant events and/or ecological 
divergence (reflected by body shape differentiation) resulted in a disruption of 
gene flow. Crested newts are a suitable model to study eco-evo-devo in a rapid 
radiation and the new phylogenetic framework presented here serves as a 
baseline for future research. 
 
Methods 
 
Samples 
We included seven crested newts (see Additional file 2), representing all 
recognized species, as well as three distinct mitochondrial DNA clades that 
constitute the T. karelinii group (cf. 65). We follow (65) in awaiting a taxonomic 
revision of the T. karelinii group before applying specific names to the three 
constituent mitochondrial DNA clades (the name T. karelinii sensu stricto 
would apply to the ‘eastern clade’ and T. arntzeni has been applied to the 
‘western clade’; no name has as yet been proposed for the ‘central clade’). We 
also sequenced the two marbled newts (T. marmoratus and T. pygmaeus), the 
remaining members of the genus Triturus, to function as outgroup taxa. 
Additionally, we added a sequence of Calotriton asper, sister to the genus 
Triturus, available from (91) (GenBank accession number EU880307). 
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Sequences 
The complete mitogenomes of the nine Triturus newts were sequenced in 
fifteen overlapping parts. We followed the laboratory protocol of (91) and 
designed more specific and/or internal primers where required (detailed in 
Additional file 3). Cycle sequencing was done commercially through Macrogen 
Inc. Forward and reverse sequences were checked by eye and consensus 
sequences were compiled with Sequencher 4.5 (Gene Codes Corporation). The 
fifteen fragments per individual were manually aligned and merged in 
MacClade 4.08 (92). The length of the resulting sequences ranged from 16,424 
to 16,649 bp. The Triturus mitogenomes are composed of thirteen protein-
coding genes, twenty-two transfer RNA genes, two ribosomal RNA genes, the 
D-loop, and a non-coding region (which is highly variable in length) and gene 
order is identical to that found in the rest of the family Salamandridae (cf. 91). 
The newly produced mitogenomic sequences have been submitted to GenBank 
(accession numbers are noted in Additional file 2). The 15420 bp data matrix 
used for phylogenetic analyses, comprising the ribosomal RNA, transfer RNA 
and protein-coding genes, is available from TreeBASE (study ID S11081). 
 
Data partitioning 
We compared four different partitioning strategies for organizing the 
mitochondrial sequence data (cf. 93). Each partitioning strategy treated the 
two ribosomal RNA genes and the concatenated transfer RNA genes as 
separate partitions. Differences among the partitioning strategies are based on 
the treatment of the protein-coding genes, dividing the protein-coding data 
according to: first, second and third codon position (6 partitions in total), each 
gene (16 partitions); first plus second and third codon position for each gene 
(29 partitions); and first, second and third codon position for each gene (42 
partitions). The most appropriate model of sequence evolution for each data 
partition was determined with MrModeltest 2.2 (94), based on the Akaike 
Information Criterion (see Additional file 4). The optimal partitioning scheme 
was selected based on the differences in the harmonic mean of the -ln 
likelihood scores resulting from the Bayesian phylogenetic inference. The 2 ln 
Bayes factors were calculated for each partitioning strategy by subtracting the 
score resulting from simpler partitioning strategies and multiplying the 
outcome by -2 (95, 96). A value for 2 ln Bayes factor exceeding 10 was used as 
a threshold for preferring the more complex model (97). 
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Phylogenetic analyses 
Mixed-model Bayesian phylogenetic inference was carried out with MrBayes 
3.1.2 (98). For each data partition the rate of sequence evolution and 
parameters were unlinked. Two simultaneous four chain runs proceeded for 
one hundred million generations, with a sampling frequency of 0.001 and a 
heating parameter of 0.05. The first half of the sampled trees was discarded as 
burn-in and the phylogenetic inference was drawn from the remaining ‘forest’. 
Tracer (99) was used to check for stabilization of overall likelihood within and 
convergence between runs. Partitioned Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic 
inference was carried out with RAxML 7.2.7 (100). Robustness of the tree was 
tested via 100 bootstrap replicates. All phylogenetic analyses were carried out 
via the CIPRES Science Gateway(101). 
 
Temporal calibration 
We used two independent calibration points for molecular dating, one fossil-
based and one geology-based (cf. 65). A fossil dated at 24 Ma was interpreted 
as a minimum estimate for the most recent common ancestor of the genus 
Triturus (cf. 102) and the origin of the Adriatic Sea at 5.33 Ma, at the end of the 
Messinian Salinity Crisis, was interpreted as the vicariant event causing the T. 
carnifex – T. macedonicus split (cf. 66). Divergence times were estimated with 
r8s 1.71 (103) and BEAST 1.5.3 (104). In r8s we used the penalized-likelihood 
approach in combination with the truncated-Newton algorithm. Calotriton 
asper was pruned from the dataset, while keeping the root position, to avoid 
performing the time estimation on a basal trichotomy. The optimal smoothing 
parameter (S=1) was determined by a cross-validation procedure, using the 
Bayesian consensus tree as input. Mean temporal estimates and 95% 
confidence intervals were determined by profiling the last thousand sampled 
Bayesian topologies. In BEAST, we applied the uncorrelated lognormal relaxed 
clock model and a Yule speciation model. The fixed calibration point was 
appointed a normally distributed prior with a small standard deviation (0.001) 
and the minimum estimate a lognormally distributed prior with the default 
standard deviation (1.0). The tree resulting from the Bayesian analysis was 
used as starting topology. Each data partition was allowed its own model of 
sequence evolution, as previously determined with MrModeltest. Divergence 
times were estimated based on two independent 100 million generation runs, 
sampled every 1000 generations, after discarding the first half of generations 
as burn-in. Tracer (99) was used to check whether effective sample sizes were 
at least 200. 
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Supplementary data  
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online 
version of this paper at http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2148/11/162. 

 Additional file 1: NRBV tracing for the Salamandridae. 
 Additional file 2: Sampling details. 
 Additional file 3: Primer information. 
 Additional file 4: Models of sequence evolution. 
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Chapter 2: Cryptic crested newt diversity at the 
Eurasian transition: The mitochondrial DNA 
phylogeography of Near Eastern Triturus newts 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This chapter is based on: Wielstra B, Espregueira Themudo G, Güclü Ö, Olgun 
K, Poyarkov NA, Arntzen JW (2010) Cryptic crested newt diversity at the 
Eurasian transition: The mitochondrial DNA phylogeography of Near Eastern 
Triturus newts. Molecular Phylogenetics and Evolution 56: 888-896 
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Abstract 
Crested newts of the Triturus karelinii group occur in a phylogeographically 
understudied region: the Near East. Controversy surrounds the systematic 
position of these newts within the complete crested newt assemblage (the 
Triturus cristatus superspecies). We explore the situation using mitochondrial 
sequ
phylogenetic inference (Bayesian inference and Maximum Likelihood using 
mixed models) and molecular dating (r8s and BEAST). The T. karelinii group is 
monophyletic and constitutes one of four main lineages in the T. cristatus 
superspecies. The separation of the T. karelinii group from the remaining 
crested newts around 9 Ma is related to the formation of the Mid-Aegean 
Trench, which separated the Balkan and Anatolian landmasses. The T. karelinii 
group comprises three geographically structured clades (eastern, central and 
western). The genetic divergence shown by these clades is comparable to that 
among recognized crested newt species. We suggest the uplift of the Armenian 
Plateau to be responsible for the separation of the eastern clade around 7 Ma, 
and the re-establishment of a marine connection between the Black Sea and 
the Mediterranean at the end of the Messinian Salinity Crisis to have caused 
the split between the central and western clade around 5.5 Ma. Genetic 
structuring within the three clades dates to the Quaternary Ice Age (<2.59 Ma) 
and is associated with alternating periods of isolation and reconnection caused 
by periodic changes in sea level and surface runoff. 
 
Introduction 
Historical biogeography seeks to understand the processes governing the 
spatio-temporal distribution of biodiversity. Patterns in biodiversity can be 
established objectively by exploring the genotype (10, 105). Phylogeography 
refers to the section of historical biogeography that aims to uncover the 
geographical distribution of genealogical lineages within (groups of related) 
species (12). Present-day distribution patterns are the result of past processes 
and, aided by gene geography, factors responsible for former vicariance and 
dispersal can be inferred. 

Although each species will have had unique evolutionary responses, 
similarities in genetic patterns are expected to be present among the 
components of a region’s contemporary biodiversity (10, 19). The 
phylogeographic approach provides the foundation for formulating 
biogeographical hypotheses, initially for individual model species and 
ultimately for entire communities. It can be seen as a tool for reconstructing 
paleogeological scenario’s, analogous to, for example, paleontology and 
palynology (105). 
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The Mediterranean region serves as a natural laboratory for 
phylogeographically oriented studies. The area has experienced a turbulent 
geological and climatological history, resulting from the continental collision of 
Eurasia and Africa-Arabia (e.g. 79, 106, 107). This dynamic past is reflected by 
the rich biodiversity characterizing the region today (108, 109). The 
accumulation of phylogeographical information enables the extraction of 
prevailing biogeographical patterns in the Mediterranean region. However, 
phylogeographic research has been biased towards the southern European 
peninsulas (e.g. 110). 

Amphibians provide an excellent model system for phylogeographical 
studies (10, 111). The crested newt Triturus cristatus superspecies is 
distributed in a large segment of the Mediterranean region (e.g. 63). Crested 
newts have been subjected to previous phylogeographic analyses, but the 
emphasis lay on the Balkan Peninsula (e.g. 66, 69). The range of the crested 
newts traditionally referred to as ‘T. karelinii’ encompasses, next to an isolated 
Serbian enclave and Thrace on the Balkan Peninsula, the regions Anatolia, 
Caucasia, Crimea, and the southern shore of the Caspian Sea (Fig. 1). 

Wallis and Arntzen (69), based on limited sampling, already hinted at 
the presence of substantial genetic variation in ‘T. karelinii’. Subsequently, 
Steinfartz et al. (102) suggested that ‘T. karelinii’ actually constitutes a 
paraphyletic grouping. Recently, Espregueira Themudo et al. (70) uncovered 
two distinct clades in ‘T. karelinii’, which were postulated to represent two 
distinct species (elevating the subspecies arntzeni to species level). The 
phylogenetic scope of these studies – reflected in geographically restricted, 
low density sampling – hinders the translation of taxonomical interpretation to 
geographical population; firstly, it is not settled how many distinct forms are 
included, and secondly, it is not clear how these forms would be distributed 
(cf. 112). For ease of communication, we refer to the ‘T. karelinii’ crested 
newts as the T. karelinii group throughout this paper. 

We present a range-wide phylogeographic analysis for the T. karelinii 
group, based on mitochondrial DNA sequence data. We (1) investigate the 
phylogenetic position of the T. karelinii group in the genus Triturus, (2) explore 
the distribution and structuring of genetic variation within the T. karelinii 
group and (3) formulate a hypothesis on the biogeographical history of the 
T. karelinii group, based on a qualitative comparison of gene geography and 
paleo-reconstructions. 
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Figure 1 Approximate distribution of crested newts belonging to the T. karelinii group 
(modified from 63). Sampled populations are numbered and correspond to Table 1. 
Localities belonging to the eastern, central or western clade are shown in grey, white 
or black (cf. Fig. 2). Crested newt presence could not be established in the area 
indicated with a question mark; distribution could be discontinuous here (see 
discussion). 
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Methods 
 
Sampling strategy 
Sampling covers the entire distribution range of the T. karelinii group and 
includes 144 individuals from 34 georeferenced localities (Table 1, Fig. 1 and 
Supplementary data Appendix 1). Representatives of the other Triturus species 
– the four remaining crested newt species (T. carnifex, T. cristatus, 
T. dobrogicus and T. macedonicus) and the two marbled newt species 
(T. marmoratus and T. pygmaeus) – are included (Supplementary data 
Appendix 1). The Pyrenean brook newt Calotriton asper, being the closest 
living relative of Triturus (e.g. 91), serves as an outgroup. 
 
Laboratory methods 
Total genomic DNA was extracted from a small amount of tissue, using the 
DNeasy Tissue Kit (Qiagen). Two mitochondrial protein coding genes were 
amplified by PCR: the complete subunit 2 (ND2) and a segment of subunit 4 
(ND4) of the NADH dehydrogenase gene complex. For details on primers see 
Table 2. Reaction conditions were initial denaturation for 180 s at 94 0C, 35 
cycles composed of 30 s denaturation at 94 0C, 30 s annealing at 58 0C and 60 s 
extension at 72 0C, and a 240 s final extension step at 72 0C. PCR products were 
purified with the Wizard SV Gel and PCR Clean-up System (Promega). Cycle 
sequencing of both forward and reverse strands was done commercially 
through Macrogen, Inc. 
 
Phylogenetic analysis 
The forward and reverse sequences were checked by eye and a consensus 
sequence was compiled with Sequencher 4.5 (Gene Codes Corporation). 
Sequences were aligned manually in MacClade 4.08 (92). The two 
mitochondrial fragments were collated and identical sequences were merged 
into haplotypes. 

We tested four data partitioning strategies: a single partition (all data), 
two partitions (per gene), three partitions (per codon position) and six 
partitions (per gene and codon position). For each data partition, the most 
appropriate model of sequence evolution was determined with MrModeltest 
2.2 (94), based on the Akaike Information Criterion. 

The data was analyzed under Bayesian inference with MrBayes 3.1.2 
(98) for each partitioning strategy. Four Metropolis Coupled Monte Carlo 
Markov Chains were ran, one cold and three incrementally heated, starting 
from a random topology. The heating parameter was set to 0.01, to facilitate 
mixing between chains. 
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Table 1 Populations of the T. karelinii group sampled in this study, with details on the 
distribution of haplotypes (if more than one copy is present in a population the 
frequency is stated in parentheses). Population numbers correspond to Fig. 1. See 
Supplementary data Appendix 1 for coordinates and the division of individuals in 
haplotypes. 
No. Country and Locality Haplotypes 
1 Iran: Alandan TkarA05 (3) 
2 Iran: Qu’Am Shahr TkarA03, TkarA04 
3 Azerbaijan: Avyarud TkarA01 (2), TkarA02, TkarA06, TkarA07 
4 Georgia: Telavi TkarA08 (2), TkarA09 (3) 
5 Georgia: Tsodoreti TkarA09 (4) 
6 Georgia: Kobuleti TkarA10 (5) 
7 Russia: Psebay TkarA11 (3), TkarA12, TkarA13 
8 Russia: Cape Malyi Utrish TkarA14 (4), TkarA15 
9 Ukraine: Nikita TkarA16 (4), TkarA17 
10 Turkey: Yomra TkarB01 
11  TkarB02 (4), TkarB03 
12  TkarB04 (3), TkarB05, TkarB06 
13 Turkey: Kavak TkarB07, TkarB08 (3), TkarB09 
14 Turkey: Cebeci TkarB10 (5) 
15 Turkey: Kalecik TkarB11 (5) 
16  TkarB12 (3), TkarB13 (2) 
17 Turkey: Karasu TkarB14 (2) 
18 Turkey: Abanta Gölu TkarB15 (2) 
19  TkarB16 (2), TkarC02, TkarC05 (3) 
20  TkarC01 (4), TkarC19 
21 Turkey: Çan TkarC03 (2), TkarC04, TkarC12, TkarC13 
22 Turkey: Gebze TkarC08 (2), TkarC09, TkarC10, TkarC11 
23 Turkey: Orhangazi TkarC06 (2), TkarC07 
24  TkarC14 (3), TkarC15 (2) 
25 Turkey: Bigadiç TkarC18 (3) 
26 Turkey: Dikili TkarC16 (4), TkarC17 
27  TkarC18 (5) 
28 Greece: Dafnochori TkarC19 (3) 
29 Macedonia: Mitrašinci TkarC19 (3), TkarC20 (2) 
30 Bulgaria: Rakovski TkarC20 (4) 
31 Bulgaria: Levski TkarC20 (2), TkarC21 (3) 
32 Bulgaria: Lilyache TkarC20 (2) 
33 Serbia: Sicevac TkarC22, TkarC23, TkarC24, TkarC25 
34 Serbia: Arandelovac TkarC20 (2), TkarC26, TkarC27, TkarC28 
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Table 2 Primers used for PCR amplification and sequencing of the ND2 and ND4 
mitochondrial protein coding genes. 

Primer Sequence (5’-3’) Reference 
ND2 fragment 

L3780 TCGAACCTACCCTGAGGAGAT (80) 
H5018 TCTGGGTTGCATTCAGAAGA (80) 

ND4 fragment 
Ingroup: 

KARF4 AGCGCCTGTCGCCGGGTCAATA (66) 
KARR1 AACTCTTCTTGGTGCGTAG (66) 

Outgroup: 
ND4 CACCTATGACTACCAAAAGCTCATGTAGAAGC (113) 
Leu CATTACTTTTACTTGGATTTGCACCA (113) 

 
Two separate runs of twenty million generations were conducted 
simultaneously and for each run the cold chain was sampled every 1000 
generations. When using more than one data partition, parameters for each 
were unlinked and rates were allowed to vary independently. Tracer 1.5 (99) 
was used to check for stabilization of overall likelihood within and convergence 
between runs. The first quarter of sampled trees was discarded as burn-in and 
the inference was drawn from the remaining ‘forest’. 

The optimal partitioning scheme was selected based on the differences 
in the harmonic mean of the -ln likelihood scores resulting from the Bayesian 
inferences for the four partitioning schemes (excluding the burn-in). By 
subtracting the score of the next simpler model and multiplying the outcome 
by -2, the 2 ln Bayes factor was calculated for each partitioning scheme (95, 
96). A value for 2 ln Bayes factor exceeding 10 was used as a threshold for 
preferring the more complex model (97). 

We expanded upon the phylogenetic analyses by conducting a 
partitioned Maximum Likelihood analysis with RAxML 7.0.3 (100). We 
conducted this analysis for the sixfold (per gene and codon position) data 
partitioning scheme only, applying independent GTR+G+I substitution models 
for each partition. Clade robustness was assessed by 1000 rapid bootstrap 
replicates. 
 
Molecular dating 
Divergence times were estimated with the programs BEAST 1.5.3 (104) and r8s 
1.71 (103). In BEAST, we applied the uncorrelated lognormal relaxed clock 
model and a coalescent model assuming constant size. The data was analyzed 
under the sixfold partitioning scheme (per gene and codon position) and each 
partition was allowed its own model of sequence evolution (as previously 
determined with MrModeltest). 
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The tree resulting from the Bayesian analysis (based on the sixfold partitioning 
scheme) was used as starting topology. Divergence times were estimated 
based on two independent 100 million generation runs, sampled every 1000 
generations, after discarding the first quarter of generations as burn-in. 

In r8s we used the penalized-likelihood approach in combination with 
the truncated-Newton algorithm. The outgroup C. asper was pruned from the 
dataset, while keeping the root position, to avoid performing the time 
estimation on a basal polytomy. The optimal smoothing parameter (S=1) was 
first determined by a cross-validation procedure, using the Bayesian consensus 
tree as input. Mean temporal estimates and 95% confidence intervals were 
subsequently determined by profiling the last thousand sampled Bayesian 
topologies for each of the two runs resulting from the inference using the 
sixfold partitioning scheme. 

We used two independent calibration points, one fossil-based and one 
geology-based. A Triturus fossil dated at 24 Ma was interpreted as 
approximating the crown of the genus Triturus. This treatment is derived from 
a comprehensive study on divergence times within the family Salamandridae, 
using multiple fossils and applying cross-validation with paleogeological data 
(102). The origin of the Adriatic Sea at 5.33 Ma, at the end of the Messinian 
Salinity Crisis, was interpreted as the vicariant event which separated the 
T. carnifex – T. macedonicus species pair (sensu 66). 

In r8s the two calibration points used were set as fixed. In BEAST the 
calibration points were effectively fixed by appointing them a normally 
distributed prior with a small (0.001) standard deviation. We used the 
calibration points both separately and in conjunction. This means we 
conducted a total of six dating analyses: two different dating methods with 
three calibration strategies each. 
 
Results 
The 144 T. karelinii group individuals comprise 61 haplotypes, the other 
Triturus samples and the C. asper outgroup each represent unique haplotypes 
(for details and GenBank Accession Numbers see Supplementary data 
Appendices 1 and 2). Sequences could be unambiguously aligned; the only 
length variation is observed at the 3’ end of ND2, with a one or two triplet 
deletion in the crested newts, relative to the marbled newts and the outgroup 
C. asper. The total alignment comprises 1699 bp (1035-1041 for ND2 and 658 
for ND4). The corresponding data matrix has been submitted to TreeBASE 
(study ID S10317).  
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Models of sequence evolution for each tested partition are noted in Table 3. 
The Bayes factor analysis, comparing the results of the Bayesian inference 
under different partitioning schemes, suggests that treating each codon 
position for each mitochondrial fragment separately is preferred over the 
three tested alternatives (Table 4). We only present the Bayesian phylogenetic 
tree obtained using this data partitioning model (Fig. 2). The outcome of the 
partitioned Maximum Likelihood analysis is congruent with the Bayesian 
inference (Fig. 2). 
 
Table 3 List of the partitioning schemes tested, with the number of characters present 
in each partition and the models selected per partition based on MrModeltest. 

Partitioning scheme # characters Model 
all data: 
ND2+ND4 1699 GTR+I+G 
per gene: 
ND2 1041 GTR+G 
ND4 658 GTR+I+G 
per codon position: 
ND2+ND4 1st pos 567 GTR+I+G 
ND2+ND4 2nd pos 566 HKY+I+G 
ND2+ND4 3rd pos 566 GTR+G 
per gene and codon position: 
ND2 1st pos 347 GTR+G 
ND2 2nd pos 347 HKY+I+G 
ND2 3rd pos 347 GTR+G 
ND4 1st pos 220 GTR+G 
ND4 2nd pos 219 HKY+I+G 
ND4 3rd pos 219 GTR+I+G 

 
Table 4 Evaluation of the optimal partitioning scheme for the mitochondrial sequence 
data based on Bayes factor analysis. N.a. = not applicable, i.e. a simpler model for 
Bayes factor comparison is unavailable. 

Partition scheme Harmonic mean (-ln) 2ln Bayes factor 
all data 8657.29 N.a. 
per gene 8851.68 -388.78 
per codon position 8308.15 1087.05 
per gene and codon position 8270.46 75.37 
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Figure 2 Majority rule consensus phylogenetic tree resulting from the Bayesian 
inference. Focus lays on the T. karelinii group; the inset shows the root region of the 
tree on a different scale. Three major clades identified in the T. karelinii group are 
labeled eastern, central and western, and subdivided into three groups each, labeled I, 
II and III (see text for details). Tips are labeled with haplotype identifiers, for which the 
frequency (n) and the populations (pop) where they are found are stated in 
parentheses (cf. Fig.1, Table 1 and Supplementary data Appendices 1 and 2). Scale bars 
denote expected changes per site. Node support is indicated as Bayesian posterior 
probability before and Maximum Likelihood bootstrap after the slash. Both are 
presented as percentages, with a 100 percent denoted with an asterisk and 75 percent 
or less with a vertical bar. For those nodes accompanied by a boxed letter, temporal 
estimates are presented in Table 5. 
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The T. karelinii group forms a monophyletic assemblage, separated from the 
other crested newts with statistically significant support. Three unambiguously 
supported, geographically coherent clades are present in the group, which are 
from here on designated as ‘eastern’, ‘central’ and ‘western’, in line with their 
distributions. The eastern clade encompasses Caucasia, Crimea, and the 
southern Caspian Seashore, the central clade is distributed in northern Turkey, 
along the southern shore of the Black Sea, and the western clade comprises 
western Asiatic Turkey and the Balkan Peninsula. The eastern clade is the first 
to split off and the central and western clade are sister groups. The central and 
western clades are parapatrically distributed (occurring in syntopy at locality 
19), whereas no geographical overlap was found for the eastern and central 
clades. 

The eastern, central and western clades show substantial genetic 
substructuring. We divided each clade into three (not necessarily 
monophyletic) groups of haplotypes (Fig. 2). The relatively homogenous groups 
from Caucasia (eastern II) and Crimea (eastern III) are nested within the 
genetically diverse southern Caspian Seashore group (eastern I). The central 
clade shows three reciprocally monophyletic groups (central I-III), with 
representatives of central II and central III observed in syntopy at locality 16. In 
the western clade, a basal haplotype is found in European Turkey (western I), 
whereas haplotypes from Asiatic Turkey (western II) are paraphyletic with 
respect to the remaining European ones (western III). 

Temporal estimates for significantly supported splits among Triturus 
species and within the T. karelinii group are provided in Table 5. Dates are 
similar across methods and using different calibration strategies. 
 
Discussion 
 
Systematic position 
The T. karelinii group composes one of four mitochondrial DNA lineages (the 
others being T. carnifex plus T. macedonicus, T. cristatus and T. dobrogicus) 
that form a basal polytomy in the Triturus cristatus superspecies (Fig. 2; 66). 
This means that either the mitochondrial data analyzed here contain too little 
information to resolve the order of speciation events (a soft polytomy), or that 
the four lineages truly split simultaneously (a hard polytomy). Espregueira 
Themudo et al. (70), using a suite of nuclear markers, managed to recover 
more detailed crested newt relationships (clustering T. dobrogicus with the 
T. carnifex and T. macedonicus lineage) despite cladogenesis having occurred 
in close temporal proximity. This implies that the basal polytomy we found is, 
at least in part, a soft one. 
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Table 5 Divergence time estimates among Triturus species and within the T. karelinii 
group (in Ma). Nodes are coded according to Fig. 2. For each of the two programs used 
(r8s and BEAST), three calibration strategies are applied: 1 = the Triturus crown fixed at 
24 Ma; 2 = the T. carnifex – T. macedonicus split fixed at 5.33 Ma; and 3 = both 
calibration points together (see text for rationale). When nodes were used as 
calibration point they are marked with an asterisk. 95% confidence intervals are stated 
in parentheses. 
r8s 
Node 1 2 3 

A 24* 25.7 (19.4-32.1) 24* 
B 5.3 (4.1-6.5) 5.7 (3.8-7.6) 5.3 (4.1-6.5) 
C 9.3 (8.0-10.7) 9.9 (7.7-12) 9.4 (8.2-10.6) 
D 5.2 (4.1-6.4) 5.33* 5.33* 
E 6.8 (5.4-8.2) 7.2 (5.2-9.1) 6.8 (5.5-8.2) 
F 5.4 (4.2-6.5) 5.7 (4.1-7.2) 5.4 (4.3-6.5) 
G 1.3 (1.0-1.7) 1.4 (1.0-1.9) 1.3 (1.0-1.7) 
H 1.8 (1.3-2.3) 1.9 (1.3-2.6) 1.8 (1.3-2.3) 
I 2.1 (1.5-2.7) 2.2 (1.5-2.9) 2.1 (1.5-2.7) 
J 0.8 (0.5-1.0) 0.8 (0.5-1.1) 0.8 (0.5-1.0) 
K 0.9 (0.6-1.2) 0.9 (0.6-1.3) 0.9 (0.6-1.2) 
L 0.7 (0.3-1.0) 0.7 (0.3-1.0) 0.7 (0.3-1.0) 
M 0.5 (0.3-0.7) 0.5 (0.3-0.8) 0.5 (0.3-0.7) 
N 0.4 (0.2-0.6) 0.4 (0.2-0.7) 0.4 (0.2-0.6) 
O 1.3 (0.9-1.6) 1.3 (0.8-1.8) 1.3 (0.9-1.6) 
P 0.9 (0.6-1.2) 1.0 (0.6-1.3) 0.9 (0.6-1.2) 
Q 0.7 (0.5-0.9) 0.7 (0.5-1.0) 0.7 (0.5-0.9) 
R 0.4 (0.3-0.6) 0.5 (0.3-0.7) 0.5 (0.3-0.6) 
S 0.3 (0.2-0.4) 0.3 (0.2-0.5) 0.3 (0.2-0.4) 
 
The initial split of the ancestor of the T. karelinii group from the remaining 
crested newts is estimated to have occurred around 9 Ma (Fig. 2 and Table 5). 
In the Early through Middle Miocene (23.03-11.61 Ma), the ancestral crested 
newt distribution presumably encompassed the continuous Balkan-Anatolian 
landmass (Fig. 3A; 114). During the late Middle and early Late Miocene (ca. 
12-9 Ma), the formation of the Mid-Aegean Trench caused a divide between 
the Balkan and Anatolian landmasses and initiated a long-lived marine 
communication between the Mediterranean and the Paratethys (Fig 3B; 78, 
107). We propose that the formation of this barrier severed the ancestor of 
the T. karelinii group from the remaining crested newts. For a reconstruction 
of the historical biogeography of the other crested newt species, see (66). 
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Table 5 continued 
BEAST 
Node 1 2 3 

A 24* 29.0 (20.8-37.7) 24* 
B 4.5 (3.1-5.9) 5.4 (3.5-7.3) 4.8 (3.5-6.3) 
C 8.6 (6.8-10.5) 10.4 (8.1-12.8) 9.4 (7.9-11.1) 
D 4.4 (3.2-5.7) 5.33* 5.33* 
E 6.7 (5.1-8.4) 8.1 (5.8-10.5) 7.2 (5.6-8.9) 
F 5.1 (3.8-6.5) 6.2 (4.4-8.1) 5.5 (4.2-6.9) 
G 1.1 (0.7-1.5) 1.3 (0.9-1.8) 1.2 (0.8-1.6) 
H 1.6 (1.1-2.2) 1.9 (1.3-2.6) 1.7 (1.1-2.3) 
I 1.8 (1.2-2.5) 2.2 (1.4-3.0) 2.0 (1.3-2.6) 
J 0.6 (0.4-0.9) 0.7 (0.4-1.1) 0.7 (0.4-1.1) 
K 0.7 (0.4-1.0) 0.9 (0.5-1.3) 0.9 (0.5-1.3) 
L 0.5 (0.2-0.7) 0.6 (0.3-0.9) 0.6 (0.3-0.9) 
M 0.3 (0.2-0.5) 0.4 (0.2-0.6) 0.4 (0.2-0.6) 
N 0.3 (0.1-0.5) 0.3 (0.1-0.6) 0.3 (0.1-0.6) 
O 1.0 (0.7-1.4) 1.2 (0.8-1.7) 1.2 (0.8-1.7) 
P 0.7 (0.4-1.0) 0.8 (0.5-1.2) 0.8 (0.5-1.2) 
Q 0.5 (0.4-0.8) 0.7 (0.4-0.9) 0.7 (0.4-0.9) 
R 0.3 (0.2-0.5) 0.4 (0.2-0.6) 0.4 (0.2-0.6) 
S 0.2 (0.1-0.3) 0.2 (0.1-0.4) 0.2 (0.1-0.4) 
 
The origin of the eastern, central and western clades 
We uncovered three distinct, geographically structured mitochondrial DNA 
clades in the T. karelinii group (Fig. 2). The basal split that gave rise to the 
eastern clade is placed around 7 Ma (Fig. 2 and Table 5). Temporally and 
geographically, this split is congruent with the uplift of the Armenian Plateau 
(10-5 Ma), caused by the Arabia-Eurasia collision (Fig 3B; 106, 115). We 
propose this orogeny isolated ancestral eastern clade crested newts in what is 
now Iran. This vicariance event might have been reinforced by episodic marine 
connections between the Mediterranean and the Paratethys via the Turkish-
Iranian region (115, 116). Remaining land currently inhabited by the eastern 
clade was probably not yet accessible; Caucasia, which would eventually divide 
the Paratethys into the current Black and Caspian Seas and constitute a 
terrestrial passageway to southern Russia, was still an archipelago at the time 
(107). 
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Figure 3 Paleogeological reconstructions for the Mediterranean region, showing stages 
relevant for the T. karelinii group (adapted from 79). A: A continuous Balkan-Anatolian 
landmass allows a continuous distribution for a proto crested newt. B: The origin of the 
Mid-Aegean Trench splits of the T. karelinii group in Anatolia from the Balkan crested 
newts. Extensive orogenesis (shaded light grey) due to the movement of Africa 
towards Europe leads to the uplift of the Armenian Plateau, which isolates the eastern 
clade. C: The desiccation of the Mediterranean during the Messinian Salinity Crisis 
exposes part of the sea bed (shaded light grey), including a land bridge between the 
Balkans and Anatolia, allowing crested newts to colonize Europe from Asia. Caucasia 
gradually becomes connected to the Asian mainland, but there is still marine 
embayment via the Kura Depression. D: After the conclusion of the Mediterranean 
Salinity Crisis, a marine connection between the Mediterranean and the Black Sea is 
re-established, causing the split between the central and western clades. The Manych 
Depression starts to close, making Caucasia a land bridge between Asia and Europe. 
Crimea is gradually moving towards the mainland. Periodical drops in global sea level 
during the Pleistocene cause occasional terrestrial connections between the Balkans 
and Anatolian and the Russian mainland and Crimea. 
 
The split of the central and western clades in the T. karelinii group is dated 
around 5.5 Ma (Fig. 2 and Table 5). This coincides with the conclusion of the 
Messinian Salinity Crisis, an event which comprised the temporary desiccation 
of the Mediterranean. Isolation of the Mediterranean from the Atlantic was 
established at 5.59 Ma by the tectonically induced closing of the Betic and 
Rifian corridors (117). 
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Subsequent evaporation resulted in a dramatic drop in sea level and created 
opportunity for crested newts to move between Anatolia and the Balkan 
Peninsula via terrestrial connections (Fig 3C; 118, 119). At 5.33 Ma, the barrier 
cutting of the Mediterranean from the Atlantic gave way as the Strait of 
Gibraltar was formed (117). During the resulting ‘Zanclean flood’, the 
Mediterranean abruptly re-filled and sea water from the Atlantic penetrated, 
via the Aegean Sea, into the Black Sea (e.g. 119, 120, 121). We propose the 
resulting Mediterranean-Black Sea Waterway bisected a continuously 
distributed crested newt stock into an Anatolian and a Balkan component, 
corresponding to the central and western clades (Fig 3D). 
 
Structuring within the three clades 
The phylogeographical pattern of the eastern clade suggests a center of origin 
along the southern shore of the Caspian Sea and colonization of the Caucasus 
and Crimea at a later point. During the Messinian (7.25-5.33 Ma), soon after 
the initial split of the eastern clade from the remaining members of the 
T. karelinii group, the first land based connection with the Greater Caucasus 
landmass would appear (Fig 3C; 115). However, an extensive marine 
embayment by the Black and Caspian Seas and recurring communication 
between the two via the Kura and Manych Depressions (situated south and 
north of the Greater Caucasus ridge) will have seriously hampered northward 
expansion (Fig 3C and D; 115, 122). On the other hand, the periodical drop in 
global sea level during the Quaternary Ice Age may have reduced the impact of 
this dispersal barrier (123). The distribution of the eastern I and eastern II 
groups is presently discontinuous; central Azerbaijan appears to be devoid of 
crested newts (Fig. 1; personal observation; 63). Crimea originated as an island 
in the Eastern Paratethys and became peninsular at the Plio-Pleistocene 
boundary at 2.59 Ma (Fig 3D; 115, 124). The Strait of Kerch, which connects 
the Sea of Azov to the Black Sea (Fig. 1), currently separates the Crimean newts 
(eastern III) from the remainder of the range (eastern I-II). During Quaternary 
glaciations, however, lowering of the sea level caused land-based connections 
to emerge (122). 

The central clade shows three distinct groups of haplotypes. A basal 
split separates samples from either side of the Yenice river valley, with the 
exception of Bartin (locality 16), where they co-occur (Figs. 1 and 2). A 
subsequent bifurcation separates samples from either side of the river 

driving force for generating phylogeographical structuring in amphibians, but 
spatial coincidences may also be formed at a later point (125, 126). Denser 
sampling is required to distinguish between these competing hypotheses. 
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The phylogeographical pattern observed in the western clade suggests a 
Balkan origin, subsequent expansion into Anatolia, and eventual secondary 
colonization of the Balkan Peninsula, where new colonizers came into contact 
with newts already present. Currently, the Bosphorus, the Marmara Sea and 
the Dardanelles separate the Balkan Peninsula and Anatolia (Fig. 1). The 
Dardanelles already came in place during the Pliocene (5.33-2.59 Ma) (118). 
On the other hand, the outflow of the Marmara Sea into the Black Sea has 
since been re-ordered due to tectonic movements. The Bosphorus originated 
during the Holocene (11.7 Ka to present); before that time, the Istanbul 
Peninsula was directly accessible from the Balkan Peninsula via a terrestrial 
route (127). Throughout the Pleistocene (2.59 Ma–11.7 Ka), the Marmara and 

– Lake Sapanca – Sakarya Valley 
waterway (Fig. 1; 121). This geological history explains the presence of the 
western clade on either side of the Bosphorus, but not the long term presence 
in western Anatolia or the recently derived haplotypes in the Balkan Peninsula. 
However, global sea level fluctuations corresponding to the Quaternary 
climatic oscillations likely caused periodical emergence of the shallow sea 
straits separating Europe and Asia (123). 
 
Taxonomic considerations and perspectives for further research 
We applied a dense intraspecific sampling regime and found that the 
T. karelinii group, from a mitochondrial perspective, constitutes a 
monophyletic assemblage. This contradicts the notion of paraphyly proposed 
by Steinfartz et al. (102). We identified three mitochondrial DNA clades within 
the T. karelinii group, which show genetic differentiation comparable to that 
among recognized Triturus species (Fig. 2). Espregueira Themudo et al. (70) 
suggest that the T. karelinii group comprises two species: T. karelinii sensu 
stricto and T. arntzeni. The former name would apply to the eastern clade and 
the latter to the western clade. We identified a third assemblage, the central 
clade, for which no name appears to be available. Whereas the European 
Triturus species can be distinguished on morphological grounds (67), a range-
wide study on the morphology of the T. karelinii group is as yet lacking. 

Mitochondrial DNA divergence in itself does not provide conclusive 
evidence for evolutionary independence (e.g. 128). Permeability of 
mitochondrial DNA phylogeographic breaks for nuclear DNA indicates ongoing 
gene flow. Congruent patterns between both genomes could suggest either 
true genetic incompatibility or long term spatial isolation of clades. We intend 
to assess the structuring of nuclear DNA by exploring nuclear DNA markers. 
Contact zones are suitable places to study the presence and extent of gene 
flow in the T. karelinii group. 
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The central and western clades occur in syntopy at the Sakarya Valley (locality 
19 in Fig. 1), suggesting secondary contact after the recent closing (11.7 Ka) of 

– Lake Sapanca – Sakarya Valley waterway. Whether the eastern 
and central clades are in contact is unclear; historical records (reviewed in 63) 
exist from the intervening area between Kobuleti in Georgia (locality 6) and 
Yomra in Turkey (locality 10), but no recent observations could be made 
(personal observation; M. Sparreboom, in lit.). 

The Mediterranean region is a biodiversity hotspot but is also 
experiencing intense anthropogenic pressure (108, 109). We hope our case 
study contributes to a better understanding of the biogeographical history of 
the region. This is not as straightforward as it may seem. The ranges of 
Ommatotriton and the Lissotriton vulgaris group largely overlap with that of 
the T. karelinii group and representatives of these three newt genera can often 
be found occurring in syntopy. Yet intriguing differences remain. The range 
occupied by the central T. karelinii group clade is practically devoid of 
Lissotriton, leaving a Caucasian clade isolated from the rest of the Lissotriton 
range. Ommatotriton is mostly absent from the range of the western 
T. karelinii group clade and does not share the distribution of the eastern clade 
in Iran. Its distribution does however encompass part of the Middle East. The 
evolutionary history of the L. vulgaris group appears to have unfolded itself 
over a more recent time span than that of the T. karelinii group (80). For 
Ommatotriton a detailed phylogeographic study is as yet lacking. Despite their 
ecological similarities, these three groups of newts already show incongruent 
scenarios. To distil a prevailing biogeographical pattern for the Near East, a 
wider array of species should be investigated and compared. Knowledge on 
Near Eastern phylogeographical patterns is rapidly accumulating and the time 
is ripe for a thorough review. The data available so far suggest the Near East to 
be a cradle for biodiversity, on a par with the southern European peninsulas. 
 
Supplementary data 
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found in the online 
version at doi:10.1016/j.ympev.2010.04.030. 

 Appendix 1: Division of individual newts into haplotypes. 
 Appendix 2: GenBank Accession Numbers. 
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Abstract 
Genetic divergence of mitochondrial DNA does not necessarily correspond to 
reproductive isolation. However, if mitochondrial DNA lineages occupy 
separate segments of environmental space, this supports the notion of their 
evolutionary independence. We explore niche differentiation among three 
candidate species of crested newt (characterized by distinct mitochondrial 
DNA lineages) and interpret the results in the light of differences observed for 
recognized crested newt species. We use a recently proposed framework (129) 
to quantify niche differences among all crested newt (candidate) species and 
test hypotheses regarding niche evolution, employing the two best performing 
techniques (PCA-env and ENFA). All (candidate) species occupy significantly 
different segments of environmental space. Niche overlap values for the three 
candidate species are not significantly higher than those for the recognized 
species. The three candidate crested newt species are, not only in terms of 
mitochondrial DNA genetic divergence, but also ecologically speaking, as 
diverged as the recognized crested newt species. Our findings support the 
hypothesis that they represent cryptic species. 
 
Introduction 
Phylogeography has yielded a wealth of information by documenting 
geographical genetic variation (12). One key finding is the frequent presence of 
extensive mitochondrial DNA variation within taxa, not matched by 
morphological differentiation (105). Simply translating such ‘cryptic diversity’ 
to species status would explicitly interpret mitochondrial DNA divergence as 
reflecting evolutionary independence. However, the evolutionary signal 
encrypted in mitochondrial DNA is not necessarily a suitable proxy for nuclear 
gene flow (17, 77). On the other hand, ecological divergence acts as a barrier 
to gene flow and can promote reproductive isolation and thus speciation (82-
85, 130). If geographical populations characterized by distinct mitochondrial 
DNA lineages (hereafter referred to as ‘candidate species’) also occur under 
different ecological conditions, this increases support for their treatment as 
distinct species. 

The crested newt Triturus cristatus superspecies consists of five 
parapatric groups (Fig. 1a). Four of these, T. carnifex, T. macedonicus, 
T. cristatus and T. dobrogicus, are recognized as distinct species. The 
systematics of the fifth group, traditionally referred to as T. karelinii, is more 
complex. In a previous phylogeographic study (65), we uncovered three 
geographically structured mitochondrial DNA lineages in the T. karelinii group 
(Fig. 1b), which show a level of genetic divergence comparable to that among 
the recognized crested newt species (131). 
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The recognized species are morphologically distinct (63) and represent discrete 
nuclear gene pools (132). There are currently no morphological grounds for 
distinguishing the three T. karelinii candidate species (63, 133) and information 
on nuclear gene flow is as yet lacking. This raises the question whether the 
three mitochondrial DNA lineages comprising the T. karelinii group should be 
recognized as a single or as several species. 

We explore the use of niche divergence as a criterion for assigning 
species status to candidate species identified with mitochondrial DNA. To this 
aim, we use a statistical framework recently proposed by Broennimann et al. 
(129), which quantifies niche differences and tests hypotheses regarding niche 
evolution. We determine niche differences among the three crested newt 
candidate species and interpret these differences by treating niche divergence 
among recognized species of crested newt as a benchmark. 
 
Methods 
 
Distribution and environmental data 
We composed a dataset of 2404 crested newt occurrences covering all 
recognized species and partitioned those for the T. karelinii group into three 
classes according to mitochondrial DNA: 120 T. carnifex, 1698 T. cristatus, 136 
T. dobrogicus, 139 T. macedonicus, 135 T. karelinii, 32 T. karelinii central and 
144 T. karelinii east (see Appendix S1 in Supporting Information for details). 
For ecological data layers, we used bioclimatic variables at 2.5 arcminute 
resolution (c. 5 x 5 km) available from the WorldClim database 1.4 (134; 
http://www.worldclim.org). It is recommended to focus on data layers that are 
deemed biologically meaningful based on life history knowledge of the model 
system (9, 135). Considering that the recognized crested newt species differ in 
their requirements concerning the availability of water bodies for breeding 
(63), we selected a set of layers that encompasses seasonal variation in 
evaporation and precipitation, in casu bio10 = mean temperature of warmest 
quarter, bio11 = mean temperature of coldest quarter, bio15 = precipitation 
seasonality, bio16 = precipitation of wettest quarter, and bio17 = precipitation 
of driest quarter. To set our study area we drew a buffer around all crested 
newt localities (136). We used a 200 km radius following (137). 
 
Quantifying and interpreting niche overlap 
In order to calibrate niches, measure niche overlap and test hypotheses 
regarding niche evolution, we applied a recently presented framework (129) 
implemented in R (138). 
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Figure 1 The distribution of the crested newt Triturus cristatus superspecies. Fig. 1a 
shows the distribution of the four recognized crested newt species and the Triturus 
karelinii group. Fig. 1b shows the distribution of the distinct eastern, central and 
western mitochondrial DNA lineages comprising the Triturus karelinii group (sensu 65), 
with a geophylogeny superimposed (created with GeoPhyloBuilder; 26). 
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We used the two best performing niche calibration techniques in Broennimann 
et al. (129): Principal Component Analysis calibrated on the entire 
environmental space of the study area – PCA-env (129) and Ecological Niche 
Factor Analysis – ENFA (33). In PCA-env, a PCA is conducted to transform the 
climate layers into a reduced number of linearly uncorrelated variables, i.e. 
principal components (129). The first component accounts for as much of the 
variability in the original variables as possible and each following component 
accounts for as much of the remaining variability. In PCA-env the PCA is 
calibrated on the entire study area (including species occurrences). Differences 
in the position of (candidate) species along the principal components reflect 
their environmental differences. ENFA similarly is an ordination technique. It 
compares the environmental conditions experienced by a (candidate) species’ 
distribution to that present in the entire study area (33, 129). The principal 
components in ENFA have a direct ecological interpretation. The first 
component reflects the marginality: the ecological distance between the 
(candidate) species’ optimum and the mean conditions of the study area. The 
second component reflects specialization: the ratio of the ecological variance 
in the study area to that observed for the (candidate) species. 

Application of the framework involves three steps. Firstly, the niche 
and occurrence density are calibrated. Environmental space is defined by the 
first two axes in which the chosen ordination technique summarizes the 
environmental conditions in the study area. This environmental space is 
divided into a grid of r x r cells (we use r = 100 as in 129) bounded by the 
minimum and maximum values occurring in the study area. Each cell in 
environmental space represents a unique combination of environmental 
conditions present in one or more of the grid cells in geographical space. To 
correct for potential sampling bias, a smoothed occurrence density for each 
(candidate) species in each grid cell is estimated using a kernel density function 
(129). Secondly, niche overlap for pairs of (candidate) species is calculated 
using Schoener’s D (139). This metric ranges from 0, which means niches are 
completely dissimilar, to 1, which signifies that niches completely overlap 
(129). To test whether pairwise niche overlap values for candidate species 
differed from those for recognized species, we conducted a t-test using IBM 
SPSS 20. 

Thirdly, the framework tests hypotheses regarding niche evolution (as 
in 39). The niche equivalency test explores whether niches of two (candidate) 
species are identical. The occurrences for a pair of (candidate) species are 
pooled, two random sets of occurrences with the same original sample sizes 
are extracted, and the overlap scores are determined. 
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By repeating this procedure (here a hundred times), a null distribution of 
overlap scores is obtained, to which the actual overlap score for the two 
(candidate) species is compared. If the actual niche overlap is significantly 
smaller, this means the (candidate) species occupy distinct segments of 
environmental space. The niche similarity test explores whether the niche 
overlap between (candidate) species is larger than expected by chance, based 
on the different environmental conditions they encounter. We defined this 
‘background’ for each (candidate) species by drawing a 200 km buffer around 
its occurrences. The niche similarity test determines niche overlap of one 
(candidate) species with a random model based on the background of the 
other (using as much random samples as there are occurrences for the other), 
and the reciprocal. This is repeated (here a hundred times), resulting in two 
null distributions, one for each (candidate) species, to which the actual niche 
overlap between the two (candidate) species is subsequently compared. A 
statistically significantly higher niche overlap value indicates that the niches of 
the two (candidate) species are more similar than expected by chance. 
 
Results 
The environmental space occupied by each (candidate) species as determined 
by PCA-env is shown in Fig. 2 and results from ENFA can be found in Appendix 
S2. Both the recognized and the candidate species differ in their position in 
environmental space. The distribution of T. dobrogicus in environmental space 
is relatively narrow. Niche overlap values calculated with PCA-env and ENFA 
can be found in table 1. The t-test shows that niche overlap among the three 
candidate species is not significantly larger from that among the recognized 
species, based on both PCA-env (p = 0.338) and ENFA (p = 0.165). Among 
recognized species, the overlap of T. dobrogicus with the other (candidate) 
species is significantly lower based on ENFA only (p = 0.025). All the niche 
equivalency tests produced non-significant results. Part of the similarity tests 
are significant (Table 1); this is relatively more often the case for candidate 
species (4 and 3 out of 6 tests based on based on PCA-env and ENFA) than for 
recognized species (5 and 2 out of 12 tests). 
 
Discussion 
The three candidate species comprising the T. karelinii group are, not only in 
terms of mitochondrial DNA genetic divergence, but also ecologically speaking 
as diverged as the recognized crested newt species: niche overlap among them 
is not significantly higher than that among recognized crested newt species. 
The niche equivalency tests reveal that all (candidate) species occupy different 
climatic corners of environmental space (Fig. 2, Appendix S2).  
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Figure 2 Niches of the different crested newt (candidate) species based on PCA-env. 
Each (candidate) species’ niche is displayed on the same referential: a multi-
dimensional scale represented by the first two axes of a principal component analyses 
summarizing the entire study area. Grey shading reflects the density of the 
occurrences of each (candidate) species in each cell. The solid and dashes contour lines 
illustrate 100% and 50% of the available environment in the study area. The 
correlation circle (bottom left) shows the contribution of the climatic variables on the 
two axes of the PCA and the percentage of inertia explained by the two axes. 
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Table 1 Niche overlap values and results of similarity tests for each pair of crested 
newt candidate species (the three Triturus karelinii’s) and recognized species  as 
determined with PCA-env (below diagonal) and ENFA (above diagonal). 
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1 - 0.244ns/* 0.559 0.366*/ns 0.456ns/* 0.347 0.060 

2 0.329*/* - 0.422*/* 0.345 0.450 0.254 0.252 

3 0.209 0.281*/* - 0.325 0.411*/* 0.399 0.318 

4 0.408*/* 0.498ns/* 0.239*/ns - 0.309 0.446 0.182*/* 

5 0.485*/* 0.391ns/* 0.162 0.448ns/* - 0.319 0.135 

6 0.128*/* 0.124ns/* 0.182 0.253*/ns 0.120*/* - 0.224 

7 0.041 0.090 0.188 0.055*/ns 0.040 0.142 - 
Similarity tests compare one (candidate) species with the background of the other and 
the reverse. If one or both comparisons are significant, results for the comparison of 
(candidate) species listed from top to bottom with the background of the one listed 
from left to right are noted before the slash; after the slash the reverse combination is 
noted. * = significantly larger (p < 0.05) and ns = non-significant. 
 
Although the niche overlap values among candidate species are not 
significantly higher than those among recognized species, the niche similarity 
tests show that candidate species relatively more often show a higher degree 
of overlap than would be expected based on the differentiation of their 
ecological backgrounds. This would suggest the candidate species occupy 
relatively diverged backgrounds. Compared to other crested newt (candidate) 
species, T. dobrogicus is ecologically specialized. It has a comparatively limited 
spread in environmental space, which is reflected by significantly lower niche 
overlap values for those pairwise comparisons involving T. dobrogicus. 
Morphologically speaking, T. dobrogicus is the most derived crested newt 
species: whereas the ancestral body shape in crested newts is relatively stocky, 
T. dobrogicus has a comparatively slender build (131, 140). It has been 
suggested that body elongation in crested newts was associated with niche 
shifts (63, 140, 141). 
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Indeed, T. dobrogicus shows habitat specialization: it strictly inhabits riverine 
floodplains. It is also the most aquatic crested newt species, spending half of 
the year in the water (63). 

The environmental conditions where candidate species are observed 
to occur should not be confused with those where they could occur (142). The 
potential niche envelopes those environmental conditions that exists in 
nature, under which a candidate species could persist and reproduce. The 
realized niche comprises the portion of the potential niche that is actually 
occupied, given that historical and biotic factors pose further restriction on a 
candidate species’ distribution (142). It follows that although candidate species 
may differ in their realized niche, they might still possess the same potential 
niche. Differences among candidate species’ realized niches could reflect niche 
evolution, in other words, an actual change in the potential niche (and a 
mechanism resulting in ecological isolation). However, these differences could 
also reflect niche plasticity, with candidate species possessing the same 
potential niche despite expressing a different realized niche. Controlled field 
experiments are required to distinguish niche plasticity from niche evolution. 
In the meantime, an approximation of the significance of the observed 
differences can be made by treating the degree of niche divergence between 
recognized congeneric species as a minimum threshold that candidate species 
should express to qualify for species status. 

The detailed knowledge regarding morphological and genetic 
differentiation that has become available for other crested newts led to their 
recognition as distinct species (63, 132, 143, 144). Such information is as yet 
inconclusive (morphology) or lacking (nuclear genome) for the T. karelinii 
group. However, next to the previously found mitochondrial DNA divergence 
among candidate species, there is now another line of evidence suggesting the 
presence of three morphologically cryptic species: niche divergence. A 
multimarker nuclear DNA phylogeography is required to further test the 
prediction of an explicit barrier to nuclear gene flow. 

The integration of spatial ecological methods in mitochondrial DNA 
phylogeographical surveys provides a powerful tool, aiding the delineation of 
cryptic species (145, 146). Using phylogenetically informed partitioning of 
occurrence data is facilitated by the rapid increase in the availability of both 
sequence data (especially via mitochondrial DNA barcoding initiatives) and 
occurrence data (147). The approach outlined in this paper will aid 
systematicists and conservationists alike in assessing the potential species 
status of distinct mitochondrial DNA lineages, in relatively little time and at low 
cost. 
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Chapter 4: Tracing glacial refugia of Triturus newts 
based on mitochondrial DNA phylogeography and 
species distribution modeling 
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Abstract 
The major climatic oscillations during the Quaternary Ice Age heavily 
influenced the distribution of species and left their mark on intraspecific 
genetic diversity. Past range shifts can be reconstructed with the aid of species 
distribution modeling and phylogeographical analyses. We test the response of 
Triturus newts as the climate shifted from the previous glacial period (the Last 
Glacial Maximum, ~21Ka) to the current interglacial. We present the results of 
a dense mitochondrial DNA phylogeography (visualizing genetic diversity 
within and divergence among populations) and species distribution modeling 
(using two different climate simulations) for the nine Triturus species on 
composite maps. The two independent techniques provide insight in the glacial 
reduction and postglacial expansion of Triturus. Triturus newts generally 
conform to the ‘southern richness and northern purity’ paradigm. The pattern 
is most dramatic in T. cristatus, which colonized most of temperate Europe 
after the Last Glacial Maximum. For most species we manage to deduce the 
position of glacial refugia, the only exception being T. dobrogicus. This species, 
according to mitochondrial DNA, went through a severe bottleneck. We 
provide a detailed treatment for each Triturus species. Introgression of 
mitochondrial DNA is mostly restricted to contact zones between the species, 
but involves a large geographical range in the case of the asymmetrical 
introgression of T. marmoratus mitochondrial DNA into T. pygmaeus and 
western T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA lineage into T. macedonicus. The 
species distribution models support a scenario of postglacial species 
displacement in both cases. The combined use of species distribution modeling 
and mitochondrial phylogeography provides a more complete understanding 
of the historical biogeography of Triturus than both approaches would on their 
own. 
 
Introduction 
The Quaternary Ice Age (~2.59Ma-present) is associated with large climatic 
oscillations (148-151). Long, cold and dry glacial cycles are alternated by 
relatively short, warm and wet interglacials. The transition between the two 
takes place in a geological blink of an eye (152, 153). The climatic oscillations 
have a major impact on species distribution patterns (148). Generally, impacts 
of glacial cycles are more extreme, further away from the equator (and at 
higher elevations): areas at a higher latitude (and elevation) become 
inhospitable, whereas climate at a lower latitude (and elevation) remains 
habitable (148, 154). Populations at higher latitude may cope with climate 
change in situ, through adaptation or phenotypic plasticity, or alternatively 
they may track suitable habitat (153, 155). However, a more likely outcome is 
that such populations go extinct (155-157). 
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At lower latitudes, populations can endure glacial periods relatively 
unimpaired, in so called glacial refugia (149, 157, 158). During interglacial, 
repressed species can reclaim their former distribution again, by rapidly 
recolonizing the large tracts of still uninhabited, but again habitable land from 
glacial refugia (148). 

The fluctuating climate during the Quaternary left its mark on patterns 
of genetic diversity (148-150, 152, 159). Populations persisting in glacial refugia 
have a relatively long and stable demographical history compared to those in 
areas claimed postglacially. As a result, populations in glacial refugia are 
characterized by high levels of genetic diversity, whereas populations 
established after the most recent glacial cycle typically show little genetic 
variation. This is the concept – devised from a northern hemisphere 
perspective – of ‘southern richness and northern purity’ (148). Furthermore, 
species displacement after postglacial secondary contact regularly coincides 
with introgression of genetic material (especially of cytoplasmic DNA) (159, 
160). By uncovering the spatial structuring of genetic lineages between glacial 
refugia and along recolonization routes, and by detecting mismatches between 
genetic markers and species boundaries, phylogeographical surveys provide 
insights in past distribution rearrangement (156). 

Independent from genetics, species distribution modeling can be 
applied to answer historical biogeographical questions (161). Species 
distribution modeling involves the approximation of the ecological 
requirements of a species, based on the range of environmental conditions 
experienced at known localities (30). The constructed model can then be 
extrapolated on current climate layers, to determine the species’ potential 
distribution. Similarly, the model can be projected on climatological 
reconstructions of the past. Niches evolve over time, questioning the validity 
of predicting past distributions based on present day models. However, 
considering the relatively short time period spanning the shift from the last 
glacial cycle to the present day, niche conservatism is a realistic assumption 
(38, 162). Comparison of present and past potential distribution provides 
information on range shifts. 

The distribution of amphibians is tightly linked to environmental 
conditions and thus has to follow suit in the face of rapid climate change (163-
166). The marbled and crested newts (genus Triturus) (63, 167, 168) are a 
group of nine closely related lineages, hereafter referred to as species (Table 
1). Triturus newts are distributed across most of Europe and adjacent Asia (Fig. 
1). They are found in regions generally regarded as important glacial refugia, 
such as the Iberian, Italian and Balkan Peninsulas, Anatolia, Caucasia and the 
southern Caspian basis (150, 156, 157). 
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On the other hand, Triturus newts occupy large tracts of land which would 
have been uninhabitable during glacial periods, particularly temperate Eurasia 
(169). Thus, within this single model system, we expect to observe varying 
responses to glaciation. 

We first conduct a dense phylogeographical survey: employing 
mitochondrial DNA, we determine geographical genetic structuring (i.e. 
diversity within and divergence among populations) for each of the different 
Triturus species. Subsequently, we approximate the distributions of the 
different Triturus species at the Last Glacial Maximum (~21Ka) using species 
distribution modeling. The outcome of the two independent approaches is 
visualized on composite maps, which show the nine different species the side 
by side. By comparing the signatures of past distribution dynamics as inferred 
from mitochondrial DNA phylogeography and species distribution modeling, 
we show that both methods support a general scenario, but the two 
techniques also show some interesting differences. 
 

 
Figure 1 The distribution of the genus Triturus. Species mostly meet at parapatric 
contact zones, but note the area of sympatry of T. marmoratus and T. cristatus in 
western and central France. This map is adapted from (131). 
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Table 1 Systematics of the genus Triturus 
Marbled newts 
Triturus marmoratus (Latreille, 1800) 
Triturus pygmaeus (Wolterstorff, 1905) 
Crested newts 
Triturus cristatus (Laurenti, 1768) 
Triturus carnifex (Laurenti, 1768) 
Triturus macedonicus (Karaman, 1922) 
Triturus dobrogicus (Kiritzescu, 1903) 
Triturus karelinii (Strauch, 1870)* 
   Eastern mitochondrial DNA lineage 
   Central mitochondrial DNA lineage 
   Western mitochondrial DNA lineage 
*The taxon traditionally referred to as T. karelinii actually comprises three distinct 
mitochondrial DNA lineages (65). These are referred to as western, central and 
eastern. The three mitochondrial DNA lineages may well warrant species status and we 
treat them as such throughout this paper. 
 
Methods 
 
Genetic approach 
We included genetic data (658 bp of subunit 4 of the NADH dehydrogenase 
gene complex; ND4) for 2354 Triturus newts, representing 457 populations 
(Fig. 2 and Dataset S1). A large segment of these individuals (n=1795) were 
taken from previous studies (published (65, 131) or submitted (132, 133, 170-
172); see Dataset S1 for details). The remainder (n=559) was newly sequenced 
for the current paper, using the primers in Table 2 and following the protocol 
outlined in (66). Sequences were manually aligned and identical ones merged 
into haplotypes using MacClade 4.08 (92). All (new) haplotypes are available 
via GenBank (see Dataset S3 for GenBank accession numbers). Our purpose 
was not to infer phylogenetic relationships among the Triturus species (cf. 
131), but 1) to detect mitochondrial DNA introgression between species, and 
2) to infer the spatial genetic variation within each species. To detect which 
individuals retain their ‘original’ mitochondrial DNA and which possess 
introgressed mitochondrial DNA (derived from one of the other lineages), we 
first assigned mitochondrial DNA haplotypes to species by conducting a 
Neighbor Joining analysis in MEGA 5.05 (173). Calotriton asper was used as 
outgroup (taken from (65); GenBank accession number: GU982378).  

To infer interspecific geographical structuring, we first excluded 
introgressed mitochondrial DNA (as it does not properly reflect the 
evolutionary history of either ‘host’ or ‘donor’). Subsequently, we determined 
– for each species – 1) the genetic diversity within populations and 2) the 
genetic distance among populations. 
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Figure 2 Maps showing the Triturus localities used for the mitochondrial DNA 
phylogeography and species distribution modeling. The inset shows part of the 
localities used in the genetic analyses (white circles) and the additional ones used for 
species distribution modeling (black circles). Two cut-outs (A and B) show more details 
on introgressed mitochondrial DNA: populations containing foreign mitochondrial DNA 
are labeled with a colored star (with the color denoting the ‘donor’ species) and 
populations containing two mitochondrial DNA types (of which one mostly, but not 
exclusively, is of the original species) as a black star; populations containing original 
mitochondrial DNA are again labeled with white circles. The colors used correspond to 
Fig. 1. Details on localities can be found in Dataset S1 and S2. 
 
The mean number of pairwise differences among h
determined with Arlequin 3.5 (174), was used as a measure of genetic diversity 
within populations. We only included populations for which more than one 

sequence). To determine the genetic distance among populations we used 
Alleles in Space 1.0 (175). Alleles in Space connects the populations in a 
network, based on Delaunay triangulation. 
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Subsequently, the program produces values of average genetic distance 
among the populations that are connected by the network (the proportion of 
mismatched nucleotide sites; Zi). These values are positioned at the midpoints 
of the connections in the network. 

Zi across geographical space 
using inverse distance weighting in the spatial analyst extension of ArcGIS 
(www.esri.com) (cf. 176). The output for each species was cropped according 
to its distribution ra Zi, we compiled a single 
composite map from the nine crops (i.e. one for each Triturus species). We 

and Zi. Using a single scale for all Triturus species facilitates comparison among 
them, but runs the risk that variation in genetically poor species is 
overshadowed by that of genetically rich species. We additionally apply a 
species specific scale to better express intraspecific structuring. This way we 
managed to visualize 1) regions of relatively high and low intraspecific genetic 
diversity and 2) the relative genetic divergence among populations within 
species.  
 
Table 2 Primers used for amplification and sequencing of the ND4 mitochondrial DNA 
fragment 
Species or groups of species with their forward and reverse primers Source 
T. marmoratus  
MARF1: CACCTGTGATTACCTAAAGCTCATGTAGAAGC This study 
ND4R2: CCCTGAAATAAGAGAGGGTTTAA (66) 
T. pygmaeus  
PYGF1: CACCTCTGATTGCCTAAAGCCCACGTAGAGGC This study 
ND4R2: CCCTGAAATAAGAGAGGGTTTAA (66) 
T. karelinii group crested newts  
KARF4: AGCGCCTGTCGCCGGGTCAATA (66) 
KARR1: AACTCTTCTTGGTGCGTAG (66) 
Other crested newts  
KARF4: AGCGCCTGTCGCCGGGTCAATA (66) 
DOBR2: GTGTTTCATAACTCTTCTTGGT (66) 
 
Species distribution modeling approach 
We composed a dataset of 4493 Triturus localities (incorporating the 457 
populations included in the genetic analysis; see Fig. 2 and Dataset S2). We 
used the bioclimatic variables available at a 2.5 arcminute resolution (c. 5 x 5 
km) from the WorldClim database version 1.4 (134) to calibrate our species 
distribution models. 
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In order to prevent model overfitting, which would negatively influence 
transferability (162), we minimized multicolinearity among data layers by 
selecting a subset that showed a Pearson’s correlation of r < 0.7. Furthermore, 
focusing on climate layers that are deemed biologically meaningful based on 
life history knowledge of the model system yields the most appropriate species 
distribution models (cf. 177). Variation in the availability of standing water 
during the breeding season appears to have driven the ecological radiation 
among Triturus newts (131). Therefore, we included a set of layers that 
encompasses seasonal variation in evaporation and precipitation, in casu bio10 
= mean temperature of warmest quarter, bio11 = mean temperature of 
coldest quarter, bio15 = precipitation seasonality, bio16 = precipitation of 
wettest quarter, and bio17 = precipitation of driest quarter. Bioclimatic 
variables are also available from the WorldClim database for the Last Glacial 
Maximum (~21Ka) These data are derived from the Paleoclimate Modelling 
Intercomparison Project phase 2 (178; http://pmip2.lsce.ipsl.fr/) and based on 
two climate simulations: the Model for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate 
version 3.2 (MIROC) [http://www.ccsr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/kyosei/hasumi/MIROC/ 
techrepo.pdf] and the Community Climate System Model version 3 (CCSM) 
(179). 

Species distribution models were created with Maxent 3.3.3k (180). 
We restricted the feature type to hinge features as this produces smoother 
model fits, so forcing models to be focused on key trends rather than potential 
idiosyncrasy in the data. This approach facilitates extrapolation to a different 
time (or place) (181). The environmental range covered by the pseudo-absence 
data, used to discriminate presence data from background, should neither be 
to narrow or too broad (137, 182, 183). Too narrow a range results in complex 
models that do not generalize well, whereas too broad a range results in too 
simple models that focus on coarse-scale and neglect fine-scale variation. A 
practical solution is to focus on area that is potentially accessible to the species 
of interest if it were not for abiotic factors, i.e. an area where spread would 
not be hampered by major physical barriers. However, competition could lead 
to further exclusion of the target species, even though the area would be 
suited in the absence of such biotic interactions (184). Taking these 
considerations into account, we restricted the area from which pseudo-
absence was drawn to the distribution of the entire genus Triturus. This area 
was broadly defined as a 200 km buffer zone (cf. 137) around known Triturus 
localities (Dataset S2). 
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The species distribution models were tested for statistical significance against 
a null model derived from random localities (185). For each tested species 
distribution model, we created a null distribution of 99 AUC values. These AUC 
values were derived from species distribution models, based on as many 
random localities as used for the tested species distribution model. The AUC 
value of the tested species distribution model was treated as a 100th value and 
deemed statistically significant if it ranked higher than the 95th value (i.e. 
above the 95% confidence interval). Random point data were created with 
ENMTools 1.3 (136; http://enmtools.blogspot.com/). The null model approach 
prevents interpreting model quality based on an arbitrary AUC threshold and 
precludes the requirement to set aside part of the localities for model testing 
(185). 

The species distribution models were projected on the Last Glacial 
Maximum climate layers and composite maps were created for each set of 
climate layers. Maxent provides predicted probability values between zero and 
one and we used a color scheme running from blue to red to reflect these 
values. 
 
Results 
The 2354 Triturus sequenced newts comprise 302 haplotypes (see Dataset S1 
for details and Dataset S3 for GenBank accession numbers). The Neighbor 
Joining phylogeny shows that haplotypes group in nine reciprocally 
monophyletic lineages, corresponding to species (Fig. 3). A large number of 
individuals (n=342; c. 14.5%) that belong to one species, possess mitochondrial 
DNA characteristic of another (Fig. 2 and Dataset S1). This mitochondrial DNA 
introgression is mostly restricted to near the contact zones; only T. pygmaeus 
and T. macedonicus have extended ranges in which foreign mitochondrial DNA 
is present (derived from T. marmoratus and the western T. karelinii 
mitochondrial DNA lineage). 

genetic divergence among 
(Zi) populations can be found in Dataset S1 and S4. Composite maps visualizing 
this genetic structuring in each species are depicted in Fig. 4 and 5. Because 
Alleles in Space places the values for genetic divergence among populations at 
the midpoint of the network connecting the populations, information falling 
outside the current range is lost in Fig. 5 (e.g. in the case of two allopatric 
populations). Uncropped maps for each species, showing a more 
comprehensive picture per species but at the cost of conciseness, can be found 
in Figure S1.  
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Figure 3 A Neighbor Joining phylogeny for the Triturus ND4 haplotypes. The Triturus 
haplotypes cluster into nine monophyletic mitochondrial DNA lineages, corresponding 

thousand bootstrap replicates) are denoted with an asterisk. The Calotriton asper 
outgroup used to root the phylogeny is not shown. 
 
Species distribution models perform statistically significantly better than 
random expectation (Dataset S5). Composite maps depicting the predicted 
suitability of each species’ distribution range at the Last Glacial Maximum, 
based on the two different climate simulations (MIROC and CCSM), are 
provided in Fig. 6 and 7. As species were not necessarily bound to their current 
ranges through time, projections for each species on a wider area (roughly the 
distribution of the entire genus Triturus) are provided in Figure S2. 
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The ranges of all Triturus species are predicted to have been restricted at the 
Last Glacial Maximum. A composite map showing species distribution models 
projected on present day climate layers is provided in Fig. 8. Predicted 
suitability of the distribution range of each species under current conditions 
shows a considerable overlap with the sketched outlines of their ranges (cf. 
Fig. 1). 
 

 
Figure 4 The geographical distribution of genetic variation for the different Triturus 
species. These are composite maps for all nine Triturus species. For each species, the 

interpolated across its distribution range. In Fig. 4a we use a single scale for all Triturus 
species (allowing direct comparison among species) whereas in Fig. 4b we use a 
species specific scale (better expressing genetic structure in genetically relatively poor 
species). Warmer colors refer to a higher genetic diversity. The insets show the 
situation for T. cristatus (left) and T. marmoratus (right) in their area of sympatry 
(shown in dark gray on the main maps). 
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Figure 5 The genetic (dis)similarity among populations within the different Triturus 
species. These are composite maps for all nine Triturus species. For each species, the 
genetic divergence among populations (Zi) was determined and subsequently 
interpolated across its distribution range. In Fig. 5a we use a single scale for all Triturus 
species (allowing direct comparison among species) whereas in Fig. 5b we use a 
species specific scale (better expressing genetic structure in genetically relatively poor 
species). Warmer colors refer to a higher genetic divergence. The insets show the 
situation for T. cristatus (left) and T. marmoratus (right) in their area of sympatry 
(shown in dark gray on the main maps). 
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Figure 6 The predicted suitability of each Triturus species’ range at the Last Glacial 
Maximum (MIROC model). This is a composite map for all nine Triturus species. For 
each species, its species distribution model was projected on Last Glacial Maximum 
climate layers (based on the MIROC model) for its current distribution range. Warmer 
colors refer to a higher predicted suitability. The insets show the situation for 
T. cristatus (left) and T. marmoratus (right) in their area of sympatry (shown in dark 
gray on the main map). 
 

 
Figure 7 The predicted suitability of each Triturus species’ range at the Last Glacial 
Maximum (CCSM model). This is a composite map for all nine Triturus species. For each 
species, its species distribution model was projected on Last Glacial Maximum climate 
layers (based on the CCSM model) for its current distribution range. Warmer colors 
refer to a higher predicted suitability. The insets show the situation for T. cristatus 
(left) and T. marmoratus (right) in their area of sympatry (shown in dark gray on the 
main map). 
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Figure 8 The predicted suitability of each Triturus species’ range under current climate 
conditions. This is a composite map for all nine Triturus species. For each species, its 
species distribution model was projected on current climate layers for its current 
distribution range. Warmer colors refer to a higher predicted suitability. The insets 
show the situation for T. cristatus (left) and T. marmoratus (right) in their area of 
sympatry (shown in dark gray on the map). 
 
Discussion 
The combination of phylogeography and species distribution modeling aids the 
locating of glacial refugia (40, 57, 186-188). The two approaches to visualize 
intraspecific geographical genetic structuring together provide a picture of 
which areas are genetically rich and thus suspected to reflect long term 
inhabited area and which areas are genetically poor and thus probably only 
recently became habitable (Figs. 4 and 5). Independently, the two 
reconstructions of potential distribution at the Last Glacial Maximum (based 
on the MIROC and CCSM climate simulations) provide an indication of which 
areas were habitable at the time and which were unsuitable for Triturus (Figs. 
6 and 7). Our results conform to the general pattern of the three European 
appendages, the Iberian, Italian and Balkan Peninsulas, having functioned as a 
glacial refugium. Furthermore, several regions that are getting more and more 
appreciated as having acted as glacial refugia (e.g. 61, 189) are also identified 
as such for Triturus: Anatolia, the southern Caspian basin and Colchis (western 
Georgia). Similarly, areas typically identified as having been postglacially 
colonized from glacial refugia stand out for Triturus: T. marmoratus, 
T. carnifex, T. dobrogicus and ‘eastern T. karelinii’ protruded into temperate 
Europe from their southerly positioned refugia, but such postglacial expansion 
is best exemplified by T. cristatus. 
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The contemporary range of T. cristatus encompasses, next to its glacial 
refugium in the Carpathian region in Romania (suggested suitable based on 
species distribution models and genetic diversity), a huge (c. 4.75 million km2) 
postglacially acquired area, stretching all the way from western Europe to 
Scandinavia and central Russia (unsuitable according to the species distribution 
models and genetically depleted). This gives an indication of the rapidness with 
which postglacial colonization can be accomplished. 

Triturus species generally show considerable spatial variation in their 
genetic composition (reflected by ‘warm’ and ‘cold’ areas in Figs. 4 and 5). A 
high value for genetic diversity within populations (Fig. 4) can result from two 
distinct processes: long term presence in situ and secondary contact from 
distinct source populations. (Although new haplotypes typically evolve during a 
population expansion, these will also be rare and very similar to haplotypes 
already presents, thus not leading to a major increase in genetic diversity 
(159)). To separate these two processes, phylogenetic relationship among 
haplotypes should be consulted. For example, the obvious ‘hot spot found in 
T. cristatus (Fig. 4; SW Ukraine) reflects the postglacial comingling of 
haplotypes belonging to the two distinct clades present in this species (Fig. 3). 
On the other hand, the ‘hot spot’ found in eastern T. karelinii (Fig. 4; SE 
Azerbaijan) represents genetic variation built up in a climatically stable and 
long term inhabited region. Maps showing genetic divergence among 
populations (Fig. 5) reflect a different aspect of geographical genetic 
structuring. On the one hand, areas with a high genetic overturn among 
populations (e.g. the southern part of the range of T. macedonicus) show many 
hotspots. In some cases clear barriers to gene flow stand out, such as the 
Greater Caucasus mountain range separating eastern T. karelinii on its 
northern and southern side. On the other hand, genetically homogenous 
areas, due to high levels of gene flow and/or demographic expansion stand out 
as cold areas (e.g. both of these processes likely determine the lack of genetic 
structuring among T. dobrogicus populations, cf. Fig. 4a). The visualization of 
genetic divergence among populations is relatively sensitive to sampling 
density: the higher the sampling density, the better the map. In T. cristatus, for 
example, the transition between a genetically rich and a genetically poor 
region is positioned relatively outward of its hypothesized glacial refugium, 
because of a lack of samples from nearby postglacially acquired area. Maps 
showing the genetic variation within and the genetic divergence among 
populations complement each other and their combined use is recommended. 
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Triturus ranges are mostly parapatric; they exclude each other geographically 
(63). This suggests that the different species are ecologically too similar to co-
exist, suggesting a tension at contact zones. The current contact zones are the 
result of secondary contact: whereas at the Last Glacial Maximum the species 
ranges were restricted (Fig. 6 and 7), after glacial conditions were alleviated, 
species expanded their ranges and as a consequence came into contact with 
others (Fig. 8). Ecological differences likely determine which species fairs best 
against which ecological background (131). However, this is not the complete 
story. Species can be blocked during postglacial expansion by geophysical 
barriers (150). Furthermore, species can cut each other off during postglacial 
expansion and the presence of one prevents the spread of the other by high 
density blocking (6). Such a first come, first served process rivals the role of 
competitive exclusion: instead of the species best suited to a particular area, 
another may occur there. Species distribution models projected on climate 
layers for the present, outside of species’ current distribution areas (Figure S2) 
give an indication. An example is provided by T. carnifex. The Alps present a 
barrier and there where T. carnifex would be able to pass them, T. cristatus is 
present. The species distribution model suggests areas beyond the Alps would 
be suitable for T. carnifex. ‘Luckily’ T. carnifex has been anthropogenically 
aided in colonizing areas that would normally be out of reach, providing an 
independent test from the species distribution models. In several locations 
where T. carnifex has been introduced into the range of T. cristatus, it manages 
to survive among, and even locally outcompete, T. cristatus (190-194). Three 
introduction localities (Surrey, England, Munich, Germany and Geneva, France 
/ Switzerland) are indeed predicted suitable. A fourth (Veluwe, The 
Netherlands), however, is not. An explanation for this could be that the 
realized niche of T. carnifex from which localities are drawn to calibrate the 
species distribution model deviates from the potential niche (142). 

Asymmetrically introgressed mitochondrial DNA provides a source of 
insight for interspecific interaction after secondary contact (160). For Triturus 
newts, introgression is mostly restricted to their contact zones, suggesting 
minor range rearrangement after secondary contact. However, in the case of 
T. marmoratus – T. pygmaeus and T. karelinii west – T. macedonicus, an 
extensive area is covered, suggestive of past interspecific competition (Fig. 2). 
The similarity of the introgressed mitochondrial DNA to that present in the 
‘donor’ species suggest a recent (postglacial) transference across the species 
boundary. Given the climatic oscillations during the Quaternary Ice Age, the 
Triturus newt species are presumed to have been in periodic contact through 
time. However, we did not identify ancient mitochondrial DNA introgression 
events (as in e.g. (195-197)). 
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A potential explanation is that introgressed mitochondrial DNA was limited to 
areas of postglacial expansion and never penetrated those areas that 
repeatedly acted as glacial refugia. In effect, any mitochondrial DNA that 
became introgressed during an interglacial would be erased by the next glacial 
period. 

Below we discuss our results in more detail, addressing each Triturus 
species seperately. We focus on similarities and distinctions between the two 
different sources of information - geographical mitochondrial DNA structuring 
and predicted distribution at the Last Glacial Maximum - and present a 
scenario for glacial regression and postglacial expansion for each Triturus 
species. 
 
Marbled newts 
The two marbled newts illustrate the different effect of glaciations on species 
with a relatively southern and relatively northern distribution. The extent that 
T. marmoratus is predicted to have withdrawn its range at the Last Glacial 
Maximum is extensive (especially according to the CCSM climate simulation; 
Fig. 7), whereas it is minimal for T. pygmaeus. In T. marmoratus genetic 
structuring is highest in the south of its range, but for T. pygmaeus this is not 
the case (Fig. 4 and 5). The presence of T. marmoratus mitochondrial DNA in 
the northern part of the range of T. pygmaeus suggests that in this area the 
former was replaced by the latter (cf. 171, 198, 199). This is confirmed by the 
distribution models projected on Last Glacial Maximum climate data outside of 
the current species ranges (Figure S2): at the time, area predicted suitable for 
T. marmoratus (but not for T. pygmaeus) was present in the northern part of 
the area currently occupied by T. pygmaeus. Striking is that both 
T. marmoratus and T. pygmaeus mitochondrial DNA occurs throughout this 
area (Fig. 2). Although a species will often simply show foreign mitochondrial 
DNA where it replaced another (160), there are exceptions, similar to the 
T. marmoratus-T. pygmaeus case (200). The genetic divergence among 
T. pygmaeus populations within the region of displacement is generally low, 
corresponding with postglacial expansion. 
 
The marbled and crested newt contact 
The ranges of the marbled newt T. marmoratus and the crested newt 
T. cristatus widely overlap in western and central France (cf. Fig. 1). The 
appearance of sympatry is partially a matter of scale: zoomed in the 
distribution of the two species is more mosaic like, suggesting competitive 
exclusion. However, segregation is not complete and the two species still do 
widely occur in syntopy. 
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Although there is no niche partitioning in the aquatic environment (201), there 
is so in the terrestrial habitat, with T. marmoratus preferring a relatively higher 
degree of forestation and relief than T. cristatus (202, 203). As a consequence, 
outcompeting of T. marmoratus by T. cristatus (202-204) or the reverse 
(though as yet not studied in detail) takes place on a local scale. In one region 
where T. cristatus is displacing T. marmoratus, minor nuclear genetic leakage 
from T. marmoratus into T. cristatus has been documented (202, 205). This 
would suggest the possibility of introgression of T. marmoratus mitochondrial 
DNA into T. cristatus. However, despite a relatively large sample size, we did 
not detect this. This observation can be partially explained by a striking 
asymmetry in hybrid survival, showing a relatively strong selection against 
T. marmoratus mothered hybrids (which would be required for mitochondrial 
DNA introgression to occur as T. cristatus is the invader in this case) (205). 
Perhaps a setting where T. marmoratus outcompetes T. cristatus, not included 
in the present study, could reveal mitochondrial DNA exchange between the 
species. 

How did the two species meet up in France? The zone of sympatry was 
unsuitable for T. marmoratus at the Last Glacial Maximum (Figs. 6 and 7). The 
mitochondrial DNA data suggest a postglacial colonization from the Iberian 
Peninsula, where the majority of France haplotypes are found (and to which 
the one unique France haplotype is very similar). The zone is predicted to have 
been suitable for T. cristatus based on the MIROC climate simulation (Fig. 6), 
but there is only minor support for this based on the CCSM climate simulation 
(Fig. 7). Furthermore, the mitochondrial DNA data strongly suggest a 
postglacial colonization from the Balkans for T. cristatus (more details below). 
Clearly, the two species established secondary contact after postglacially 
colonizing their current zone of sympatry. It should be noted that fossils 
ascribed to T. marmoratus dated to the Quaternary are known from e.g. 
Germany (206), suggesting the contact zone in the current interglacial might 
be very different from that during previous ones. 
 
Crested newts: T. cristatus, T. carnifex, T. dobrogicus and T. macedonicus 
The mitochondrial DNA data suggest that T. cristatus dramatically expanded its 
range postglacially, colonizing temperate Eurasia. Haplotypes outside of the 
Balkans are very similar and the same haplotype can be found at the western 
and eastern extremes of its range (separated by a distance of c. 3500 km). Such 
extreme genetic homogeneity is in line with leading edge expansion from a 
single source population (159). In general, the species distribution modeling 
approach supports this pattern: at the Last Glacial Maximum most of the 
current range of T. cristatus was unsuitable. However, the MIROC simulation 
suggests extensive suitable area in France and Germany. 
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This is unsupported by the CCSM simulation and genetic data. Only in the 
Carpatho-Balkan part of its range does T. cristatus show genetic differentiation 
among populations (Fig. 5), although variation within populations is low (Fig. 
4). The MIROC climate simulation, although it overpredicts elsewhere, suggests 
suitable area here, whereas the CCSM climate simulation shows a more 
restricted suitable surface (Fig. 6 and 7). It seems plausible that T. cristatus’ 
distribution at the Last Glacial Maximum extended into the range currently 
occupied by T. dobrogicus (cf. Figure S2). The presence of T. cristatus 
mitochondrial DNA in T. dobrogicus (Fig. 2) supports this scenario, but 
sampling along the contact zone of the two newt species is limited (especially 
the addition of T. dobrogicus samples from western Romania would be 
illuminating). The Carpathian region, even though situated relatively northerly, 
is more and more appreciated as having acted as a refugium for a suite of 
other species (150). Even though T. cristatus extended its range slightly further 
southwards at the expense of the western T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA 
lineage (as deduced from asymmetric mitochondrial DNA introgression), the 
presence of several relatively old T. cristatus mitochondrial DNA lineages in 
Serbia and Bulgaria suggest a long-term presence south of the Danube River. 
Triturus cristatus is the only crested newt species for which no comprehensive 
phylogeography has yet been conducted (for all other species these are 
published, submitted or in preparation). The high genetic variation revealed 
here encourages further exploration, requiring a more detailed sampling in 
Romania, particularly the southwest. 

For T. carnifex there is a discrepancy between the two climate 
simulations, with the Last Glacial Maximum predicted distribution according to 
MIROC showing a high correspondence with the current range, whereas CCSM 
shows a considerable reduction, with little suitable area predicted in the Italian 
Peninsula and none at all in the current northern Balkan range (Figs. 6 and 7). 
The mitochondrial DNA data better corresponds to the modeled distribution 
based on the MIROC simulation, as it shows distinct genetic clusters 
distributed on both sides of the Adriatic Sea and high genetic diversity in Italy 
(Figs. 3-5), supporting long term presence in the Balkans and a stable 
population in Italy. Both climate simulations agree that T. carnifex colonized 
the part of its range east and north of the Alps postglacially. The T. carnifex 
mitochondrial DNA introgressed into T. cristatus where the two species meet 
(cf. 194) suggest that Balkan T. carnifex were involved in this range expansion 
(in line with nuclear genetic data; 190). The presence of T. dobrogicus 
mitochondrial DNA at the eastern edge of the T. carnifex range (Fig. 2) 
provides further support for T. carnifex expansion. See (170) for a detailed 
treatment on T. carnifex phylogeography. 
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Strikingly, the entire current distribution area of T. dobrogicus is predicted to 
have been unsuitable at the Last Glacial Maximum, based on both climate 
simulations (Figs. 6 and 7). Also, a refugia positioned outside the current range 
(e.g. in currently submerged land) is not supported (Figure S2). Considering the 
specialization of this species on river floodplains, such a shift in distribution 
would not be feasible anyway (63, 141, 207). The mitochondrial DNA data 
support a major reduction of the distribution of T. dobrogicus as there is very 
low genetic diversity (note the shallow branches in comparison to the other 
Triturus species in Fig. 3 and the homogenous genetic structuring in Fig. 4 and 
5). Furthermore, the large number of very similar but mostly low frequency 
haplotypes (i.e. a starburst phylogeny) is consistent with a rapid demographical 
expansion of a strongly bottlenecked population. A relatively high genetic 
diversity in allozyme data does suggest T. dobrogicus must have survived the 
last glaciation in multiple refugia (208). There is no genetic divergence 
between the populations from the Dobrogean and Pannonian Plains, situated 
on both sides of the southern spur of the T. cristatus range (Fig. 1), suggesting 
gene flow through T. cristatus territory (most likely along the Danube River at 
the Iron Gates, cf. (63)). Similarly, the allopatric population in the Dnepr delta 
is genetically similar to the main range (sharing two of three haplotypes). Past 
lowering of the Black Sea sea level, not only during the Last Glacial Maximum 
but also afterwards during the Holocene (cf. 209), joined the Danube and 
Dnepr rivers together in a ‘paleodelta’ (still visible on Google Earth at 
approximately 43° 50’ N and 30° 26’ E). This joined river system formed a route 
that would have facilitated recent genetic exchange. Asymmetrical 
introgression of T. dobrogicus mitochondrial DNA into four other species 
(T. carnifex, T. cristatus, T. karelinii western mitochondrial DNA lineage and 
T. macedonicus) shows that these pushed T. dobrogicus out of part of its 
former range. A detailed multimarker phylogeography of T. dobrogicus is in 
preparation (210). 

The western part of the current range of T. macedonicus is predicted 
to have been suitable during the Last Glacial Maximum (Fig. 6 and 7). This does 
not fully correspond to mitochondrial DNA data, which shows structuring in 
the southern part of the range, including the southeast, but not in the 
northwest (Figs. 4 and 5). Genetic variation in T. macedonicus is the highest of 
all Triturus newts (Fig. 3). A distinct clade occurs on Corfu, which is currently 
disconnected from mainland Greece, but was connected during glaciations due 
to the accompanied drop in sea level (211). 
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In a large part of its range, T. macedonicus possesses western T. karelinii 
mitochondrial DNA (Fig. 2). This can be explained by T. macedonicus displacing 
the western T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA lineage there after the Last Glacial 
Maximum. The species distribution modeling approach suggests that this area 
indeed only became unsuitable for T. macedonicus after the Last Glacial 
Maximum (see (172) for a more detailed analysis). 
 
Crested newts: the three T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA lineages 
In the western T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA lineage, a basal split separates a 
clade occurring in European Turkey and extreme southeastern Bulgaria (Fig. 3). 
The species distribution modeling approach suggests suitable area was present 
here during the Last Glacial Maximum (Fig. 6 and 7). The genetic distinction of 
this clade is expressed by the ‘barrier’ in Fig. 5 surrounding the populations in 
which it is represented. The reciprocal clade shows extensive structuring in 
Asiatic Turkey. A single sub-clade derived from (i.e. nested within) Asiatic 
Turkey has recently colonized most of the Balkan part of the range; it shows a 
starburst phylogeny (Fig. 3), in line with demographic growth during a range 
expansion (159). In Asiatic Turkey, genetic diversity is highest in the extreme 
northwest, suggesting it acted as a refugium, but the species distribution 
modeling approach suggests that the western coast was particularly suitable at 
the Last Glacial Maximum. A scenario of postglacial expansion into the Balkan 
Peninsula agrees with the species distribution modeling approach, which 
demonstrates that the area only became hospitable after the Last Glacial 
Maximum. As noted above, the western T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA lineage 
was outcompeted out of part of the post-glacially acquired Balkan range by 
T. macdonicus (see (172) for a more detailed analysis). 

The central T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA lineage shows a fragmented 
distribution at the Last Glacial Maximum (Fig. 6 and 7). This is reflected by an 
east west divide (the ‘barrier’ in Fig. 5) between two distinct clades separated 
by a basal split (cf. Fig. 3), which are currently in secondary contact (the ‘warm’ 
spot in Fig. 4). It should be noted that for the three mitochondrial DNA lineages 
found in T. karelinii, there are as yet no other criteria to classify individuals as 
species except mitochondrial DNA (65), meaning we currently cannot 
recognize potential mitochondrial DNA introgression between these lineages. 
Mitochondrial DNA introgression may apply to the central and western 
mitochondrial DNA lineages as the two are found in syntopy in northwestern 
Asiatic Turkey (cf. Dataset S1). However, as the eastern and central 
mitochondrial DNA lineages appear to be allopatrically distributed, 
mitochondrial DNA introgression is not expected to be an issue for these two 
lineages (65). 
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For the eastern T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA lineage, the southern Caspian 
basin and western Georgia (Colchis) are suggested to have harbored suitable 
area at the Last Glacial Maximum (Fig. 6 and 7). Genetic diversity is particularly 
high along the southern Caspian Sea shore (Fig. 3-5). Relatively recently a 
single clade colonized the Caucasus and Crimea from the Caspian part of the 
range (cf. 65). However, this clade is still relatively distinct (reflected by a deep 
coalescence; see Fig. 3), suggesting that colonization happened during a 
previous interglacial and thus that the clade persisted here in a glacial refugia 
during one or several glacial cycles. Indeed, marine intrusion in central 
Azerbeijan due to the higher water level of the Caspian Sea at the Last Glacial 
Maximum would have hampered colonization at the time (212) and the region 
is still suggested to be unsuitable at present (Figure S2). Periodic exposure of 
the sea strait currently separating the Crimea (cf. 209) would have facilitated 
the colonization of the current Crimean range from the Caucasus region. 
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 Dataset S1: Details on the Triturus populations included in the genetic 
analysis. 

 Dataset S2: Details on the Triturus populations used for species 
distribution modeling. 

 Dataset S3: A list of ND4 haplotypes with their GenBank accession 
numbers. 

 Dataset S4: Values of average genetic distance among populations (Zi) 
within each Triturus species. 
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 Dataset S5: The AUC values for the species distribution models of each 
Triturus species, tested against null models. 

 Figure S1: The genetic (dis)similarity among populations within the 
different Triturus species, not cut according to the current species 
ranges. 

 Figure S2: The species distribution model of each Triturus species 
projected for Last Glacial Maximum and current climate conditions, 
not cut according to the current species ranges. 
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Chapter 5: Postglacial species displacement in 
Triturus newts deduced from asymmetrically 
introgressed mitochondrial DNA and ecological niche 
models 
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Abstract 
If the geographical displacement of one species by another is accompanied by 
hybridization, mitochondrial DNA can introgress asymmetrically, from the 
outcompeted species into the invading species, over a large geographical 
extent. This phenomenon is shown by the two crested newt species Triturus 
macedonicus and T. karelinii, on the Balkan Peninsula in south-eastern Europe. 
We first delimit a ca. 54,000 km2 area in which T. macedonicus contains 
T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA. This introgression zone bisects the range of 
T. karelinii. Similarity of the introgressed mitochondrial DNA haplotypes 
suggests a recent transfer across the species boundary. We then use ecological 
niche modeling to explore the suitability of the introgression zone under 
current and Last Glacial Maximum conditions. The introgression zone was 
inhospitable during the Last Glacial Maximum for either species, but has since 
that time become suitable. The extraordinary spatial setting of this study, in 
which the advance of T. macedonicus created an enclave of T. karelinii, 
provides insight into the particular process causing asymmetric mitochondrial 
DNA: T. macedonicus invaded T. karelinii territory and thus moved into an area 
where ‘foreign’ mitochondrial DNA was present; mitochondrial DNA was not 
pulled into the T. macedonicus range by natural selection. The presence of the 
enclave suggest T. karelinii was the first to colonize the eastern part of the 
introgression zone after the Last Glacial Maximum. Subsequently, it was 
outcompeted by T. macedonicus, which captured T. karelinii mitochondrial 
DNA via introgressive hybridization in the process. The western part of the 
zone was probably never inhabited by T. karelinii itself, but T. karelinii 
mitochondrial DNA could spread there through the bodies of T. macedonicus. 
 
Introduction 
When reproductive isolating mechanisms have become of sufficient strength 
to prevent two diverging gene pools from merging, speciation has been 
reached (82). If, however, low frequency hybridization still occurs, the stage is 
set for the interspecific transference of mitochondrial DNA (159, 160, 213, 
214). Mitochondrial DNA is transmitted clonally (matrilinearily) in the majority 
of eukaryotes and, as a consequence, does not dilute via recombination (215). 
Through an initial hybridization event and subsequent backcrossing of female 
progeny with the paternal species, mitochondrial DNA can become fixed on 
the ‘wrong’ species background (Fig. 1a). 

In parapatric species, mitochondrial DNA introgression can be 
asymmetric, with one species showing mitochondrial DNA typical of the other 
over a significant part of its range (reviewed in ref. 160). This can be explained 
by the former displacing the latter (159, 160, 214). 
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Figure 1 A schematic representation of asymmetric mitochondrial DNA introgression 
via hybridization and species displacement. Fig. 1a depicts the transference of 
mitochondrial DNA across the species boundary via introgressive hybridization. Large 
circles reflect the nuclear DNA composition of individuals, small ones their 
mitochondrial DNA type. There is an initial hybridization between the members of two 
species, a red female and a green male. The F1 offspring contain a mix of red and 
green nuclear DNA, but only red mitochondrial DNA (due to mitochondrial DNA’s 
matrilineal transmission). Subsequent backcrossing of admixed females with green 
males over the generations dilutes the red nuclear DNA out, in effect leading back to 
the green species. However, all subsequent generations contain red mitochondrial 
DNA (ensured by mitochondrial DNA’s clonal transmission). Fig. 1b shows how the 
outcompeting of one species by another can result in asymmetric mitochondrial DNA 
introgression. Small circles now reflect the spatial distribution of mitochondrial DNA 
type and the background the geographical nuclear DNA composition of the population. 
At the top, the ranges of a red and a green species are in allopatry, but green expands 
its range towards red. In the middle, green and red have become parapatric. The 
species hybridize at the contact zone, where red mitochondrial DNA introgresses into 
the green species (as in Fig. 1a). At the bottom, green shifts its distribution further to 
the right, at the expense of red. As the members of the green species leading the 
expansion contain red instead of green mitochondrial DNA, only red mitochondrial 
DNA spreads in the region where the green species displaces the red species. This 
figure is based on (159, 214). 
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The rationale is as follows: mitochondrial DNA of a common, native ‘donor’ 
species is captured by an initially rare invader, through introgressive 
hybridization. As the invader expands its range at the expense of the native 
species, its population increases and introgressed mitochondrial DNA is co-
amplified. Consequently, the introgressed mitochondrial DNA surfs the wave of 
advance and is left in its wake (Fig. 1b). The initial mitochondrial DNA 
introgression does not have to occur at a high frequency to result in a 
mismatch between species and mitochondrial DNA type spanning an extensive 
area. A likely driver causing the necessary geographical displacement of closely 
related species is the rearrangement of distributions in response to climate 
oscillations related to glacial/interglacial cycles (159, 160). 

On the Balkan Peninsula in southern Europe, the two parapatrically 
distributed crested newts Triturus macedonicus and T. karelinii show the 
preconditions for asymmetric mitochondrial DNA introgression. Triturus 
karelinii comprises three distinct mitochondrial DNA lineages, which might 
better be regarded as different species (65, 131). Therefore, throughout the 
current paper, we only consider the lineage that occurs in the Balkans and 
western Turkey, in parapatry with T. macedonicus, when we refer to 
T. karelijnii. Triturus macedonicus and T. karelinii can be distinguished on 
morphological grounds – meristic, morphometric and qualitative (63, 67). 
Analysis of a suite of allozyme markers has shown the nuclear gene pools of 
these newts to have remained isolated, although limited genetic admixture 
occurs at the contact zone (112, 132, 190). Furthermore, T. macedonicus 
contains mitochondrial DNA typical of T. karelinii at localities removed from 
the current contact zone (66, 69). Finally, geographical displacement by T. 
macedonicus has been invoked to explain an apparent enclave of T. karelinii, 
cut-off from the main distribution range (67). 

Here we further explore the T. macedonicus – T. karelinii case. We first 
delimit the zone of T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA asymmetrically introgressed 
into T. macedonicus through a phylogeographical survey. We then built 
ecological niche models for both species and project these on current and Last 
Glacial Maximum climate layers. Inferred distribution shifts across the zone of 
asymmetric mitochondrial DNA introgression suggest that T. macedonicus 
displaced T. karelinii postglacially. 
 
Results 
As T. macedonicus and T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA differ considerably (DXY = 
0.091), sequenced individuals could be unambiguously assigned to 
mitochondrial DNA type (details in Additional file 1). 
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Figure 2 Distribution and sampling of Triturus macedonicus and T. karelinii and the 
zone of asymmetric introgression of T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA. Fig. 2a shows the 
distribution of T. macedonicus (shaded green) and T. karelinii (blue), as deduced from 
morphology and allozyme data (see Methods for details). Note that the north-western 
part of the range of T. karelinii is disconnected from the main range (i.e. an enclave). 
Ranges are limited by sea (white), uninhabited land (grey) and other Triturus taxa 
(purple). Green dots represent T. macedonicus populations containing original 
T. macedonicus mitochondrial DNA, blue dots T. karelinii populations containing 
T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA, red dots T. macedonicus populations containing 
T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA and two orange dots T. macedonicus populations 
containing both original and introgressed mitochondrial DNA. Large dots represent 
populations for which mitochondrial DNA was sequenced and small dots additional 
localities included in ecological niche modeling. Fig. 2b shows the geographical 
distribution of mitochondrial DNA based on Thiessen polygons, where each polygon 
covers the area that is closer to its corresponding population than to another one. 
Color codes are the same as in Fig. 2a. The red and orange polygons were combined to 
delimit the zone of asymmetric mitochondrial DNA introgression. 
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Out of 71 of the T. macedonicus populations for which sequence data are 
available, 35 contain only original T. macedonicus mitochondrial DNA, 34 
contain only T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA and in two populations syntopy of 
both mitochondrial DNA types was established (Fig. 2a). There is no 
T. macedonicus mitochondrial DNA found in any of the 86 T. karelinii 
populations for which sequence data is available. The clear-cut geographical 
distribution of mitochondrial DNA allows us to safely interpret 16 of the 68 T. 
macedonicus populations and all 49 T. karelinii populations for which no 
sequence data is available as containing T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA. By 
employing Thiessen polygons, we delimit an extensive (ca. 54,000 km2) area of 
asymmetric mitochondrial DNA introgression, in which T. macedonicus 
contains T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA (Fig. 2b). 

The T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA shows extensive structuring and 
comprises three spatio-temporal groups (Fig. 3). A ‘Balkan basal’ clade, 
restricted to the extreme south-east Balkan Peninsula, is distinct from the 
remaining T. karelinii haplotypes (DXY = 0.035). A genetically relatively diverse 
group of haplotypes is distributed in western ‘Asiatic Turkey’ (Fig. 3). A ‘Balkan 
recent’ clade is nested within, and closely related to, the ‘Asiatic Turkey’ 
haplotypes (separated by a single substitution). The ‘Balkan recent’ haplotypes 
show a starburst pattern: they are genetically similar, comprising a few 
common and a large number of rare ones (Fig. 3). For the T. karelinii 
mitochondrial DNA, only the ‘Balkan recent’ clade shows signs of demographic 
expansion (Fig. 4). 

The original T. macedonicus mitochondrial DNA is genetically diverse 
(Additional file 2) and does not indicate demographic growth (Fig. 4). All 
introgressed T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA belongs to the ‘Balkan recent’ 
clade (Fig. 3). The low level of diversification of the ‘Balkan recent’ clade 
renders it difficult to distinguish multiple introgression events from the 
evolution of new haplotypes within T. macedonicus, derived from a single 
introgressed T. karelinii haplotype. However, it is likely that the three 
T. karelinii haplotypes shared between T. karelinii and T. macedonicus (of 
which two represent the most frequent haplotypes found in either species) 
reflect independent introgression events rather than convergent evolution. 
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Figure 3. The genetic structuring of Triturus karelinii mitochondrial DNA, including that 
introgressed into T. macedonicus. Three spatio-temporal groups of haplotypes are 
recognized: ‘Balkan basal’, ‘Asiatic Turkey’ and ‘Balkan recent’. The inset shows the 
geographical range of each group: ‘Asiatic Turkey’ in white and ‘Balkan recent’ in light 
grey (note the enclave); populations in which ‘Balkan basal’ haplotypes are found are 
marked with dark grey stars (see Additional file 1 for details on haplotype distribution). 

arrows signify haplotypes that are (also) found as introgressed mitochondrial DNA in 
T. macedonicus. Statistically significantly supported clades (meaning a Bayesian 
posterior probability of 0.95 or higher) are denoted with an asterisk (*). In the 
haplotype network, pie diameter expresses haplotype frequency (cf. Additional file 5) 
and bars the number of mutations along a branch if more than one. Blue pies reflect 
T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA found in T. karelinii and red pies T. karelinii 
mitochondrial DNA present in T. macedonicus. If T. karelinii haplotypes are shared 
between T. karelinii and T. macedonicus, frequencies are reflected by the size of the 
slices. The numbers in the phylogeny and haplotype network refer to T. karelinii 
mitochondrial DNA haplotypes as coded in Additional file 5. 
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Figure 4 The mismatch distribution and Ramos-Onsins and Rozas’ R2 and Fu’s Fs 
statistics for different groups of haplotypes. Groups of haplotypes are: T. macedonicus 
(a), T. karelinii Asiatic Turkey (b), T. karelinii Balkan basal (c) and T. karelinii Balkan 
recent (d). The colored curves (green for T. macedonicus and blue for the three groups 
of T. karelinii haplotypes) show the observed frequency distribution of pairwise 
differences and the black curves that expected for an expanding population. Based on 
the R2 and Fs statistics, the null hypothesis of a constant population size is only 
rejected for T. karelinii Balkan recent. This agrees with the shape of the mismatch 
distributions. A unimodal and smooth distribution is indicative of demographic 
expansion, whereas a multimodal and ragged distribution suggests demographic 
stability. 
 
The ecological niche models of both crested newt species perform statistically 
significantly better than expected by random chance (Additional file 3). When 
hindcasted on Last Glacial Maximum data layers, the models suggest that the 
ranges of both crested newt species were contracted at the time (Fig. 5). To 
link this shift in suitability to the observed mitochondrial DNA introgression, 
we zoom in on the introgression zone (Fig. 6). The introgression zone is 
predicted to be much more suitable at present than it was at the Last Glacial 
Maximum, although the western half is predicted to still be unsuitable for 
T. karelinii. The ecological niche models are most affected by the mean 
temperature of the coldest quarter in both species and precipitation in the 
wettest quarter plays an important additional role in T. macedonicus 
(Additional file 4). 
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Figure 5 The predicted distribution for T. macedonicus and T. karelinii under current 
and Last Glacial Maximum conditions based on ecological niche modeling. The 
ecological niche models projected on current and MIROC and CCSM Last Glacial 
Maximum climate layers for T. macedonicus are shown on the left (a, c, e) and those 
for T. karelinii on the right (b, d, f). The warmer a grid cell’s color, the higher its 
predicted suitability (see the legend of Fig. 6 for suitability scores). The current range 
of T. karelinii is outlined in blue and that of T. macedonicus in green, with the zone of 
asymmetric mitochondrial DNA introgression outlined in red. Political boundaries are 
overlaid in black. 
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Figure 6 The suitability of the zone of asymmetric mitochondrial DNA introgression as 
predicted by ecological niche modeling. The situation for T. macedonicus is shown on 
the left and for T. karelinii on the right. The top row shows the suitability of the zone of 
asymmetric mitochondrial DNA introgression under current conditions and the middle 
row at the Last Glacial Maximum (based on the MIROC model, results using the CCSM 
model are highly similar, cf. Fig. 5). The bottom row shows the area that currently has 
a better or worse predicted suitability than at the Last Glacial Maximum. 
 
Discussion 
 
A scenario of species displacement 
We confirm that the range of T. karelinii is bisected by T. macedonicus (Fig. 2a), 
corroborating a previously hypothesized T. karelinii enclave (cf. 67). 
Considering that crested newts are surface-bound and have limited dispersal 
capabilities, the presence of the T. karelinii enclave is best explained by it 
having been cut off from the main T. karelinii range by an expanding 
T. macedonicus (the enclave having been cut from the north by another 
Triturus species (T. cristatus), as one might expect based on Fig. 2, is not 
supported by a mitochondrial DNA phylogeography (216)). 
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However, the mitochondrial DNA data suggest that a considerably larger area 
is involved in the geographical displacement of T. karelinii by T. macedonicus 
than that required to explain the enclave (Fig. 2b). How was this introgression 
zone established? The structuring of the mitochondrial DNA of the two crested 
newt species and their predicted distributions based on ecological niche 
modeling provide the necessary insight. 

The ranges of both crested newt species were reduced at the Last 
Glacial Maximum (Fig. 5). For T. karelinii, the south-western margin of its 
current Balkan range (extending into land currently occupied by 
T. macedonicus) was hospitable. However, the mitochondrial DNA data suggest 
that the ‘Balkan basal’ clade was likely restricted to the south-east, whereas 
the ‘Balkan recent’ clade originates from a recent colonization from Asiatic 
Turkey (Fig. 3). Indeed, Turkey’s west coast was also suitable at the Last Glacial 
Maximum and mitochondrial DNA indicates a stable demographical history 
here (Fig. 5). Furthermore, the ‘Balkan recent’ clade shows the signature of 
demographic growth, in line with a range expansion (Fig. 4). The west side of 
the current range of T. macedonicus was also suitable at the Last Glacial 
Maximum, corresponding to long-lasting presence in situ as suggested by the 
mitochondrial DNA data (Fig. 4). 

The introgression zone was uninhabitable for either crested newt 
species at the Last Glacial Maximum and their secondary contact was 
established after glacial conditions had alleviated (Fig. 6). In accordance to this, 
the T. karelinii haplotypes introgressed into T. macedonicus are similar or 
identical to those found in T. karelinii itself, suggesting that introgression 
happened recently (195, 196, 217). For T. karelinii, the western part of the 
introgression zone is predicted to be unsuitable still. We suggest that, even if 
this part was never colonized by T. karelinii itself, the T. karelinii mitochondrial 
DNA could still have reached this region via the T. macedonicus host. We 
summarize the invoked distribution dynamics of the two crested newt species 
in Fig. 7. 
 
Ecologically driven displacement 
The outcompeting of T. karelinii by T. macedonicus across the introgression 
zone must have been facilitated by some kind of advantage of T. macedonicus. 
A striking example of geographical displacement linked to natural selection, 
that could be deduced because it was ‘documented’ by mitochondrial DNA 
capture, is provided by Salamandra salamanders (218). 
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Figure 7 A historical biogeographical scenario explaining the presence of Triturus 
karelinii mitochondrial DNA in T. macedonicus. The ranges of T. karelinii and 
T. macedonicus are shown in blue and green and the region where T. macedonicus 
contains T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA is shown in red. During the last glaciation, both 
species’ ranges were repressed (a). After glacial conditions alleviated, T. karelinii 
derived from Turkey colonized a considerable part of the Balkan Peninsula and 
T. macedonicus expanded its range and came into contact with T. karelinii (b). 
Subsequently, T. macedonicus displaced T. karelinii over part of its range and in the 
process cut off a T. karelinii enclave; due to mitochondrial DNA introgression, 
T. macedonicus possessed T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA, there where it displaced 
T. karelinii (c). Finally, T. macedonicus expanded its range further and, as part of the 
source population contained T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA, this mitochondrial DNA 
spread, via the bodies of T. macedonicus, into an area not inhabited by T. karelinii itself 
(beyond the interrupted line) (d). 
 
On the northern edge of the Iberian Peninsula, after a shift in climate, a 
Salamandra taxon using a viviparous reproduction mode (giving birth to 
terrestrial juveniles) became favored over one using an ovoviviparous 
reproduction mode (giving birth to aquatic larvae). Although not showing such 
obvious life history differences as in the Salamandra situation, the two crested 
newt species do appear to differ in the time annually allocated to an aquatic 
and a terrestrial life style, with adult T. macedonicus presumed to spend one 
more month in the water than T. karelinii (63, 131). 
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Bioclimatic variable contribution to the ecological niche models is at least 
partially in line with the hypothesis that T. macedonicus is adapted to relatively 
wetter conditions, as its occurrence correlates with a higher precipitation than 
is found for T. karelinii (Additional file 4). Future research is required to further 
study if T. macedonicus has an adaptive advantage over T. karelinii at the 
introgression zone. It would also be interesting to study whether the two 
species are currently in spatial equilibrium or whether the contact zone is still 
moving. 

What tipped the balance in the introgression zone in favor of 
T. macedonicus? The reconstructed distributions of the two crested newt 
species make clear that colonization of the introgression zone could only occur 
during the Holocene (i.e. the current interglacial), after the last glacial cycle 
came to an end. An increased evaporation due to the relatively higher 
temperature (though similar precipitation) in Europe at the mid-Holocene 
(178) might have benefitted the more terrestrial T. karelinii, so allowing it to 
colonize (at least part of) the introgression zone at the time. Indeed the 
shifting climate of the Holocene in itself impacted species distributions (161). 
However, species’ distribution dynamics were probably not straightforward, as 
Holocene climate fluctuated considerably (219-221). The climatic drive behind 
the T. macedonicus – T. karelinii overturn can be further tested once a detailed 
time series of Holocene climate reconstructions has become available. 
 
Reinforcement of asymmetric mitochondrial DNA transmission 
The demographical inequality that accompanies geographical displacement is 
in itself sufficient to explain the presence of mitochondrial DNA of the 
originally common in the initially rare species (160). However, the asymmetry 
could be strengthened by factors favoring the relative frequency (prezygotic 
factors) or viability (postzygotic factors) of one hybrid class over the other 
(159, 160, 213). 

Examples of pre- and postzygotic selection are known in nature: in the 
tree frogs Hyla cinerea and H. gratiosa, differences in behavior (courting at the 
edge versus inside the breeding pond and presence versus absence of satellite 
mating behavior) cause H. cinerea males to more often intercept H. gratiosa 
females than vice versa, resulting in biased mitochondrial DNA transmission 
(222). The uneven viability of hybrids between the crested newt T. cristatus 
and the marbled newt T. marmoratus causes the frequency of T. marmoratus-
mothered hybrids to drop from fifty percent in embryo’s to ten percent in 
adults, resulting from an incompatibility between the T. cristatus X 
chromosome and T. marmoratus cytoplasm (205). 
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A higher frequency or reproductive success of T. karelinii-mothered hybrids 
over T. macedonicus-mothered hybrids would have acted like a filter, 
hampering the spread of T. macedonicus mitochondrial DNA into the 
introgression zone. Perhaps, T. macedonicus males were more likely to mate 
with T. karelinii females than the reverse when T. macedonicus invaded the 
T. karelinii range (e.g. due to male-biased dispersal or biased disassortative 
mating). Furthermore, hybrids mothered by T. macedonicus might experience 
stronger negative selection than those mothered by T. karelinii. Research into 
the presence of such asymmetries in T. macedonicus – T. karelinii hybridization 
is a prospect for future research. 
 
What about positive selection? 
Asymmetric mitochondrial DNA introgression due to the positive selection of 
‘foreign’ mitochondrial DNA (17, 215, 223) would have experienced a distinctly 
different geographical spread than when it was caused by species 
displacement: instead of the contact zone between two species moving across 
their mitochondrial DNA boundary, which is the case with geographical 
displacement (cf. Fig. 1b), positive selection would result in mitochondrial DNA 
of one species being ‘pulled’ into the range of the other. A selective sweep, 
where ‘foreign’ mitochondrial DNA replaces the original mitochondrial DNA, 
has been demonstrated experimentally in Drosophila flies (224). 

Positive selection has also been suggested to cause asymmetric 
mitochondrial DNA introgression in nature (225, 226). However, when 
encountering asymmetric mitochondrial DNA introgression, it might be difficult 
to choose between the two scenarios. For example, in Lissotriton newts, the 
original mitochondrial DNA of L. montandoni has been fully replaced by that of 
L. vulgaris (80). However, this exchange of mitochondrial DNA did not have a 
single origin but involved multiple, independent introgression events of well 
differentiated L. vulgaris mitochondrial DNA. Does this pattern reflect 
repeated geographical replacement during multiple interglacials, when the 
more mountainious L. montandoni shifted its range to a lower elevation or 
several uptakes of ‘foreign’ mitochondrial DNA that subsequently spread in 
L. montandoni? 

Why do we in the present case favor the geographical displacement 
scenario over the positive selection scenario? ‘Foreign’ T. karelinii 
mitochondrial DNA is only present in T. macedonicus in postglacially colonized 
area, but in the case of positive selection causing the asymmetric 
mitochondrial DNA introgression, it should have been able, but did not, to also 
penetrate into the region that acted as a glacial refugium for T. macedonicus.  
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Furthermore, the bisecting of the T. karelinii range by T. macedonicus (plus 
T. macedonicus having spread T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA into a region 
where we infer T. karelinii was never present) provides positive evidence in 
favor of T. macedonicus expanding its range at the expense of T. karelinii. 
 
Conclusion 
Given the extraordinary spatial setting, the T. macedonicus – T. karelinii case 
provides a unique insight into asymmetric mitochondrial DNA introgression. 
The system shows an introgression zone varying in width, from narrow in the 
south to broad in the north. Furthermore, the fact that T. macedonicus bisects 
the range of T. karelinii provides a clear indication of directionality: 
T. macedonicus likely invaded T. karelinii territory, not the other way around. 
Future approaches employing genomic data will focus on the shape of clines 
for individual nuclear DNA markers across the contact zone and in particular 
the variation among them. In the current paper, based on a combination of 
phylogeography and ecological niche modeling, we suggest that the 
asymmetric introgression of mitochondrial DNA from T. karelinii into 
T. macedonicus is due to postglacial species displacement (see the summarized 
scenario in Fig. 7). As these crested newt species expanded their ranges in 
response to climate change after the conclusion of the Last Glacial Maximum, 
they came into spatial contact. Subsequently, the newly established hybrid 
zone between the two moved across the landscape, as T. macedonicus 
outcompeted T. karelinii. However, the former distribution of T. karelinii, 
before T. macedonicus started to invade its range, could be recovered thanks 
to the asymmetrically introgressed T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA. In 
conclusion, a mismatch between mitochondrial DNA and morphology is not 
necessarily a nuisance but can provide key insights into historical 
biogeography. 
 
Methods 
 
Distribution and genetic data 
We gathered 139 T. macedonicus and 135 T. karelinii localities (Fig. 2 and 
Additional file 1). Species identity was primarily based on morphological 
characters (throat pattern and body build); for a subset (conveniently arranged 
along transects across the contact zone) diagnostic allozyme markers have 
been published (112, 132, 190). Note that at five localities the species are 
found in syntopy. We obtained a 658 bp segment of ND4 for 600 newts (70 
previously published in, and 530 newly sequenced following the protocol of 
(65)) from 71 of the T. macedonicus and 86 of the T. karelinii populations (Fig. 
2 and Additional file 1). 
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Among them, the sequenced individuals contained 83 haplotypes (Additional 
file 5). We delimited the zone of asymmetrically introgressed mitochondrial 
DNA by Thiessen polygons (as in 202). 
 
Genetic analyses 
Phylogenetic trees were constructed with MrBayes 3.1.2 (98), employing two, 
four chain, twenty million generation runs, with a sampling frequency of 0.001 
and a heating parameter of 0.1. MrModeltest (94) identified GTR+I, HKY+I+G 
and HKY+G as the most suitable models of sequence evolution for codon 
positions 1, 2 and 3. Rate and parameters for these data partitions were 
unlinked. The first quarter of the sampled trees was discarded as burn-in after 
analysis of the output in Tracer 1.5 (99). Minimum spanning haplotype 
networks were created with HapStar 0.5 (227), based on distance matrices 
produced with Arlequin 3.5 (174). DnaSP5 (228) was used to determine the 

 nucleotide 
substitutions (DXY) between groups of haplotypes. To test for signals of 
demographic expansion, we compared the observed mismatch distribution 
with that expected under population expansion (229). We interpreted the 
differences based on the Ramos-Onsins and Rozas’ R2 and Fu’s Fs statistics 
(230), for which statistical significance was obtained based on 1,000 coalescent 
simulations in DNAsp. 
 
Environmental data 
For climate layers we used bioclimatic variables at 2.5 arcminute resolution, 
available from WorldClim 1.4 (134). To obtain realistic and transferable 
models, it is recommended to mirror the physiological limitations of the study 
species and minimize the effects of multicollinearity among data layers (177). 
Therefore we included a subset of bioclimatic values encompassing seasonal 
variation in temperature and rainfall and showing a Pearson correlation < 0.7: 
bio10 = mean temperature of warmest quarter, bio11 = mean temperature of 
coldest quarter, bio15 = precipitation seasonality, bio16 = precipitation of 
wettest quarter, and bio17 = precipitation of driest quarter. Bioclimatic 
variables are also available from WorldClim for the Last Glacial Maximum, 
being derived from the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project phase 
2 (178; http://pmip2.lsce.ipsl.fr/), based on simulations using the Model for 
Interdisciplinary Research on Climate version 3.2 (MIROC) (231) and the 
Community Climate System Model version 3 (CCSM) (179). 
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Ecological niche modeling 
Ecological niche models were created using Maxent 3.3.3e (180). We restricted 
the feature type to hinge features as this produces smoother model fits, so 
forcing models to be more focused on key trends rather than potential 
idiosyncrasy in the data, which would hamper extrapolation to a different time 
or place (181). An important consideration is the environmental range covered 
by the pseudo-absence data used to discriminate presence data from 
background (137, 182, 183). Too narrow a range results in too complex models 
that do not generalize well, whereas too broad a range results in too simple 
models that focus on coarse-scale and neglect fine-scale variation. A practical 
solution is to focus on area that is potentially accessible to the species of 
interest as its spread would not be hampered by major physical barriers, 
meaning that it would be abiotic features that determine its distribution inside 
the area (184). However, competition could lead to further exclusion of the 
target species, even though the area would be suited in the absence of such 
biotic interactions (184). Considering these issues, we restricted the area from 
which pseudo-absence was drawn to the distribution of the entire crested 
newt T. cristatus superspecies. This area was broadly defined as a 200 km 
buffer zone (cf. 137) around known crested newt localities (Additional file 1 
and 6). The ecological niche models were tested for statistical significance 
against a null model, to test whether they perform better than expected by 
random chance (185). Models were projected on the current and Last Glacial 
Maximum climate layers. We explored variable importance and response 
curves and conducted a jackknife test to determine how ecological niche 
models of the two species differed. 
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Supplementary data  
The supplementary data associated with this chapter can be found at 
http://science.naturalis.nl/media/333569/ch5suppdata.zip. 

 Additional file 1: Sampling. Triturus karelinii and T. macedonicus 
localities included in the genetic analysis (a subset) and in ecological 
niche modelling (all). 

 Additional file 2: Triturus macedonicus mitochondrial DNA structuring. 
A phylogenetic tree and haplotype network for T. macedonicus. 

 Additional file 3: Ecological niche modeling performance. The 
ecological niche models for T. macedonicus and T. karelinii tested 
against a null model. 

 Additional file 4: Contribution of bioclimatic variables to the ecological 
niche models. Response curves, contribution and permutation 
importance and results of a jackknife test for the bioclimatic variables. 

 Additional file 5: list of mitochondrial DNA haplotypes. For each 
mitochondrial DNA haplotype, its GenBank accession number and its 
frequency of occurrence in both T. macedonicus and T. karelinii is 
provided. 

 Additional file 6: Localities of additional crested newt species. 
Additional localities, used to determine the distribution of the entire 
crested newt Triturus cristatus superspecies 
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Chapter 6: A multimarker phylogeography of crested 
newts (Triturus cristatus superspecies) reveals cryptic 
species 
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Abstract 
Mitochondrial DNA represents just a single gene tree and, ideally, multiple 
nuclear DNA markers should be included in phylogeographical studies to distill 
the true evolutionary history. The crested newt Triturus cristatus superspecies 
is composed of five recognized species. One of these, T. karelinii sensu lato, 
comprises three geographically structured mitochondrial DNA lineages. 
Genetic divergence among these lineages is comparable to that among 
recognized crested newt species, but morphologically they are as yet 
indistinguishable. We conduct a multimarker phylogeography to explore the 
evolutionary independence of these mitochondrial DNA lineages and include 
representatives of the other species to guide our interpretation of the results. 
All markers show distinct patterns when analyzed singly (as a phylogeny or 
haplotype network) and none of them sort haplotypes according to species or 
mitochondrial DNA lineage. A multimarker approach (BAPS and *BEAST) on the 
other hand shows that not only the recognized species, but also the three 
mitochondrial DNA lineages represent discrete nuclear DNA gene pools. The 
only mismatch is found in the extreme northwest of Asiatic Turkey, where 
several populations identified as ‘central T. karelinii’ based on nuclear DNA 
possesses ‘western T. karelinii’ mitochondrial DNA. We invoke asymmetric 
mitochondrial DNA introgression to explain this pattern and support this with a 
historical biogeographical scenario. We suggest the three spatial groups in 
T. karelinii sensu lato should be regarded as distinct species. 
 
Introduction 
A single gene tree does not necessarily represent the true phylogenetic 
relationships among or within species (71). Phenomena like ancestral 
polymorphism and introgression cloud the evolutionary picture (77). To distil 
the true evolutionary history, multiple gene trees should be employed (71). 
The mitochondrial genome shows a linked inheritance and in effect behaves as 
a single gene tree. On the other hand, the nuclear genome, due to its 
recombining nature, represents a reticulation of evolutionary lineages. Despite 
this theoretical advantage of nuclear DNA, mitochondrial DNA is still the most 
regularly employed genetic marker in practice (232-234). 

The crested newt (Triturus cristatus) superspecies comprises five 
parapatric species (Fig. 1). In a previous phylogeographical survey of the 
species traditionally referred to as ‘T. karelinii’ (hereafter T. karelinii sensu 
lato), we uncovered three geographically structured mitochondrial DNA 
lineages. In terms of mitochondrial DNA divergence, these three lineages are 
as distinct from each other as recognized (non-T. karelinii) crested newt 
species are (65). 
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Figure 1 Distribution map of the crested newts. The inset shows the distribution of the 
recognized crested newt species and of the ‘eastern,’ ‘central’ and ‘western T. karelinii’ 
mitochondrial DNA lineages. Cut-out a shows the sampling for the recognized species 
and cut-out b for T. karelinii sensu lato. The hatched area in the cut-outs shows a 
region where ‘central T. karelinii’ newts as identified based on nuclear DNA contain 
‘western T. karelinii’ mitochondrial DNA. Population numbers correspond to Appendix 
S1. This map is based on Wielstra and Arntzen (131). 
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The recognized crested newt species are known to differ based on 
morphological features and a battery of allozymes markers (132). On the other 
hand, range wide allozyme data is not available for T. karelinii sensu lato (112) 
and analysis of morphological features known to discriminate the recognized 
species did not reveal unequivocal differences among the three mitochondrial 
DNA lineages (63, 133). However, in terms of niche differentiation the three 
lineages are as distinct as recognized species (235). 

We explore whether the three mitochondrial DNA lineages comprising 
T. karelinii sensu lato represent independent evolutionary trajectories. To this 
aim, we analyze three nuclear DNA markers, using both single and multi-locus 
analytical approaches. Throughout the present paper we refer to the three 
T. karelinii sensu lato candidate species as ‘eastern,’ ‘central’ and ‘western 
T. karelinii’ and acknowledge that their true distribution (and distinction) 
based on the nuclear genome might be different than suggested by 
mitochondrial DNA. To guide our interpretation, we compare the situation in 
T. karelinii sensu lato with that shown by the recognized crested newt species. 
 
Methods 
 
Sampling strategy, laboratory methods and data preparation 
We included 302 crested newts from 106 populations (Fig. 1, Appendix S1). 
Our dataset includes a dense geographical sampling for the representatives of 
the three mitochondrial DNA lineages constituting T. karelinii sensu lato as well 
as for all the recognized non-T. karelinii crested newt species. For each crested 
newt species and lineage we sampled in the core of the range and near the 
contact zones with other species or lineages. We also added several newts 
from the type locality of ‘T. karelinii arntzeni’ (locality 59 in Fig. 1) to our 
dataset to address the concern raised in Arntzen and Wielstra (112) that these 
newts may in fact represent T. macedonicus. 

-Fibrinogen 
int7), Calreticulin intron C (CalintC), Platelet-derived growth 

coding gene: subunit 4 of the NADH dehydrogenase gene complex (ND4). Part 
of the data has been published before: all ND4 in (65, 132, 172, 216) and 

int7 and CalintC for the recognized crested newt species in (236). In order 
to make our dataset complete, all three nuclear markers were sequenced for 
the samples from Wielstra et al. (65) 
the samples from (236). See Espregueira Themudo et al. (70) and Wielstra et 
al. (65) for details on laboratory methods. 
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For the nuclear markers, individuals possess two alleles, which may or may not 
be identical. We managed to retrieve the two alleles for each individual from 
direct sequencing products. If alleles were identical or differed only by one 
substitution, retrieving them was straightforward. For diploid individuals 
containing alleles of different length, these could be retrieved following the 
method outlined in Flot et al. (237). For alleles of identical length but differing 
at more than one base pair, allele specific walking primers were developed (cf. 
238). Sequences were manually aligned and identical ones merged into 
haplotypes using MacClade 4.08 (92). For GenBank accession number, see 
Appendix S2. 
 
Data analyses 
Four indels in CalintC that could not be unambiguously aligned were excluded 
from the analysis, the remaining indels were included. We analyzed the data 
using single and multi-locus analytical approaches. Firstly, for each of the four 
markers we conducted a Neighbor Joining analysis with 1000 bootstrap 
replications in MEGA 5.05 (173). We included the marbled newt T. marmoratus 
to function as an outgroup (see Appendix S1 for sampling details). 
Furthermore, for each nuclear marker, a minimum spanning haplotype 
network was created with HapStar 0.5 (227), based on distance matrices 
produced with Arlequin 3.5 (174). 

Secondly, we used a Bayesian analysis of population structure with the 
program BAPS v.5.3 (239). BAPS assigns individuals to distinct gene pools 
probabilistically, based upon multilocus genetic data, where each individual 
allele is coded as a haplotype (two alleles per marker, which may or may not 
belong to the same haplotype). BAPS does not make a priori assumptions 
about the number of gene pools (k) but a fixed number can be set. We used 
BAPS in two ways. First we enforced BAPS to partition the individuals in seven 
groups (k = 7), as we are dealing with four recognized species and three 
candidate species. Then we let BAPS determine the most probable number of 
distinct gene pools, evaluating k k  

Thirdly, we conducted Bayesian inference of the species tree using 
*BEAST (240), a multi-species coalescent model available in BEAST 1.7 (241). 
We conducted two 500 million generation runs in *BEAST, applied a sampling 
frequency of 0.0001 and discarded the first half of generations as burn-in. We 
determined the most appropriate model of sequence evolution based on the 
Akaike Information Criterion with MrModeltest 2.2 (94) for each marker: 
GTR+G for int7 and and HKY+G for CalintC. We applied a Yule 
process species tree prior, a piecewise linear and constant root population size 
model, a strict molecular clock and a random starting tree. 
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Tracer 1.5 (99) was used to make sure that runs had converged and effective 
samples sizes were at least 200. *BEAST requires individual sequences to be 
appointed to operational taxonomical units a priori. However, when testing for 
the presence of candidate species, such classification is not straight forward 
(and in the present case should be independent form the mitochondrial DNA 
signal). To deal with this limitation, we used the BAPS groups identified under 
a search for the optimal k as operational taxonomical units in *BEAST. Thus, for 
each marker, we partitioned haplotypes according to BAPS group and the 
same haplotype could be present in more than one BAPS group. 
 
Results 
For the distribution of haplotypes among the included individuals, see 
Appendix S1 and S2. The mitochondrial DNA sorts into seven distinct lineages, 
corresponding to the four recognized species and the three mitochondrial DNA 
lineages comprising T. karelinii sensu lato (Fig. 2). Mismatches between 
phenology and mitochondrial DNA type in the recognized species are generally 
restricted to the contact zones (see Appendix S1), though T. macedonicus 
contains ‘western T. karelinii’ mitochondrial DNA over a more extensive area. 
The phylogenies and haplotype networks of the different genetic markers 
show contrasting patterns (Figs. 3). Species and mitochondrial DNA lineages do 
not sort in reciprocally monophyletic groups and haplotypes are shared among 
them. 

With BAPS enforcing seven groups, 13 out of 134 non-T. karelinii 
crested newts do not cluster according to the species they were appointed 
based on phenotype (Appendix S1). Six instances where BAPS appoints 
individuals to a different species concerns individuals from at the contact zone 
(Appendix S1). Furthermore, the seven T. carnifex individuals from outside Italy 
(from the Balkans and Austia) are clustered with T. cristatus. The five 
individuals from the type locality of ‘T. karelinii arntzeni’ are grouped with 
T. macedonicus. The T. karelinii sensu lato individuals generally group 
according to mitochondrial DNA lineage, but four populations (locality 84-87 in 
the hatched area in Fig. 1), despite containing ‘western T. karelinii’ 
mitochondrial DNA (haplotypes in bold in Fig. 2), cluster with ‘central 
T. karelinii’ based on nuclear DNA. There is one exception: one individual from 
locality 85 is placed in ‘western T. karelinii’ (but see below). Two ‘western 
T. karelinii’ newts from the contact zone are classified as T. macedonicus by 
BAPS. 

With BAPS allowing the optimal value of k, 41 genetic clusters are 
resolved, generally corresponding to the species they were appointed or, in 
the case of T. karelinii sensu lato, to ‘eastern,’ ‘central’ and ‘western 
T. karelinii’ as delimited by BAPS with k = 7. 
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Fig. 2. Neighbor joining tree for the ND4 haplotypes. Branches supported with a 
bootstrap over 70 are marked with an asterisk. The T. marmoratus outgroup is not 
shown. Haplotype codes correspond to Appendix S1 and S2. ‘Western T. karelinii’ 
mitochondrial DNA haplotypes found in ‘central T. karelinii’ as delineated by nuclear 
DNA are shown in bold. 
 
Two BAPS groups belong to T. carnifex, six to T. cristatus, nine to T. dobgoricus, 
five to T. macedonicus, six to ‘western T. karelinii’, eight to ‘central T. karelinii’ 
and five to ‘eastern T. karelinii’ (Appendix S1). The eight individuals from the 
contact zone that were clustered with a different species than their phenotype 
would suggest when using k = 7 are also found with k = 41. The seven 
T. carnifex that clustered with T. cristatus with k = 7 are now placed in a 
separate group, together with a single T. cristatus individual from the contact 
zone with T. carnifex. The individual from western Asiatic Turkey clustering 
with ‘western T. karelinii’ with k = 7 is appointed to a ‘central T. karelinii’ 
cluster with k = 41. 
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Figure 3 Neighbour joinging trees and haplotype networks for each of the three 
nuclear markers. For the networks, the frequency is expressed by the diameter of the 
circles (see Appendix S2 for details). Colors (corresponding to Fig. 1) reflect the species 
in which each haplotype is found or, in the case of T. karelinii sensu lato, which 
mitochondrial DNA lineage they possess. Newts identified as ‘central T. karelinii’ based 
on nuclear DNA but containing ‘western T. karelinii’ mitochondrial DNA are colored 
yellow. Haplotype codes correspond to Appendix S1 and S2. 
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The species tree obtained with *BEAST is shown in Fig. 4. Monophyly of most 
(candidate) species is suggested, but support is not that high: pp. = 0.78 for 
T. cristatus, pp. = 0.97 for T. dobrogicus, pp. = 0.89 for ‘central T. karelinii, and 
pp. = 0.93 for ‘eastern T. karelinii’. Italian T. carnifex comprises only a single 
BAPS group (i.e. pp. is not applicable); the BAPS group comprising the 
T. carnifex individuals from outside of Italy is nested within T. cristatus (as 
already alluded to by BAPS itself when enforcing k = 7). Another peculiar result 
is the placement of T. macedonicus: most of the individuals are nested with 
‘western T. karelinii’ in a relatively highly supported clade (pp. = 0.91). The 
remaining T. macedonicus BAPS group is nested in T. dobrogicus (this group, 
containing two T. macedonicus newts also contains one T. dobrogicus 
individual and occurs at the contact zone with that species). 
 

 
Figure 4 Species tree resulting from the *BEAST multi-species coalescent analysis 
based on the three nuclear DNA markers. Only posterior probabilities for (candidate) 
species and the relationships among themare shown; posterior probabilities within 
(candidate) species are << 0.50. Note that *BEAST does not require an outgroup. The 
numbers at the tips refer to BAPS groups and correspond to Appendix S1; bold 
numbers reflect BAPS groups that contain newts belonging to more than one species 
(see text). 
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There is no support for phylogenetic structure within the (candidate) species 
according to *BEAST. This also applies to the placement of T. macedonicus 
within ‘western T. karelinii’; although the two are placed in two reciprocally 
monophyletic clades, support for each clade is low. Furthermore, there is no 
support for phylogenetic relationships among the recognized crested newt 
species. On the other hand, T. karelinii sensu lato shows support for 
phylogenetic structure among the three candidate species: ‘eastern’ and 
‘central T. karelinii’ are each other’s closest relatives (pp. = 0.90) and this clade 
is sister (pp. = 0.90) to ‘western T. karelinii’ (which, as noted above, includes 
the majority of T. macedonicus individuals).  
 
Discussion 
 
A single locus analysis reveals reticulated evolution 
The different genetic markers show distinct patterns. Whereas the 
mitochondrial gene tree shows geographically distinct clades, this is not the 
case for the nuclear gene trees (Fig. 2 and 3). All three nuclear gene trees differ 
from each other and none of them shows reciprocally monophyletic groups 
corresponding to units identifiable based on other data such as morphology, 
mitochondrial DNA or allozymes (cf. 132). The complexity of the situation 
becomes clearer when the data is analyzed as haplotype networks (Fig. 3). On 
the one hand, haplotypes are often shared among several species and on the 
other haplotypes found in the same species are scattered throughout the 
network. It should be stressed that this does not only concern the three 
mitochondrial DNA lineages within T. karelinii, but also the four recognized 
crested newt species. 

Our results show the importance to include the recognized species 
when assessing evolutionary independence of the three T. karelinii sensu lato 
candidate species. If we had not put the pattern shown in T. karelinii sensu lato 
into the context of the situation shown by the recognized species, we might 
have wrongly interpreted allele sharing and non-monophyly as evidence for 
the lack of a barrier to gene flow. Two phenomena can explain the confusing 
pattern shown by the individual markers. The sharing of alleles can partially be 
explained by ancestral polymorphism, retained from before the time that the 
different species split. However, the low frequency presence of haplotypes in 
one species, typically restricted to the contact zone with a neighboring species 
in which this haplotype is more abundant, suggests horizontal gene flow due to 
hybridization also occurred during crested newt evolution. To further unravel 
such a reticulated evolutionary pattern requires a multi-locus approach. 
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Classification based on multi-locus data sorts out crested newt (candidate) 
species 
BAPS brings order to the chaos. When we force BAPS to partition the individual 
crested newts into seven groups (considering we have four recognized and 
three candidate species), BAPS manages to appoint the majority of newts to 
the species or mitochondrial DNA lineage they were a priori appointed to 
(based on phenotypical characteristics or molecular data). When BAPS is 
allowed to choose the optimal number of gene pools, the identified clusters 
again can be neatly grouped in the seven (candidate) species. Most 
mismatches identified are to be expected: they occur close to the contact zone 
with other species and can be explained by gene flow due to hybridization (cf. 
132). 

There is one peculiar finding: the T. carnifex populations outside of 
Italy, from the northern Balkan Peninsuala and east of the Alps, are clustered 
with T. cristatus. Allozyme and morphological data shows that these newts 
definitely belong to T. carnifex (67, 132). When BAPS is allowed to determine 
the optimal number of gene pools, these newts are clustered in a unique 
group. However, the inclusion of one T. cristatus individual from the contact 
zone in this group and its placement in the species tree (see below) would 
suggest genetic influence of T. cristatus during the evolutionary history of this 
T. carnifex stock. A genome scale analysis is required to further explore this 
phenomenon. 

In contrast to the nuclear phylogenetic trees and haplotype networks, 
BAPS supports the presence of three distinct gene pools in T. karelinii sensu 
lato. These groups almost fully correspond to the geographical pattern 
suggested by mitochondrial DNA. The only exception is that ‘central T. karelinii’ 
contains ‘western T. karelinii’ mitochondrial DNA in the westernmost part of its 
range (Fig. 1). This can be explained by mitochondrial DNA introgression: a 
phenomenon regularly observed in crested newts (132, 172). Newts from the 
type locality of ‘T. karelinii arntzeni’ do not belong to T. karelinii sensu lato but 
are grouped with T. macedonicus. 
 
A species tree for Triturus based on multi-locus data 
Our approach to treat BAPS groups as operational taxonomical units 
circumvents the arbitrarity in the a priori defining of ‘species’ required by 
*BEAST. The different BAPS groups generally cluster in (candidate) species as 
expected in the species tree produced by *BEAST. Support for the monophyly 
of each is suggestive, but in most cases not statistically significant. 
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It should be stressed that the recognized crested newt species are supported 
as discrete nuclear gene pools by allozyme data and we thus do not doubt 
their status as distinct species (132, whose sampling of individuals from 
recognized crested newt species largely overlaps with the current paper). 
Support for the monophyly of the three candidate species is relatively high 
compared with the recognized species. 

To a certain extent low support might reflect a lack of resolution in the 
data, but we suspect gene flow due to hybridization (cf. section 4.1.) mainly 
influences our results. *BEAST assumes that there is no horizontal gene flow 
between ‘species’ (240). However, this assumption is likely to be violated for 
recently radiated species. Note that such groups would also be the ones that 
particularly benefit from the application of a multi-species coalescent 
approach as they are more likely to show ancestral polymorphism. The current 
inability to deal with gene flow is thus a considerable limitation and an 
important issue to be resolved in future development of multispecies 
coalescent models. As we have no objective way to correct for gene flow after 
speciation events, we have to take its adverse effects for granted here. BAPS 
groups containing combination of alleles derived from different species can be 
expected to be difficult to place in a species tree. 

The peculiar situation involving the placement of T. macedonicus 
suggests that the geographical reach of horizontal gene flow can be extensive. 
Based on allozyme data it is clear that T. macedonicus and ‘western T. karelinii’ 
behave as distinct species (132). Similarly, BAPS manages to pull T. 
macedonicus and ‘western T. karelinii’ apart. However, T. macedonicus clusters 
together with ‘western T. karelinii’ in the species tree. It has been 
hypothesized that T. macedonicus has displaced ‘western T. karelinii’ over a 
large part of its former range (172). This process co-occurred with introgressive 
hybridization, reflected by the presence of ‘western T. karelinii’ mitochondrial 
DNA in T. macedonicus. We suggest the clustering of T. macedonicus with 
‘western T. karelinii’ likely reflects asymmetric introgression of nuclear DNA 
into T. macedonicus as it displaced ‘western T. karelinii’ (cf. 160). To further 
explore this intriguing phenomenon, we recommend a denser sampling for 
T. macedonicus and ‘western T. karelinii’, in terms of both the number of 
populations and of nuclear DNA markers. Contrastingly, clustering with 
‘western T. karelinii’ is not shown by the ‘central T. karelinii’ that contain 
asymmetrically introgressed ‘western’ mitochondrial DNA. 

The *BEAST species tree constructed here does not provide insight 
into the phylogenetic relationships among the recognized crested newt 
species. It does so for the three candidate species comprising T. karelinii sensu 
lato. However, the suggested phylogeny differs from the one based on 
mitochondrial DNA (Fig. 2; cf. 65, 131). 
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Whereas mitochondrial DNA suggests ‘central’ and ‘western T. karelinii’ are 
more closely related to each other than each of them is to ‘eastern T. karelinii’, 
the *BEAST species tree clusters ‘central’ together with ‘eastern T. karelinii’ 
and suggests ‘western T. karelinii’ as their sister. Considering that low 
phylogenetic signal and gene flow hamper our estimation of the Triturus 
species tree here, we for now prefer the phylogenetic hypothesis for Triturus 
based on mitochondrial DNA. We recommend an approach using many more 
(i.e. 50-100) nuclear DNA markers to further explore the crested newt 
phylogeny and to explore clinal transition of individual markers across hybrid 
zones, especially for the ‘western T. karelinii’ – T. macedonicus case. 

*BEAST is typically applied to recognized species, known to be closely 
related (240). The program has up to now been only sparsely applied in a 
phylogeographical setting, densely sampling taxa potentially containing 
multiple species (242, 243; this study). *BEAST appears to perform reasonably 
well for the identification of distinct gene pools in multi-locus datasets and in 
this respect the program is a welcome addition to the phylogeographer’s 
toolkit. 
 
The current (lack of) genetic interaction between T. karelinii clades 
‘Eastern’ and ‘central T. karelinii’ show no signs of recent genetic admixture. 
This is in line with their apparent current allopatry (cf. Fig. 1; 65). Historical 
records have been found on the Turkish side of the border with Georgia but 
could not be confirmed during recent fieldwork (reviewed in 65). We suspect 
these historical records concern ‘eastern T. karelinii’, considering the 
geographical proximity to known ‘eastern T. karelinii localities’ (locality 98 in 
Fig. 1); the distance to the nearest known ‘central T. karelinii locality’ (locality 
96 in Fig. 1) is considerably larger. When newts on the Turkish sides of the 
border are re-discovered, their identity can easily be determined using the 
dataset and procedure presented in this paper. 

‘Western’ and ‘central T. karelinii’ are parapatric (cf. Fig. 1). An earlier 
attempt to locate the contact zone between ‘western’ and ‘central T. karelinii’ 
(112) similarly found that ‘central T. karelinii’ was distributed more westerly 
than would be expected based on mitochondrial DNA. However, a more 
convoluted shape for the contact zone was suggested, with individuals 
identified as ‘western T. karelinii’ present close to our locality 91 (Fig. 1). 
However, the study by Arntzen and Wielstra (112) suffered from a very limited 
sampling of ‘central T. karelinii’ (and ‘eastern T. karelinii’ was not included at 
all). Therefore, we put more confidence in the present findings. 
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However, we do suggest a detailed hybrid zone analysis to be conducted, using 
a denser sampling in terms of more populations, more individuals per 
population and more nuclear DNA markers, to more thoroughly explore how 
sharp the transition between ‘central’ and ‘western T. karelinii’ is.  
 
Different newts, comparative phylogeographical pattern 
There is a striking similarity between the ‘central T. karelinii’ – ‘western 
T. karelinii’ and the Lissotriton kosswigi – L. vulgaris contact zones (244). Not 
only is the contact zone between the two pairs of newts positioned in the 
same region, but L. kosswigi also possesses L. vulgaris mitochondrial DNA in 
the same area where ‘central T. karelinii’ contains ‘western T. karelinii’ 
mitochondrial DNA. Furthermore, the temporal estimation of the split 
between both species pairs is similar (65, around 5.5 Ma; 244). We propose 
the following shared historical biogeographical scenario underlying the pattern 
shown by the two pairs of newts. 

The reconnecting of the Black Sea with the Aegean Sea at the 
conclusion of the Messinian Salinity Crisis, around 5.33 Ma (117), caused the 
initial split between both pairs of newts. The route of this marine connection 
was re-ordered extensively on several occasions due to tectonic developments. 
Although the exact intermediate stages are not yet fully understood, the initial 
route across the Balkans (245) shifted and by the start of the Pleistocene 
(2.6Ma) incorporated the Marmara Sea (121). Until the beginning of the 

– Lake Sapanca – 
Sakarya Valley waterway connected the Black Sea with the Sea of Marmora 
(121). Although the re-ordering of the Aegean Sea - Black Sea connection may 
have facilitated periodic geographical contact between the two pairs of newts 
prior to the Pleistocene, no ancient introgression could be identified. 

– Lake Sapanca – Sakarya Valley waterway 
separated the geographical ranges of both pairs of newts (cf. Fig. 5). After this 
waterway closed, ‘central T. karelinii’ and L. kosswigi expanded their ranges 
westwards, at the expense of ‘western T. karelinii’ and L. vulgaris. This 
displacement coincided with hybridization and mitochondrial DNA 
introgressed in the process (cf. 160). Both ‘western’ and ‘central’ ‘T. karelinii’ 
mitochondrial DNA are currently found in syntopy at locality 84 (Fig. 1, 
Appendix S1), where the waterway was positioned. We predict that a denser 
sampling in L. kosswigi along the route of the ancient waterway will also reveal 
syntopy of L. kosswigi and L. vulgaris mitochondrial DNA. With the formation 
of the Bosporus in the Holocene (11.7Ka to present), an alternative connection 
between the Marmara and Black Seas arose (121, 127), which prevented 
‘central T. karelinii’ and L. kosswigi to colonize Europe (cf. Fig. 5). 
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Figure 5 Map showing (paleo)geological features mentioned in the biogeographical 
scenario explaining the asymmetrical introgression of ‘western T. karelinii’ 
mitochondrial into ‘central T. karelinii’. Closed circles reflect ‘central 
T. karelinii‘containing ‘central’ mitochondrial DNA and open circles ‘western 
T. karelinii‘ containing ‘western’ mitochondrial DNA; closed stars reflect ‘central 
T. karelinii’ containing ‘western’ mitochondrial DNA and the white star a locality where 
both mitochondrial DNA types were found in syntopy in another study (216). Elevation 
is expressed as a continuous scale, running from light (low elevation) to dark (high 
elevation). Up to recently the Marmara Sea was connected to the Black Sea via an ’old’ 

, Lake Sapanca and the Sakarya Valley. At the 
beginning of the Holocene, a ‘new’ waterway, the Bosphorus, took over. With the 
former sea strait gone, ‘central T. karelinii’ expanded westwards, at the expense of 
‘western T. karelinii’ and took up ‘western’ mitochondrial DNA in the process via 
introgressive hybridization (see text for details). 
 

– Lake Sapanca – Sakarya Valley waterway explains the observed 
pattern. The arid, high altitude Anatolian Plateau would further have acted as a 
barrier south of the waterway, contributing to the isolation of ‘western’ and 
‘central T. karelinii’. Wielstra et al. (216) found both ‘western’ and ‘central 
T. karelinii’ mitochondrial DNA in Seben, 30 km southeast of our locality 88 
(noted in Fig. 5). This finding suggests that interaction between the two was 
possible via the upper reaches of the Sakarya River. Evidently, the extent of 
such interaction must have been limited. How ‘central T. karelinii’ and 
L. kosswigi managed to outcompete ‘western T. karelinii‘ and L. vulgaris after 

– Lake Sapanca – Sakarya Valley waterway closed and whether 
their current contact zones are in equilibrium or still moving are promising 
prospects for future research. 
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The outdated taxonomy of T. karelinii sensu lato 
We have shown that the three mitochondrial DNA lineages we previously 
identified in T. karelinii senu lato are also from a nuclear DNA perspective as 
distinct from each other as the recognized crested newt species are. Therefore 
we suggest the traditional ‘T. karelinii’ should be treated as three distinct 
species. The type locality of ‘T. karelinii’ is from Iran (close to locality 101 in Fig. 
1) and T. karelinii sensus stricto should therefore be applied to ‘eastern 
T. karelinii’. A different name needs to be applied to the two remaining 
species. 

Although the name ‘T. (karelinii) arntzeni’ has been applied to the 
‘western T. karelinii’, our analysis shows that newts from the type locality are 
in fact T. macedonicus. This possibility was already alluded to by Arntzen and 
Wielstra (112) as the genome size is very different from T. karelinii sensu lato 
(including those from within the range of ‘western T. karelinii’) but completely 
overlaps with that of T. macedonicus (cf. 246). Furthermore, published pictures 
(247) of the throat and belly pattern of the holotype and paratypes of 
‘T. (karelinii) arntzeni’ and newts from the type locality observed by us in the 
field (pers. obs.) actually resemble T. macedonicus instead of T. karelinii sensu 
lato. We recommend that the name ‘arntzeni’ is treated as a junior synonym of 
T. macedonicus. As a consequence, the name is not available for ‘western 
T. karelinii’. For ‘central T. karelinii’, no name has been proposed yet. Both 
‘central’ and ‘western T. karelinii’ are thus awaiting taxonomic treatment, 
which will be presented elsewhere. 
 
Supplementary data  
The supplementary data associated with this chapter can be found at 
http://science.naturalis.nl/media/333572/ch6suppdata.zip. 

 Appendix S1: Details on sampling and the distribution of haplotypes 
across individuals. 

 Appendix S2: GenBank accession numbers for haplotypes and the 
distribution of haplotypes across species and mitochondrial DNA 
lineages. 
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Synthesis 
 
Backgroud 
Biogeography is the branch of Biology that seeks to understand the spatio-
temporal distribution of biodiversity. With the advance of molecular 
approaches, a wealth of hitherto cryptic biodiversity has been revealed, hidden 
in organisms’ genomes (10). Present day patterns of geographical genetic 
structuring are a derivative of past events and the field of phylogeography 
aims to untangle the complex history underlying intraspecific genetic 
structuring (12). The ecological niche of a species enfolds the suite of 
conditions under which it can maintain self-sustaining populations (5). In 
ecological niche modeling, the environmental requirements of a species are 
approximated, based on the range of climatic conditions experienced at known 
localities (30). By projecting the model on climate layers, the potential 
distribution of the species can be determined. 

Both phylogeography and ecological niche modeling can provide 
insights into past distributions, independent of each other, and a tandem 
implementation is increasingly being promoted to improve historical 
biogeographical reconstructions (21, 22, 30). Although this joined approach it 
is still in the early stages, it has been successfully applied in biogeographical 
analyses: if both phylogeography and ecological niche modeling converge on 
the same result, confidence in a historical biogeographical hypothesis is 
strengthened (e.g. 57, 188). The aim of this thesis is to combine both 
techniques to increase the yield of biogeographical information from 
georeferenced genomes. 
 
Findings 
In this thesis, Triturus newts are used as a model system. We take a top down 
approach, first determining the relationships among species and subsequently 
the geographical structuring within species. We employ both genetic and 
ecological data to test species boundaries, to trace distribution back in time 
and to deduce past interspecific competition. This paragraph explains how the 
different chapters relate to each other and how the use of phylogeography and 
spatial ecology is interwoven. 

The four morphotypes comprising the crested newt T. cristatus 
superspecies – the T. karelinii group, T. carnifex – T. macedonicus, T. cristatus 
and T. dobrogicus – differ in phenology: newts with sturdy bodies, reflected by 
a low number of rib-bearing pre-sacral vertebrae (NRBV), are associated with a 
relatively terrestrial way of life. Those with slender bodies, reflected by a high 
NRBV count, are associated with a more aquatic life style. 
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Given the explicit link with the phenetic and the phenological regime, it is of 
particular interest to understand the evolution of body build in crested newts. 
However, the tracing of character state changes has been hampered up to now 
by the lack of a resolved phylogeny. In chapter 1 we, for the first time, manage 
to determine the phylogenetic relationships among the four morphotypes. To 
this aim we employ Bayesian phylogenetic inference of full mitogenomic 
sequences. The new phylogeny involves a maximally parsimonious 
interpretation of NRBV evolution: the more slender the morphotype, the later 
it was derived. The four morphotypes radiated in temporal proximity 
(determined with r8s and BEAST). As most splits cannot be aligned with 
geomorphological developments, we speculate that ecological differentiation 
in the form of adaptive shifts towards different water regimes (reflected by 
body shape differentiation) played a role during crested newt speciation. 

The geographical genetic structuring of the three morphotypes 
confined to Europe has been relatively well studied. In contrast, the situation 
in the fourth morphotype, the Near Eastern T. karelinii group, is poorly 
understood. In chapter 2 we conduct a dense mitochondrial phylogeographical 
survey, using both Bayesian and Maximum Likelihood inference. Based on 
temporal calibration of the phylogeographic framework (using both r8s and 
BEAST), we provide a paleogeographical scenario. The separation of the 
T. karelinii group from the remaining crested newts around is related to the 
separation of the Balkan and Anatolian landmasses. The T. karelinii group 
comprises three genetically distinct, geographically structured clades (eastern, 
central and western). We suggest the uplift of the Armenian Plateau to be 
responsible for the separation of the eastern clade, and the re-establishment 
of a marine connection between the Black Sea and the Mediterranean at the 
end of the Messinian Salinity Crisis to have caused the split between the 
central and western clade. 

The three mitochondrial DNA lineages comprising the T. karelinii group 
are genetically as diverged as recognized crested newt species. In chapter 3 we 
test whether these ‘candidate species’ are also ecologically differentiated. To 
interpret ecological divergence, we treat the ecological overlap among the 
recognized crested newts as a benchmark. To quantify niche differences 
among all crested newt (candidate) species and test hypotheses regarding 
niche evolution, we use a framework by Broennimann and colleagues written 
for R. We employ the two best performing techniques: principal component 
analysis calibrated on the entire environmental space of the study area and 
ecological niche factor analyses. 
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All (candidate) species occupy significantly different segments of 
environmental space. Niche overlap values for the three candidate species are 
not significantly higher than those for the recognized species. The three 
candidate crested newt species thus are, not only in terms of mitochondrial 
DNA genetic divergence, but also ecologically speaking, as diverged as the 
‘real' crested newt species. Our findings provide further support for the 
hypothesis that they represent true cryptic species. 

The climatic oscillations during the Quaternary Ice Age heavily 
influenced the distribution of species and left their mark on intraspecific 
genetic diversity. In chapter 4 we test the response of Triturus newts as the 
climate shifted from the previous glacial period (the Last Glacial Maximum, 
~21Ka) to the current interglacial. We conduct a dense mitochondrial DNA 
phylogeography, visualizing genetic diversity within populations (based on 
nucleotide diversity determined with Arlequin) and divergence among 
populations (based on average sequence divergence determined with Alleles in 
Space). We produce species distribution models with Maxent using and project 
these on climate simulations for the Last Glacial Maximum. The two 
independent techniques provide insight in the glacial reduction and postglacial 
expansion of Triturus. For most species we manage to deduce the position of 
likely glacial refugia: areas which are predicted to have been suitable at the 
Last Glacial Maximum and which are genetically rich. A notable exception is 
provided by T. dobrogicus: both the mitochondrial DNA data and the species 
distribution models suggest this species has been severely bottlenecked. We 
also identify instances of a mismatch between species identity and 
mitochondrial DNA type, which we relate to shifting contact zones. We take a 
closer look to the most extreme situation in the next chapter. 

If the geographical displacement of one species by another is 
accompanied by hybridization, mitochondrial DNA can introgress 
asymmetrically, from the outcompeted species into the invading species, over 
a large geographical extent. In chapter 5 we trace a species overturn between 
two crested newt species. We first delimit a ca. 54,000 km2 area in which 
T. macedonicus contains T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA. This introgression zone 
bisects the range of T. karelinii. Similarity of the introgressed mitochondrial 
DNA haplotypes suggests a recent transfer across the species boundary. We 
then use ecological niche modeling with Maxent to explore the suitability of 
the introgression zone under current and Last Glacial Maximum conditions. 
The introgression zone was inhospitable during the Last Glacial Maximum for 
both species, but has since that time become suitable. Together, these data 
support a scenario of postglacial outcompeting of T. karelinii by 
T. macedonicus. 
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The introgression zone was first colonized after the Last Glacial Maximum by T. 
karelinii. Subsequently, T. karelinii was outcompeted by T. macedonicus, which 
captured T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA via introgressive hybridization in the 
process. Once peripheral T. macedonicus populations contained T. karelinii 
mitochondrial DNA, this mitochondrial could be spread into areas never 
populated by T. karelinii via a T. macedonicus host. This can explain the 
presence of T. karelinii mitochondrial DNA in areas predicted to be unsuitable 
for T. karelinii both at the Last Glacial Maximum and at the present. 

Mitochondrial DNA represents just a single gene tree and, ideally, 
multiple nuclear DNA markers should be included in phylogeographical studies 
to distill the true evolutionary history. In chapter 6, we conduct a multimarker 
phylogeography to explore the evolutionary independence of the three 
mitochondrial DNA lineages comprising the T. karelinii group. We include 
representatives of recognized crested newt species to guide our interpretation 
of the results. All markers show distinct patterns when analyzed singly (as a 
phylogeny or haplotype network) and none of them sort haplotypes according 
to species or mitochondrial DNA lineage. Multimarker approaches (BAPS and 
*BEAST) on the other hand show that not only the recognized species, but also 
the three mitochondrial DNA lineages represent discrete nuclear DNA gene 
pools. A historical range shift coinciding with asymmetric mitochondrial DNA 
introgression is invoked to explain a slight mismatch between the distribution 
of nuclear and mitochondrial DNA in the extreme northwest of Asiatic Turkey. 
This scenario is supported by paleogeological evidence and a striking 
concordant pattern in co-distributed Lissotriton newts. We suggest that the 
traditional ‘T. karelinii’ in fact comprises three species, albeit that they are 
morphologically cryptic. 
 The different papers presented in this thesis link together. The 
mitochondrial DNA data suggest the presence of ‘cryptic’ species. 
Subsequently we show how niche divergence can be used as a criterion to test 
their status and finally explore nuclear DNA as an independent confirmation. 
Furthermore, we link geographical differentiation of genetic richness with 
predicted distribution at the Last Glacial Maximum to trace glacial refugia of 
the different Triturus species. Finally, we deduce a past species overturn from 
a ‘genetic footprint’ left by the outcompeted species and link this to 
competition in response to climate change. The combined use of species 
distribution modeling and mitochondrial phylogeography provides a more 
complete understanding of the historical biogeography of Triturus than both 
approaches would on their own. 
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Outlook 
Triturus still has much more to teach us about evolutionary biology. An 
interesting development will be the prediction of potential distribution in deep 
time, covering the entire timeframe of Triturus evolution. This depends in the 
first place on the availability of paleoclimatic reconstructions. The oldest 
climate layers currently available cover the Last Interglacial at ca. 120-140Ka 
(248), a date next to nothing on a geological time scale. Over larger time spans, 
the role of geomorphological dynamics will start influencing the climate. The 
resolution of future datasets will necessarily be rough.  

A conceptual challenge relevant to ecological niche modeling in deep 
time will involve the incorporation of niche evolution: how can ancestral 
niches, coalescing at internal nodes, be reconstructed? Previously applied 
assumptions of phylogenetic signal and niche conservatism have been 
criticized for merely representing a subset of possibilities (249). Furthermore, 
the validity of tracing extrinsic characters (i.e. not directly heritable, such as 
the niche approximation obtained by ecological niche modeling) over a 
phylogeny has been questioned (250). Because in Triturus the number of rib-
bearing vertebrae appears to reflect ecology, this intrinsic character can be 
used as a surrogate for niche evolution, with each addition of a rib-bearing 
vertebrae corresponding to a niche shift away from the ancestral character 
niche. Now that we have succeeded in placing the number of rib-bearing 
vertebrae in a temporally calibrated phylogenetic context, we can interpret 
when adaptive shift occurred and what their direction was. 
 The genomic revolution has (up to now) largely passed salamanders 
(251). The sheer vastness of salamander genomes (252) make them 
particularly interesting, but also relatively complex to decipher. Genomic data 
is an as yet little explored source of information on Triturus evolution. First, 
incorporating (much) more gene trees will help to more accurately establish 
the Triturus phylogeny and in particular to more precisely extract the temporal 
setting of the species radiation (71). Secondly, genomic data can be employed 
to uncover the genetic machinery behind body build (253). An understanding 
of how body build became moldable by natural selection in the ancestral 
Triturus, eventually producing the range of body patterns observed today, can 
be obtained by comparing the developmental pathways encoded by the 
genomes of the different Triturus species. Finally genomic data will allow us to 
establish the degree of nuclear gene flow between species, not only at 
present, but also historically (254). An interesting question is whether different 
sections of the genome permeate the species boundary to a different degree 
(255). 
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Studies on the hybridization between Triturus species will further aid our 
understanding of speciation. Still little is known about postzygotic barriers 
(132). Given that gene flow between species is geographically restricted, 
hybrids likely show reduced viability and increased sterility, but the relative 
importance and the underlying causes are unknown. Even less is known about 
prezygotic barriers (132). Sexual isolation due to behavioral differences (e.g. in 
the elaborate ‘mating dance’ of crested newts) or phenotypical differences 
(e.g. in the secondary sex characteristics) may well reinforce assortative 
mating where species occur in syntopy. Of particular interest is the role of 
pheromones in mating: it is clear that they must play an important part, but 
what that part is, is yet unclear (256). Laboratory experiments, but also 
monitoring in the wild, will provide more insight into such barriers to gene 
flow. 

To come back to the niche, field studies will also help us to better 
understand small-scale ecological differences among species. As the contact 
zones are the areas where species actively replace one another, these should 
be the point of focus. Are different species adapted to different microhabitats 
(cf. 202)? Do ecological characteristics such as phenology or habitat selection 
make species differentially suited to particular ecological backgrounds? How 
do different species interact? How do relative frequencies in syntopic 
populations fluctuate? An interesting aspect is whether the species at the 
current contact zones are in spatial equilibrium, or whether they are still in the 
process of displacing each other. Furthermore, how will potential future 
climate change influence the position of the contact zones? In this section we 
listed many exciting evolutionary and ecological questions waiting to be 
answered. Triturus is a suitable model system in studies helping to address 
these questions. 
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Summary 
Both phylogeography and spatial ecology provide insight into the spatio-
temporal distribution dynamics of species. We employ these two independent 
techniques. As a model system we use Triturus newts. We determine the 
phylogenetic relationships among and within Triturus species based on 
mitochondrial DNA. This reveals three genetically diverged but morphologically 
cryptic candidate species. We show that niche divergence among candidate 
species is comparable to that among recognized Triturus species. By employing 
three nuclear DNA markers we test whether barriers to gene flow are present 
and prove that candidate species actually behave as real species. Based on 
species distribution modeling and geographical genetic structuring, we explore 
Triturus’ responses to the Last Glacial Maximum. Both approaches agree on 
the position of glacial refugia and postglacially colonized area. By exploiting 
asymmetrically introgressed mitochondrial DNA we deduce the postglacial 
outcompeting of one newt species by another. This thesis shows that the 
concerted application of phylogeographical and spatial ecological approaches 
improves the ability to reconstruct historical biogeographical processes. 

Samenvatting 
Zowel fylogeografie als ruimtelijke ecologie bieden inzicht in de 
verspreidingsdynamiek van soorten in tijd en ruimte. Wij passen deze twee 
onafhankelijke technieken toe. Als model gebruiken we Triturus salamanders. 
Op basis van van mitochondriaal DNA bepalen we de fylogenetische 
verwantschappen tussen en binnen Triturus soorten. Dit onthult drie genetisch 
gedivergeerde maar morfologisch cryptische kandidaatsoorten. 
Nichedivergentie tussen kandidaatsoorten is vergelijkbaar met die tussen 
erkende Triturus soorten. Met drie nucleaire DNA markers testen we de 
aanwezigheid van gene flow-barrières en tonen aan dat de kandidaatsoorten 
zich in feite als echte soorten gedragen. Aan de hand van gemodelleerde 
soortverspreiding en geografische genetische structuur onderzoeken we de 
respons van Triturus op het Laatste Glaciale Maximum. De positie van glaciale 
refugia en postglaciaal gekoloniseerd gebied komt voor beide methoden 
overeen. Gebruikmakend van asymmetrisch geïntrogresseerd mitochondriaal 
DNA leiden we het postglaciale verdringen van de ene salamandersoort door 
de andere af. Dit proefschrift toont aan dat de gezamenlijke toepassing van 
fylogeografie en ruimtelijk ecologie de reconstructie van historisch 
biogeografische processen bevordert. 


